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Editorial …….. 
 

Provoking fresh thinking is certainly becoming the prime purpose of 
International Journal of Multidisciplinary Educational Research (IJMER). The 
new world era we have entered with enormous contradictions is demanding a 
unique understanding to face challenges. IJMER’s contents are 
overwhelmingly contributor, distinctive and are creating the right balance for 
its readers with its varied knowledge.  

We are happy to inform you that IJMER got the high Impact Factor 
2.972, Index Copernicus Value 5.16 and IJMER is listed and indexed in 34 
popular indexed organizations in the world. This academic achievement of 
IJMER is only author’s contribution in the past issues. I hope this journey of 
IJMER more benefit to future academic world. 

In the present issue, we have taken up details of multidisciplinary 
issues discussed in academic circles. There are well written articles covering a 
wide range of issues that are thought provoking as well as significant in the 
contemporary research world.  

My thanks to the Members of the Editorial Board, to the readers, and 
in particular I sincerely recognize the efforts of the subscribers of articles. The 
journal thus receives its recognition from the rich contribution of assorted 
research papers presented by the experienced scholars and the implied 
commitment is generating the vision envisaged and that is spreading 
knowledge. I am happy to note that the readers are benefited. 

 My personal thanks to one and all. 

 

(Dr.Victor Babu Koppula) 
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PREFERRED LEADERSHIP STYLE OF COACHES AND 
ATHLETES’ SATISFACTION: FOCUSING ON SOME PREMIER 

LEAGUE FOOTBALL CLUBS IN ADDIS ABABA ETHIOPIA 

Zelalem Abatkun 
Ph. D Research Scholar 

Department of Physical Education 
 AndhraUniversity, Visakhapatnam, India 

INTRODUCTION 

Leadership is a vital force for successful organizations, and effective 
leadership can help the organization develop new directions and 
promote change toward proposed objectives (Bennis&Nanus, 1985). 
More leadership is needed for organizations to successfully adjust 
greater worldwide competition and increased complexity (Kotter 1988).  

The concept of leadership also exists in the context of sport. Some 
researchers have tried to translate some of leadership concepts to the 
realm of athletics to understand effective sport leadership clearly. The 

contingency model of leadership in athletics, Chelladurai (1993) 
proposed a Multidimensional Model of Leadership to apply situational 
leadership theory directly in sport setting. The model focuses on the 
three aspects of coaching leadership a) actual behavior, b) preferred 
behavior, and c) required behavior. The three aspects represent the 
characteristics of the coach, the athlete and the situation. In this model, 
performance and satisfaction of the athlete are viewed as the products 
of the interaction of these three aspects of coaching leadership. . A 
central thesis of the MML is that congruence between preferred and 
actual leadership behavior enhances athletes’ satisfaction. Athlete 
satisfaction can be used as a measure of organizational effectiveness 
(Chelladurai&Riemer, 1997).  
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OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY  

The main purpose of this study is to identify the relationship between 
preferred leadership style and athletes’ satisfaction among some Addis 
Ababa premier league football clubs in Ethiopia. 

The specific objectives of the study were:   

 To identify leadership style of coaches that is mostly preferred 

by football players. 

 To examine the difference among the defensive, offensive and 

mid-field playersof football team in preferred leadership style. 

 To identify factors that affect athlete satisfaction in football. 

 To examine the level of satisfaction among the defensive, 

offensive and mid-fieldplayers of football team. 

 To investigate the relationship between preferred leadership 

style of the coaches and athletes satisfaction 

Significance of the Study 

 This study helps the coaches to understand the importance of 
leadership style as a determinant for success of team. 

 It provides information regarding the preference of coach 
leadership style of the player. 

 This study may encourage coaches to seek greater 

understanding of leadership style that will produce the strongest 
influence on team performance and satisfaction. 

Delimitations of the Study 

The research was conducted in Addis Ababa. There were seven 
Ethiopian Premier League Participant Clubs and seven National 
League Participant Clubs in the city. However, for the purpose of its 
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manageability the study was delimited to four premier league 
participant football clubs with assumption that practices provide good 
representation of all premier league participant clubs in the city. 

Limitations of the Study 

While conducting this study, the researcher encountered three major 
limited factors that had a considerable effect on the quality of the 
research work. For one, there were fewer than 100 participants. Most 
Multidimensional model of leadership of sport analysis of research 
examining multivariate relationships is done with a sample size of at 
least 200- 300 participants. The second was lack of comprehensive local 
previous research literatures in the area under investigation. Time and 
the willingness of players to complete questionnaires for fear of 

confidentiality of their result might have influenced the validity of the 
data in the study. 

METHOD 

In order to obtain the required information a descriptive survey design 
was employed in the study. 

Sampling Techniques 

The study area (Addis Ababa) was selected purposively based on the 
interest of the researcher and access to information. According to the 
obtained data from Addis Ababa Football Federation, there were 7 
Ethiopian premier league participant football clubs in the city in the 
year 2010/2011. Representative numbers of clubs’ was selected by using 
simple random (lottery) method. Out of the total club in the city 4 
premier league participant clubs (Ethiopia Buna FC, Mekelakeya 
(Defense) FC, Saint- George FC, and Dedebit FC) were selected to make 
the study manageable in time and cost affordable. Of the total 
population 60 players were selected by using stratified random 
sampling technique. On the basis of players’ position, each clubs’ 
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players grouped (stratified) in to three stratums: defensive, offensive, 
and mid-field players. After placing the player in their position the 
representative players were selected by using simple random sampling. 
From each clubs 15 players (5 defensive, 5 offensive and 5 mid-field 
players) were selected. 

DATA GATHERING INSTRUMENT AND PROCEDURE  

The instruments used to obtain the desired information on leadership 
style and athlete satisfaction were questionnaires. These were 
Demographic Questionnaires; Leadership Scale for Sport (LSS) 
(Chelladurai&Saleh, 1980), and Athlete Satisfaction Questionnaire 
(ASQ) Riemer and Challadurai (1998) were adapted and utilized to 
examine style of coaching behavior which football player preferred and 

their satisfaction in football team. 

METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS 

After gathering relevant data, the data were analyzed by using 
Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS). Then depending on the 
nature of the basic questions, appropriate statistical techniques such as 
mean, standard deviation, graph and correlation were used for data 
analysis. For the purpose of correlation, Pearson Product-Moment 
Correlation Coefficient was used. Correlation was done with preferred 
leadership style of coach against athlete satisfaction. The level of 
significance is set at 0.05. 
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RESULTS  

Preferred Coach Leadership Style by Football Players 

Table 1 Preferred Coach Leadership Style by Football Players 

Leadership Style      N Mean Std. Deviation Range 

Training and 
Instruction 
Behavior 

60 4.08 .43 2.00 

Positive 
Feedback 

60 3.92 .61 3.00 

Social Support 
Behavior 

60 3.62 .53 1.87 

Democrat 
Behavior 

60 3.22 .68 2.78 

Autocratic 
Behavior 

60 2.06 .69 2.60 

 

Source: Field Survey 2011 

Table 1 indicate that the players were more preferred training and 
instruction coaching behavior which is the highest mean score (M= 
4.08, SD = + .43) and followed by positive feedback coaching style 

(M=3.92, SD = + .53), social support coaching style (M= 3.62, SD= + 
.68), democratic coaching style (M= 3.22, SD= + .68) and autocratic 
coaching style was the least preferred leadership style (M= 2.06, SD= 
+ .69) 

Comparison of Preferred Leadership Style Depending on 
Players Position 

The players consisted of 20 defensive, 20 mi-field, and 20 offensive 
players. The mean scores for all variables by player’s position as 
defense, mid-field, and offence were indicated on graph below.    
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Source: Field Survey 2011 

Figure 1:  Comparison of Preferred Leadership Style Depending on 

PlayersPosition 

The result of the study indicated that defensive players reported 
greater preference than mid-field and offensive players for training and 
instruction (M=4.21 vs 4.03 and4.14), positive feedback (M= 4.09 vs 
3.76 and 3.80), and democratic behavior (M=3.28 vs 3.13 and 3.26). 

Figure 1 shows that mid-field players scored the least mean score for all 
leadership style than defensive and offensive players. Training and 
instruction (M= 4.03 vs 4.21 and 4.14), positive feedback (M= 3.76 vs 
4.09 and 3.80), social support (M= 3.46 vs 3.66 and 3.73), democratic 
behavior (M=3.13 vs 3.28 and 3.26), and autocratic behavior (M= 1.94 
vs 2.11 and 2.17). 

The finding of the study reported on graph showed that offensive 
players scored greater preference for social support (M= 3.77 vs 3.66 
and 3.46) than defensive and mid-field players and for autocratic 
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behavior (M= 2.17 vs 2.11 and 1.94) than defensive and mid-field 
players.  

However, mean difference between the defensive, mid-field, and 
offensive football players regarding to preferred leadership style were 
not that much great. 

Factor affecting Athletes’ Satisfaction 

Table 2: Athlete Satisfaction in Some Addis Ababa Premier 
League Participant Clubs 

Athlete satisfaction       N Mean Std. 
Deviation 

Range 

Training and 
Instruction 
Satisfaction 

60 5.46 1.04 4.33 

Personal Treatment 
Satisfaction 

60 5.28 1.22 4.80 

Team performance  
satisfaction 

60 4.98 1.17 5.00 

Individual 
Performance 
Satisfaction 

60 4.97 1.26 5.00 

Source: Field Survey 2011 

Table 2 shows that training and instruction satisfaction (M=5.46, 
SD=+ 1.04) was the most important subscale influencing football 
player satisfaction in Addis Ababa premier league participant football 
clubs. The above table 2 shows that the mean scores of personal 
treatment satisfaction (M= 5.28, SD=+ 1.22) was the second highest 
mean score for players satisfaction. The others factor were team 

performance satisfaction (M= 4.98, SD= + 1.17) and individual 
performance satisfaction (M=4.97, SD= + 1.26) which were the lowest 
rated satisfied for players satisfaction. 
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Comparison of Players’ Level of Satisfaction Depending on 
players Position 

The players consisted of 20 defensive, 20 mid-field, and 20 offensive 
players. The mean scores for all satisfaction variables by player’s 
position as defensive, mid-field, and offensive were indicated on graph 
below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Field Survey 2011 

Figure 2:  Comparison of Players’ Level of Satisfaction Depending on 
playersPosition 

The finding of the study revealed that defensive players were more 
satisfied with training and instruction satisfaction than mid-field and 
offensive players (M= 5.64 vs 5.45 and 5.30). Beside these, defensive 
players were more satisfied with personal treatment satisfaction 
(M=5.45 vs 5.33 and 5.08) than mid-field and offensive players. 

The graph shows that mid-field players were more satisfied with team 
performance satisfaction than defensive and offensive players (M=5.20 
vs 4.78 and 4.95).   
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The offensive players were more satisfied with individual performance 
than mid-field and defensive players (M=5.23 vs 4.97 and 4.72).  

The finding of study shows that the mean difference between the 
defensive, mid-field, and offensive football players regarding 
satisfaction were not great. 

Relationship between Preferred coach Leadership Styles and 
Athletes Satisfaction 

Table 3: Pearson Product Momentum correlation between football 

players preferred coaching leadership styles and player’s satisfaction in 
Addis Ababa football clubs. 

 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Source: Field Survey 2011 

         Leadership styles                   

 

Athlete satisfaction 

 TI DB AB SS PF 

Training and 

instruction 
Satisfaction 

.241 .181 .002 .146 -.103 

Personal Treatment 
Satisfaction 

    .178     -
.029 

     .053      .202         
.049 

Team Performance 
Satisfaction 

   .209      .177     -
.006 

     .241       -.003 

Individual 
Performance 
Satisfaction 

  .191     .078      .089      .099       -
.277* 
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Note: TI= training and instruction; DB=democratic behavior; AB= 
autocratic behavior; SS= social support; PF= positive feedback. 

From the total variables only individual performance satisfaction and 
positive feedback were weak, negative and significant(r= -.277, p<0.05) 
relationship. 

Linear Regression with preferred Coach Behaviors as 
Predictors Average result of 4 subscale of Athletes’ 
Satisfaction as Criterion 

 

Variables  R R 
Square 

Adjuste
d 
R 
Square 
 

Std. Error 
of 
the 
Estimate 
 

F  Sig 

PF x AB x TIB x DB x SSB .39
7  

.157 .079 
 

.89221 2.018 .091 

P*0.05 

 

A, Predictor: (constant), Positive feedback (PF), Autocratic behavior 

(AB), training and instructionbehavior (TIB), Democratic behavior 
(DB), Social support behavior (SSB) 

B, Dependent Variable: Athletes’ Satisfaction: Average result of 4 
subscale of athletes’ satisfaction(training and instruction, personal 
treatment, team performance, and individualperformance satisfaction) 

Regression analyses of all five variables of preferred leadership 
behavior were entered together in the regression model. Results of this 
analysis of the five variables of preferred leadership style resulted is 
none significant model predicting athletes’ satisfaction, F (5, 54) = 
2.018, p > .05, and accounted for only 15.7 % of the variance in 
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athletes’ satisfaction. Most of players’ satisfactions (84.3%) were 
determined by other variables, which were not included in this study. 

DISCUSSION 

Players were more preferred training and instruction coaching behavior 
which was the highest mean score and followed by positive feedback 
coaching style. Similar result was also reported by Chelladurai (1978), 
who found that athletes involved in interdependent task (team sport) or 
variable task (Open sports such as football and basketball) preferred 
more training and instruction than did the athletes in independent task 
(individual sports). 

When examining the priority of athletes’ satisfaction aspect, the 
highest value was allocated to training and instruction satisfaction and 

personal treatment and satisfaction. This finding is compatible with the 
results of research on Egypt hand ball players by Bebetsos and 
Theordorakis (2003) indicated that personal treatment and satisfaction 
and individual performance satisfaction has priority.  

Based on the overall result obtained there was a weak, and insignificant 
relationship between athletes’ satisfaction and preferred coaching 
leadership style except individual performance satisfaction and positive 
feedback, which were found weak, negative and significant relationship  
in some Addis Ababa premier league football clubs. Likewise, these 
results were consistent with the result by Riemer and Toon (2001) in 
their research they found no significant relationship between athlete’s 
satisfaction with leadership style of coach. However, regarding the 
relation between coaches leadership style and athletes satisfaction, 
different results indicate a positive significant relationship. For 
example, Ac Nazarudin (2009) in his research on university basketball 

players in Malaysia showed that there is a strong correlation between 
athletes’ satisfaction with training and instruction, positive feedback, 
social support, democratic behavior and autocratic behavior, 
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respectively. Similarly, Schliesman cited in Andrew (2004) surveyed 40 
male university level track and field athletes and found a significant 
positive linear relationship between leadership discrepancy scorers 
(preference and perception) and satisfaction with leadership.  

CONCLUSIONS 

 Among players preference of coaching leadership style, training 
and instruction was the most preferred leadership style followed 
by positive feedback, social support and democratic behavior. 
While autocratic behavior was the least preferred leadership 
behavior in some Addis Ababa premier league football clubs 

 Among athletes’ satisfaction subscale, training and instruction 
satisfaction, and personal treatment satisfaction were the most 

important factors that influence football players’ satisfaction 

 It was argued in some literature review that the relationship 
between leadership style and athletes satisfaction as had 
significant positive relationship. But, the result of the present 
study is incompatible with previous finding of Multidimensional 
Model of leadership, which was insignificant relationship 
between preferred leadership style and athletes’ satisfaction, 
except leadership style of positive feedback and individual 
performance satisfaction, which was negative and significant 
relationship. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 The finding of the present study indicates that football players 
preferred high level of training and instruction, and positive 
feedback leadership style. Therefore, coaches should provide 
more training and instruction, and positive feedback for their 
athletes and employ his skill and knowledge to train and 

practice techniques, tactics, use variety of drills for practice, give 
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stress for the mastery of skill, and appropriate times admire 
players’ contribution and effort in order to increase the level of 
satisfaction and achievement. 

 Satisfaction is an integral part of sport participation and 
enjoyment. Without satisfaction, athletes would turn to other 
sources for potential success and enjoyment. Hence, coach 
should understand factors that lead his/her players to higher 
satisfaction and performance in order to be more successful and 
effective in his/her specific team. 

 Further research work should be employed by increasing the 

number of participant to compare with the present finding at 
hand by using Multidimensional Model of sport leadership. 
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GANDHIAN PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION: NAI TALIM 

                                                               
Dr. P.V. Ramana Kumar 

Dept. of Economics 
Andhra University, Visakhapatnam 

      
       Gandhiji who exclusively devoted his entire life to the cause and 
eradication of human suffering. He realized that the greatest reality of 
the world was suffering. He also realized that social suffering was the 
result of injustice, and ill-will. Injustice and nothing else was the real 
problem of life according to him. 

       Gandhiji emphasized the constructive work for the upliftment of 
the society. Constructive work, according to him, must be constructive 
in nature. It must be directed towards the welfare of the people as a 
whole. Through this programme, evils and miseries can be eradicated. 

Constructive work includes very many programmes, such as, the 
establishment of hospitals, construction of roads and bridges, and other 
such works which are beneficial to both individual and society. 

      Some of the programmes which are taken up by the constructive 
workers in achieving  and raising a perfect well-ordered  society, such 
as Gandhiji’s purna swaraj , J.P. Narayana’s Panchayati Raj system, 
Sri Dhirendera Majamdarr’s Naya Morh  and Vinoba Bhave’s Bhoodan 
movement  and Nai Talim. 

Literally, Nia Talim means ‘new education’. It is learning by 
doing. NaiTalim, has two ends in view, first of all education be 
imparted on the line of, crafts, and, secondly, the produce of the crafts 
be made remunerative. This would enable the management to meet the 
cost of education. Acharya Kripalani regards Nai Talim as, ‘the coping 
stone of Gandhiji’s socio-political edifice’. Gandhiji regards this 
education as ‘the spearhead of a silent social revolution’. Through the 

introduction of this system of education he wanted to eradicate the 
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bitter relationship among the different classes. The Zakir Hussain 
Committee also confirmed this fact. It said,’ socially considered, the 
introduction of such  

          Practical productive work in education, to be participated in by 
all the children of the nation, will tend to break down the existing 
barriers of prejudice between manual and intellectual workers, harmful 
alike to both. About Nai Talim, Gandhiji himself said,’ By education I 
mean an all-round drawing out of the best in child and man-body, mind 

and spirit. This type of education was introduced mainly for the 
education of children who fall between the age group of seven to 
fourteen..  

         But later on, Gandhiji held that this sort of education was 
necessary at all stages and for all persons. He said, ‘it should include 
the education of everybody at every stage of life including the 
university stage’. 

              Some modern sociologists have misgivings in regard to the 
efficacy of Nai Talim. The question, therefore, often raised by them is: 
Can Nai Tlim be acceptable to the modern minds? There are some 
modern social thinkers also who accept this sort of education. J.B. 
Kripalani says,’Gandhiji laid the foundations of a scheme of national 
education suited to our needs, requirements and genius and our 
aspiration for the future. It is for us to perfect it and extend it is cover 

the entire field of education. In this process, adjustment and adaptation 
may be necessary. But there must be undertaken in the spirit of the 
total philosophy of Gandhiji for the individual and society. After 
independence. It was thought proper to introduce this scheme of 
education not only in schools but also in villages. Many recognized 
educationists and psychologists like John Dewey, Stanley Hall and T.P 
Manu have also advocated and supported Nai Talim. According to 
them, this sort of education, if imparted, will be beneficial to al. It 
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provides for an all-round development of the individual. The head, 
heart and hands, all the three should harmoniously develop. Further it 
is contended that Nai Talim provides for correlation of life. Certainly, 
there are some merits in this new system of education due to which 
Gandhiji introduced this scheme. The social thinkers like Vinoba Bhave 
and Jaya Prakesh Narayana incessantly tried to preach the basic 
principals of Nai Talim. 

           But, in spirit of all its merits, Nai Talim has certain short-

coming which cannot be ignored. The main objection is that the craft-
center education cannot be regarded as the perfect system of education. 
Nai Talim, no doubt, lays much emphasis on craft-education. Again, 
Nai Talim does not emphasize all the three faculties of mind. It 
emphasizes only the conative aspect and neglects the other two. 
Further, it is maintained that this type of education is a great 
hindrance to the progress of industries in our countries. It goes against 
the policy of industrialization. That is why Sri Mirza Ismail very aptly 
remarked that Nai Talim was “a retreat from civilization”. This type of 
education, as introduced by  Gandhiji, did not produce the desired 
results. Thousands of basic schools were opened, and teachers were 
appointed to impart education on the pattern of Nai Talim but nothing 
concrete could come out in the field of education. The main reason 
behind the failure of this education is that it is at present not suited for 

India. It is possible only when the people themselves realize their duties 
to be performed in the society and when their moral conduct is high. 
And, yet, another fact to be takreninto consideration is that those who 
have been imparting this type of education are not themselves very 
much particular about its implementation. They do not take education 
in missionary spirit but only to gain their personal ends. Thus, under 
these circumstances, Nai Talim has not proved its worth for the general 
masses and it could not be very popular to them. It is true, Gandhiji’s 
aim and intention in introducing this sort of education was pure and 
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basically sound but if could not fulfill this ambitions. If people would 
have acted according to his techniques, things would have certainly 
improved. It is the people imparting this type of education who are 
responsible for the failure and not Nai Talim in itself. 

       Planning is also an important factor under constructive 
programme for Sarvodaya Samaj. The nature of planning mainly 
depends upon the kind of society we are going to establish. In every 
society, wealth plays a vital role. Even the relation between the 

individual and society is determined by economic considerations. 
Therefore, every society needs economic planning in order to achieve 
self-sufficiency on economic front. In 1937, Indian National Congress 
had appointed a National Planning Committee to prepare a systematic 
outline of economic development in the country. India had copied this 
idea of National Planning from Russia. It was, however, only after 
independence that a more comprehensive and systematic planning was 
made. Under this scheme, Sarvodaya thinkers also chalked out a plan. 
And in 1957, this plan was elaborated as Planning for Sarvodaya. 

             Let us now explain the principals of planning according to 
Sarvodaya thinkers. Generally, planning means the development of 
one’s environment. The raising of the standard of living has become the 
primary objective. But the concept pf Sarvodaya planning is somewhat 
different from the general concept. Describing the concept of Sarvodaya  

planning, K.G.Mashruwala says, “Respect for life is the first principal 
of Sarvodaya. The development India means, primarily, healthy and all-
round development of the life and personality of india’s living beings, 
human as well as animal, the latter to the extent they become a part 
and parcel of human life”. He further goes on to explain: “Other 
considerations apart, our national regeneration cannot be achieved 
merely by heavy economic construction. The moral reconstruction of 
our country on solid foundation is even more important and basic than 
economic reconstruction. The latter should follow step by step in the 
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wake of the former. Human and ethical considerations thus 
predominate Sarvodaya planning and it centers round cooperation, self-
sufficiency, simplicity and decentralization. The aim of Sarvodaya 
planning of “to remove the impediments that stand in the way of the 
establishment of an equalitarian, non-exploitative and decentralized 
economic and political order. Sarvodaya planning seems to be 
humanistic. It is humanistic in the sense that under it the main aim is 
to provide employment to all. To give work to a few in the name of  

efficiency is not Sarvodaya planning but partial planning. In Sarvodaya 
planning , it is maintained that the sufferings of all individuals must be 
eradicated. Its main purpose is to raise” last men”. Its important aim is 
also to raise the income of the lower strata of people. It is ethical in the 
sense that the principals and policies evolved must be strictly adhered 
to. The working should be in tune with the outlines of the Sarvodaya 
planning. Savodaya planning can also be said to be democratic. We find 
that there are the Village Panchayat, Zila Parishad, State Planning 
Board and National Planning Commission. These units have been to be 
founded and organized on democratic lines for achieving Sarvodaya 
ideal. 

 Having discussed at length the aims and objectives of the 
contrive work and also their feasibility in the context of the present 
world situation, we can now conclude that whatever may be the 

shortcomings in the techniques and progammes adopted and practiced 
by Gandhiji and his other associates for obtaining a perfect society- a 
sarvodaya samaj, it is a reality that those weaknesses and shortcomings 
are due to the misunderstanding and mishandling of the problems by 
workers who work upon them. The force and momentum given to those 
techniques by Gnadhiji are really of paramount importance, and one 
cannot ordinarily practice them unless one is morally so strong as to 
take upon oneself any strenuous work which might come in one’s way. 
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Only in that case, one can be able to bring the desired results and can 
fulfill the wishes of the masses. 
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  Mahatma Gandhi went to England on Fourth September, 1888 
to study law and became a barrister. He was called to the Bar on Tenth 
June, 1891 and got enrolled in the High Court of England the very next 
day. On twelfth June 1891, he sailed for India—his mother land. Here 
he started practice as a lawyer at first in the High Court at Bombay. 
After that he went to South Africa in April, 1893 and stayed for a whole 

year in Pretoria in connection with the case of Sheth  Dada Abdullah, 
who was involved in a civil suit with his near relative Sheth Toyed Hajji 
Khan Mohammad who also stayed in Pretoria. Gandhiji was successful 
in his first case in South Africa –The Judge ruled in Dada Abdullah 
Sheth’s favour . He also learnt the secret of success as a lawyer. From 
1893 till 1913 Gandhiji practiced in South Africa.     

              During those twenty colorful years, Gandhiji served in various 
way at South Africa . There he met Hermann Kallenbach—a man of 
great heart.Mr. kallenbach bought a farm about 1100 acres and gave 
the use of it to Gandhiji, free of any rent or charge in May30, 1910. This 
farm named as Tolstoy Farm. Upon the Farm there were nearly one 
thousand fruit-bearing trees and a small house at the foot of a hill with 
accommodation for half a dozen persons. Water was supplied from two 
wells as well as from a spring. The nearest Railway station, Lawley , 
was about a mile from the Farm and Johannesburg was twenty-one 

miles distant . Gandhiji and Kallenbach decided to build houses upon 
this Farm and to invite the families of Satyagrahis in South Africa to 
settle there.     
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The Tolstoy Farm was named by Hermann Kallenbach, who was 

closely associated with Gandhiji . This Farm was founded in 1910 and 
disbanded in 1913. Gandhiji wrote, “Tolstoy Farm was a family in 
which I occupied the place of the Father.” 

The routine of the children on the Farm was divided between 
attending classes and contributing to the maintenance of the Farm. In 
the   phoenix settlement there was the practice of combining manual 
work with   instructions on a daily basis , but Gandhiji took the concept 

one step further  by introducing vocational training at Tolstoy Farm to 
give “ all round development to the boys and girls.’’ The chief aim of 
the Tolstoy Farm was to hold co-educational classes and indeed to 
encourage the development of togetherness.  He included some 
activities, such as –general laboring, cooking, scavenging, sandal 
making, simple carpentry and messenger work. By these programmes 
he wanted to establish the policy of peaceful co-existence.  

In Gandhiji’s own word, “Here we insisted that we should not 
have any servants either for the house hold work or as far as might be 
even for the farming and building operations. Everything therefore 
from cooking to scavenging was done with our own hands. As regards 
accommodation for families, we resolved from the first that the men 
and women should be housed separately. The houses therefore were to 
be built in two separate blocks, each at some distance from the other. 

For the time it was considered sufficient to provide accommodation for 
ten women and sixty men. Then again we had to erect a house for Mr. 
Kallenbach and by its side a work-shop for carpentry, shoe making etc.” 

           The settlers hailed from Gujarat, Tamilnadu , Andhra Pradesh 
and North-India , and there were Hindus , Muslims , Parses and 
Christians among  them . About forty of them were young men, two or 
three old men, five women and twenty to thirty children of whom four 
or five were girls .One can easily discern that the Farm has a 
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cosmopolitan character within itself. Gandhiji’s main objective was to 
consolidate the mind of ‘Farm-errs ‘in a peaceful way where they can 
dwell familiarly.  

Is there any second evidence in the World?      

The experience in South Africa contributed in a number of 
various ways to the foundations of Gandhiji’s ideology and methods. 
The peculiar conditions in South Africa allowed the amalgamation into 
successful movements of people of disparate religions, communities and 

classes: Hindus, Muslims, Parses, Christians, Gujratis and south-
Indians, upper class merchants and lawyers. The famous historian 
Sumit Sarkar writes, “The basic Gandhian style was worked out in 
South Africa after 1906. This involved careful training of disciplined 
cadres (in the Phoenix settlement and the Tolstoy Farm), non-violent ` 
Satyagraha’ involving peaceful violation of specific laws (compulsory 
registration, entry permits, trade licenses, etc.), mass courting of 
arrests, and occasional `Hartals’ and spectacular marches. It included a 
combination of apparently quixotic methods together with meticulous 
attention to organizational and particularly financial details ’’ 

The spirit of self-help had started expressing itself through 
works. Gandhiji’s message of self-help was being spread among his 
disciples. The power of self-restraint came from ‘Brahmacharya’. In 
Gandhiji’s word, “ But it was in South Africa that I came to realize the 

importance of observing ‘Brahmacharya’ even with respect to my life .” 
The Ideal of ‘Brahmacharya’ came from Rig-Veda and after that he 
followed the teachings of Gautama Buddha and Srichaitanya . Not only 
that , Leo Tolstoy , John Ruskin and Thorough’s   idealistic view driven 
him to formulate something new and different from the formers . As a 
result we have gained a peace-centric Philosophy, which is accepted by 
many people of the World. Gandhiji thought that man and animal are 
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not same category. Man can observe ‘Brahmacharya’, but the animals 
can not.    

In Gandhiji’s word, “As an external aid to Brahmacharya, 
fasting is as necessary as selection and restriction in diet. So over 
powering are the senses that they can be kept under control only when 
they are completely hedged in on all sides, from above and from 
beneath. It is common knowledge that they are powerless without food, 
and so fasting undertaken with a view to control of the senses is, I have 

no doubt , very helpful. With some, fasting is of no avail, because 
assuming that mechanical fasting alone will make them immune, they 
keep their bodies without food, but feast their minds upon all sorts of 
delicacies, thinking all the while what they will eat and what they will 
drink after the fast terminates. Such fasting helps them in controlling 
neither palate nor lust .Fasting is useful, when mind co-operates with 
starving body, that is to say, when it cultivates distaste for the objects 
that are denied to the body. Mind is at the root of all sensuality. 
Fasting, therefore, has a limited use, for a fasting man may continue to 
be swayed by passion. But it may be said that extinction of the sexual 
passion is as a rule impossible without fasting, which may be said to be 
indispensable for the observance of Brahmacharya.”     

In Tolstoy Farm, Gandhiji wanted to make a universal food 
habit for the settlers. He banned eating meat. He emphasized on 

Vegetarianism. Every Farm-man obeyed it gladly. The practices of 
Vegetarianism were healthy in various ways:  

1. It saved money, 

2. It saved health, 

3. It saved Eco-system, 
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4. All the herbivorous beings of our world\our Eco-system 

generally found to be non-violent in nature. This lesson 
Gandhiji had adopted from the natural world itself. 

In the present times, the developed nations have re-oriented 
their thoughts regarding food practices to the manner shown by 
Mahatma Gandhi. 

Rabindranath Tagore and Gandhiji had broad areas of agreement in 
their views of life: both advocated inner swaraj as necessary before 

external swaraj could be won; both stressed the need for suffering and 
constructive work: both had an image of harmonious, self-sufficient 
village life which should be recaptured in the future, and both felt that 
love and truth were fundamentally related. Tagore admired Gandhi’s 
fight for awakening the rural masses to self-help and political 
consciousness and Tagore is even said to have given Gandhi the name 
‘Mahatma’.     

The Prime Minister of today in India , Mr. Naredra Damodardas  
Modi declares ‘Swachha Bharat Avijan’. Mr. Modi wants to hi-jack 
Gandhiji’s path.  In England , America and various rich country follow  
Gandhiji’s self-help path of their day to day routine, because of the 
scarcity of labor. Not only that, money can be saved by this way. Here 
lies Mahatma Gandhi,s extra-ordinariness’. In contemporary age his 
activities were not followed by the majority of mass, only the 

Ashramiks were followed it ardently. But still now he is a learnable 
character for the world-people and a dependable Mile-stone also. So, we 
can easily say, In every country of the world, where men have set 
themselves to the task of social improvement, Gandhiji always been the 
source of inspiration and prophesy. 
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1: Introduction  

   The state of Jammu and Kashmir in many respects has 
problems of isolation, backward and inaccessible areas, lack of an industrial 
base and employment opportunities. However, the state is vested with a 
substantial water resource, mineral base, and is famous the world over for its 
exquisite handicrafts, handloom products, tourism, cottage industry and 
horticulture produce. The peculiar geographical situation and inadequacy of 
infrastructure in Jammu and Kashmir has restricted the development of 
agriculture and the possibility of land productivity. The outputs of agricultural 
products are not increasing in proportion to the cost involved in the farming. 
The agricultural activity is, therefore, considered to be an uneconomic 
occupation. In the absence of non-availability of employment opportunities in 
other sectors, the workforce is forced to depend mainly on agricultural 
activities. In the context of stagnation in agricultural production, which is not 
helpful in creating an increasing level of employment opportunities in the 
region, horticulture is a viable option for exploration. It occupies an important 
position in the farming system of the state. Besides, the state has suitable 
climatic zones for growing temperate, sub-tropical and tropical fruits 
throughout the year. Temperate fruits like apple, pear, peach, plum, apricot, 
cheery, walnut, saffron etc., grown at elevation of 1000 to 3000 meters above 
sea level are important cash-fetching fruits of the state. These fruits not only 
supplement the diet of the local people, but also form an important item of 
export to other parts of India.The Post-Independence era witnessed 
substantial progress in respect of production and area coverage under 
horticulture but still needs special attention. Horticulture is gaining 
momentum in the state as its contribution to GSDP remains around 7-8 
percent over the past few years.  Fruit production in the state has increased to 
11.05 lakh metric tons during 1999-2000 from mere 16,000 metric tons in 
1953-54. Out of this, fresh fruit production accounts for 10.22 lakh metric 
tons. The area under cultivation crops has increased by 17 times. It has 
increased up to 2.19 lakh hectare in 2000-01 from a mere 12,400 hectare in 
1953-54. The per hectare yield too has gone up to 5.08 metric tons from 1.29 
metric tones during the period. Under the area expansion programme, over 44 
lakh plant produced in government and private nurseries have been 
distributed among the prospective beneficiaries during 1999-2000.There are 
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around 6 lakh  families comprising of about 30 lakh people which are involved 
directly or in directly with fruit cultivation. According to the estimate of State 
Horticulture Department, An income of Rs. 4100 crore has been generated 
from fruit production during 2011-2012 which includes an amount of Rs. 495 
crores from dry fruits. Apart from these achievements, this sector also faces 
certain challenges like the average land holding size (0.76 hectare) being small 
for the commercialization of the horticulture activity. Due to unavailability of 
packaging and processing facilities, 30 per cent of the total fruit produced get 
wasted. Inadequate marketing facility is also one of the reasons for low 
productivity. Through certain changes in the development perspective of the 
department of horticulture, this sector could become one of the important 
sectors in the state economy. The returns from the growth in the apple 
production should be one of the motivational factors for the growth of 
horticulture in the region. 

2: Horticulture in Kashmir  

Nature has endowed Kashmir with innumerable gifts, its towering snow clad 
mountains, bubbling streams, transparent and sparkling lakes, flower 
meadows, colorful orchards and rare fauna have always attracted numerous 
tourists from all corners of the world. The age-old traditional fruit cultivation 
has profusely colored the serenity and tranquility of Kashmir's landscape. 
Kashmir, the land of fauna, flora and fruits possesses a rich history of fruit 
cultivation. Years before the time of warrior King 'LalitaDitya' and though the 
golden periods of benevolent kings like 'Awantiwaraman' and Sultan Zain-ul-
Abdin 'Badshah', Kashmir has remained the symbol of fruits and flowers. The 
horticulture industry in Kashmir has become the bulwark of rural economy in 
the state. This industry earns revenue of over Rs. 50 crores yearly and 
provides job facilities to the thousands of people directly and indirectly. 
Important horticulture fruits are as;  

3:Apple 
Lawrence describes it as "the most popular apple in Kashmir a sweet fruit 
ripening in October and keeping its condition for a long time and finding 
favour with the natives of India for its sweetness and its handsome 
appearance”. Apple has various varieties like Ambri, Delicious, 
Maharaji,American, Chamora, Rajakwari, and Hazaratbali. These varieties of 
Apple are Indigenous to Kashmir and continue to keep its superiority by virtue 
of its crisp, sweet flesh and excellent aroma. Delicious apple has a longer shelf 
life and is an excellent dessert variety. Maharaji is a world renowned variety. 
Apples are widely grown in Kashmir valley." Ambri is indigenous to Kashmir 
and continues to enjoy superiority by virtue of its crisp, sweet flesh and 
excellent aroma. The fruit is blushed red, striped, medium-sized and oblong to 
conical in shape with longer storage life. The fruit matures in the last week of 
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September to first week of October. It is an excellent dessert variety. This 
variety has crisp juicy, greenish white and sweet flesh and is usually medium-
sized, as a result of which it has become very popular with consumers. Oblate-
shaped, blushed and patchy red with a smooth surface, it matures in the last 
week of September. A good dessert variety.Delicious (Red Delicious) A world-
renowned variety. It is one of the most widely grown apples. The fruit is 
tapering in shape with characteristic five lobes at the apex. Skin is smooth, 
striped and blushed red. Flesh is fine grained, greenish white, sweet, very juicy 
and crisp with good aroma. Size is medium to large and it matures by the end 
of September. A good dessert variety.Hazaratbali (Benoni) A medium-sized 
apple with rounds to slightly conical in shape and red to striped skin; white 
juicy and sweet flesh. It is the earliest variety of apple available from the 
valley, maturing in mid-July. 

4:Walnut. 
Fruit medium to above medium, pointed, halves acuminate. Skin thick, downy, 
yellow base with scattered red patches. Flesh firm, creamy yellow, moderately 
juicy, sweet with acidic blend when fully ripe.Free stone the fruit is ready for 
harvest in 3rd week of August. 

5:Strawberry. 
Fruit medium, roundish, regular, skin smooth and thin flesh deep red, juicy, 
sweet and soft full of aroma, stone cling type. 

6: Saffron 

Saffron the legendary crop of Jammu & Kashmir belongs to the family of 
irrdaceae and genus crocus. Saffron is the most expensive spice of the world, 
what a Saffron flower is? As far Saffron flower is concerned, it has six 
lilactinted petals, six stigmas and one style of white colour. The three stigmas 
of red colour with a long style and three stigmas of bulrush colour with short 
white coloured styles come out of the flower, while as the colour of the whole 
flower in greenish which means that the Saffron flower consists of four 
colourviz red, bulrush, purple and white. The three stigmas of red colour along 
with the style of white colour are called lutchha and only the red stigmas 
without style are called Mangra (Shahi Saffron). The seeds of Saffron are 
called corms or bulbs. The corms of Saffron are not sown every year but once 
for years. Saffron is a slow growing perennial plant regenerating from the 
vegetative multiplication of its underground corms. Numerous scars like buds 
covered with scaly leaves are present on the surface of mother corm, which 
vary in number depending on the corm size. The buds produce aerial shots 
that subsequently produce daughter corms at the base. 

Saffron is the most expensive spice among the spices saffron is a non 
perishable high value low volume commercial crop of Jammu and Kashmir. 
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Saffron is made from the dried stigmas of the saffron flower (Crocus Sativus 
Linn). Saffron gross in climatically diverse regions, varying in attitude, 
temperature and humidity conditions. However it prefers a cool and runny 
situation in well drained soils in the areas falling between 1500-2250 meters 
from m.s.l. saffron in a high spice due to much direct labour required for its 
cultivation, harvesting and handling. One stigma of saffron weights about 2 
mug each flower has three stigmas. About 150,000 flowers must be carefully 
picked one by one in order to produce 1 kg spice. Its high value makes saffron 
the object of frequent adulteration and fraud. In India saffron is mainly 
cultivated in Jammu and Kashmir. Where it is sown in mid August and 
September. Flower picking were done during October and November. Saffron 
production is currently being produced and cultivated more or less intensely in 
iron, India Greece, Morocco, Spain, Italy, Turkey, France, Switzerland, 
Pakistan, China, Japan and recently in Australia. Words saffron production is 
estimated 205 tons per year, iron is said to produce 80% of this total. The state 
of Jammu and Kashmir in India produces 8 to 10 tones. Under rainfed 
conditions. 

 Saffron is an important cash crop and second largest agro-oriented 
business activity in Jammu and Kashmir. India in the entire world has a great 
potential for increasing its productivity, production, quality and export to 
other producing and non-producing countries of the world. Presently the state 
produces about 15-18 tons of saffron (about 99% of national production) which 
by conservative estimates amount to an exchequer worth Rs. 40 crores. 
However the current production and productivity level of saffron (1-2.50 
kg/ha) in Jammu & Kashmir is low as compared with the productivity level of 
other saffron producing countries of the world (5-6 kg/ha) 

 Apart from its export potential it is a labour intensive crop and 
primarily an important crop of a large number of small farmers and marginal 
farmers in Jammu & Kashmir. Its area accounting only 2.5 percent of the total 
area in the whole state. More than 16,000 farm families are engaged in saffron 
cultivation located in 226 villages with 61% of holdings below than 0.5 
hectares. The highest area ever cultivated under this crop in the state was 
5,707 hectares in 1996-97 with an annual of Jammu & Kashmir is facing 
several problems related to cultivation, marketing and export. Hence it will be 
useful to analyse the problems and prospects of saffron cultivation in Jammu 
& Kashmir  

6.1: Objectives of the study. 

1. To study the micro and macro trade practices related to saffron 
cultivation in Jammu & Kashmir.  
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2. To know whether commercialization of saffron for economic 
development and nutritional cum medicinal improvement requires 
range of policies or not. 

3. To assure overall development of saffron production and Horticulture 
sector to make it more remunerative and profitable so that economic 
status of the farming community can be improved and the 
Horticulture in the state become a key sector for strengthening the 
economy of the State. 

4. To improve the quality and production of Horticulture crops by 
integrated implementation of viable, eco-friendly, validated and refined 
technologies. 

6.2: Importance of Horticulture Sector: Horticulture in Jammu and 
Kashmir has emerged as the fastest growing sector within agriculture during 
the last two decades, triggering agricultural development. Its growth makes a 
direct impact on employment generation and broader micro economic 
development of the country. Horticulture accounts for about 7-8 of states 
agricultural GSDP. An income of Rs.4100 crore has been generated from fruit 
production during 2011-12 which includes an amount of Rs. 495 crore from dry 
fruits. Horticulture crops also help in achieving bio-diversity to maintain 
ecological balance for sustainable agriculture, and above all securing 
nutritional security. The horticulture is expected to play a dominant role in 
the overall development of agriculture in the state in the coming years. The 
diverse soil and agro-climatic conditions and long growing season in different 
agro ecological regions offer India a comparative advantageous position for 
growing a large number of horticultural crops round the year in one part of the 
country or the other. Horticulture can, thus, be harnessed in a holistic way as 
a means of agro-diversification for the second Green Revolution. Horticulture 
crops are known as highly remunerative crops providing quick returns to the 
farmer with significantly higher growth per unit of area. Horticulture offers an 
alternative opportunity to the marginal and small farmers to shift from the 
traditional crops to vegetables to realizing higher returns which they are not 
finding under cereal crops. 

6.3:  Area, Production and Productivity of Major Fruits of 
Horticulture Sector in the State 

The production and export of horticulture sector in Jammu and Kashmir is 
mainly dependent on major world famous fruits like Apple, spice (Saffron) 
among dry fruits Almond, Walnut. The state produces 90% of Walnut 
production of nation, 77.05% of Apple production and 7.0% of world production 
of high quality and low volume spice of Saffron and places India at third 
ranking in saffron cultivation. Ladakh region is also famous for production of 
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Black Zeera. But from last few years there has been diversification and 
changing trend in production, area and export of above main horticulture 
fruits in the state. Saffron cultivation in the state is at a declining trend, area 
and production both is decreasing due to labour absorbing and high costs of 
production and adulteration of low grade quality results in low price and 
returns. Trend pattern of major horticulture fruits are shown by table 1.1. 

Table 1.1: Production and Area under Major Horticulture Crops in J 
& K. 

(Production in MTs., Area in Hectares) 

Year Apple Almond Walnut 

Area Production Area Production Area Production 

2000-01 88149 751310 18059 10901 59900 83399 

2001-02 90080 909583 17247 9879 61782 86263 

2002-03 94874 953946 16526 10621 66340 90032 

2003-04 100702 1041538 15379 13263 69182 94579 

2004-05 107925 109275 15433 13473 74894 100596 

2005-06 111881 1151712 15549 14327 77226 109167 

2006-07 119041 1222179 16374 15192 81393 114926 

2007-08 127795 1311845 16405 11261 82045 146781 

2008-09 133102 1332812 17282 12043 84558 147642 

2009-10 138191 1372973 17540 12515 87279 165024 

2010-11 141717 1852412 17545 12611 89788 163745 

Source: Directorate of Horticulture Jammu and Kashmir. 

From the table 1.1, it can be clearly assessed that area and production under 
these major products has increased. The obvious reason behind the area 
growth is the high value of these fruits in the domestic market as well as 
export market. Again whatever is produced is sent to market. Besides 
these,farmers realize the inherent capacity of the farm soils and adopt the 
cropping pattern suitable to soil taxonomy. Example may be taken from mass 
diversification of farmers in District Shopian towards fruit cultivation due to 
hilly nature of soil and land area where rice cannot be cultivated properly and 
the hilly regions of Kulgam district adopt the same technique because such 
areas are better suited for fruit production (Apple). Use of chemical fertilizers 
at huge scale and concentrated effort from State Govt. and Central Govt. has 
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made it possible to increase the production of overall horticulture products in 
the country and same was the case with the State of J&K. 

Table No. 1.2: Production of Fruit during 2004-05 to 2012-13 Ending 
Oct. 2012 (estimated) (000 Mts.) 

Year Fresh fruits Dry fruits Tota
l 
Fruit
s 

Apple Pea
r 

Othe
rs 

Total Walnu
ts 

Almon
ds 

Othe
rs 

Total 

2004-
05 

1093.
33 

40.2
5 

84.0
2 

1217.
60 

100.60 13.47 0.19 114.2
6 

1331
.86 

2005-
06 

1151.
34 

42.3
6 

86.7
3 

1280.
43 

108.27 14.33 0.20 122.8
0 

1403
.23 

2006-
07 

1222.
18 

43.0
9 

108.
41 

1373.
68 

114.93 15.18 0.22 130.3
3 

1504
.01 

2007-
08 

1311.
85 

45.8
6 

120.
31 

1478.
02 

146.78 11.26 0.24 158.2
8 

1636
.30 

2008-
09 

1332.
81 

47.3
8 

150.
74 

1530.
93 

147.64
1 

12.17 0.25 160.0
6 

1690
.99 

2009-
10 

1373.
00 

47.9
8 

113.
73 

1534.
71 

165.02 12.52 0.19 177.7
3 

1712
.44 

2010-
11 

1852.
41 

62.5
0 

130.
64 

2045.
55 

163.74 12.50 0.19 176.4
3 

2221
.98 

2011-
12 

1747.
22 

58.2
1 

127.
00 

1932.
43 

224.59 3.74 0.28 228.6
1 

2161
.04 

2012-
13 

1500.
25 

48.3
1 

61.4
1 

1610.
00 

227.00 3.29 43.2
1 

273.5
0 

1883
.50 

Source: Directorate of Horticulture (P &M) J&K. 
As per the table No. 1.2 the fluctuations has been taken place in the 
horticulture products of Jammu and Kashmir over the years. The overall fresh 
fruit production in the year 2012-2013 was 1610.00 metric tons. While as the 
production of dry fruits in the same time period has been recorded 1883.00 
metric tons in the state of Jammu and Kashmir.  In the year 2010-2011 the 
total production of fresh fruits was 2045.55 metric tons. While in the year 
2012-2013 the production of the same is 1932.43 which is less than the prior 
time period. Similarly in case of dry fruits the total production in the year 
2011-2012 was 2221.98 metric tons. But in the succeeding time period (2013-
2013) the production of dry fruits has decreased from 2221.98 to 2161.04 
metric tons. These fluctuations are because of natural elements and due to the 
spurious pesticides available in the market. In the production figures, share of 
fresh and dry fruits were 89.42% and 10.58% respectively.Apple ranks first 
with a share of 81.30% followed by walnut with share of 9.67%. 
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6.4:Export Potential of fruit: Despite being one of the largest producers of 
fruits and vegetables in the world, India lacks export competitiveness. Our 
share in export sector is insignificant – hardly 1 percent, due to inadequate 
production and poor quality standards in comparison to international 
standards. The quality control and longer shelf life in respect of fresh 
horticulture products, is a crucial factor for export. In the era of globalization, 
it has to be ensured that the produce has to be of international quality as well 
as globally competitive. Farmers need to understand the requirements of the 
importing countries to get a breakthrough in the market access. Organic 
production of fresh fruits and vegetable is important to capture markets in 
Europe. It, however, needs to produce sufficient surplus to emerge as a major 
horticulture exporting nation. Export of fruit outside the State, has occupied a 
prominent place in trade of the State but it is showing fluctuating trend over 
the years. The total quantity exported ending Nov. 2012-13 is 7.21 lakh 
MTs.against 10.30 lakh MTs,in year 2011-12. Although, the production under 
horticulture sector is increasing year by year but there is no significant growth 
in the export of horticulture produce outside the State. The reason for low 
growth in export of fruits outside the State is introduction of Market 
Intervention Scheme (MIS) under which “C”grade apples are procured at a 
support price of Rs.6 per kg. for processing into juice concentrates in the 
locally established juice processing units. Secondly, India is also importing 
fruits from foreign countries as free trade policy which is in force at the 
country level. 

Table No. 1.3Export of fruit outside the state (lakh Metric tones) 

Year Production Exports 
fresh dry total fresh dry Total 

2003-2004 11.65 1.08 12.73 7.63 0.13 7.76 
2004-2005 12.18 1.14 13.32 8.20 0.14 8.34 
2005-2006 12.80 1.23 14.03 8.58 0.12 8.70 
2006-2007 13.74 1.30 15.04 7.35 0.15 7.50 
2007-2008 14.78 1.58 16.36 7.34 0.16 7.50 
2008-2009 15.26 1.65 16.91 11.01 0.16 11.1 
2009-2010 15.53 1.76 17.12 9.34 0.23 9.57 
2010-2011 20.46 1.76 22.22 10.87 0.25 11.12 
2011-2012 19.32 2.29 21.61 10.11 0.19 10.30 
2012-2013 16.10 2.73 18.83 7.05 0.16 7.21 

Source: Economic survey 2012-1013. J & k Govt. 

6.5: Trends in Area, Production and Productivity of Saffron in 
Jammu and Kashmir: 
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Jammu and Kashmir agriculture has an international identity. The 
world's best saffron is grown in the valley and its major intensity is in district 
Pulwama and Budgam. Nearly 90% of the total area in the state under the 
crop is cultivated in Kashmir province only. Its cultivation in Jammu division 
is limited to district Kishtwar only. Saffron is a rain fed crop and the main 
output of the crop is a dark redsubstance obtained from the flowers called the 
saffron. Saffron is a Kharief crop. Saffron cultivation has declined over the 
years in terms of area, production and average yield rate, because of 
inadequate irrigation facilities and increasing diversion of agricultural land 
into urbanisation and industrialization. It is necessary that replacement of the 
existing corms, through introduction of new variety of grim plasma and 
significant enlargement of the area under saffron cultivation on the highest 
priority basis. The decline in the area and production of saffron over the years 
in indicated in the following table. 

Table No. 1.4 

Trends in Production Area and Productivity of Saffron in J & K 

S.No
. 

Year Area in (Hec.) Production 
in (Mts) 

Yield rate 
(Kgs/hect.) 

1. 1996-97 5707 (0%) 15.95 2.80 

2. 1997-98 4161 (-27%) 12.88 3.13 

3. 1998-99 2880 (-30.79%) 7.65 2.27 

4. 1999-00 2742 (-4.79%) 3.59 1.88 

5. 2000-01 3075 (12.14%) 0.3 1.57 

6. 2001-02 2989 (-2.80%) 6.5 2.96 

7. 2002-03 2928 (-2.04%) 5.15 1.66 

8. 2003-04 2436 (-10.80%) 6.86 3.75 

9. 2004-05 3110 (27.87%) 7.04 1.63 

10. 2005-06 3130 (0.64%) 6.5 2.25 

11. 2006-07 3010 (-3.83%) 8.2 2.15 

12. 2007-08 3000 (-0.33%) 7.7 2.5 

13. 2008-09 3280 (9.33%) 9.46 2.34 

14. 2009-10 3785 (15.40%) 9.55 2.5 

15. 2010-11 3790 (16.04%) 9.85 2.52 

Source: Financial Commissioner Revenue, Jammu & Kashmir. 

The table 1.4 shows that area, production and productivity of the precious and 
high value horticulture fruit saffron in the state has decreasing since 1996-97. 
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Area has declined from 5700 hectares in 1996-97 to 3000 hectares in 2007-08 
and productivity decline from3.72 kg/hectare in 2003-2004 to 2.52 kg/hectare. 
The growth rate is quite fluctuating due to the reasons of inadequate 
irrigation facility and natural elements plays a vital role in overall production. 
The matter of concern is that why the area under the high commercial spice 
(saffron) is declining? This is due to the severe constraints and problems faced 
in the saffron cultivation, farmers havewithdrawn from saffron cultivation. 
Existence of some serious problems related to disease of corm seeds, lack of 
irrigation facilities, lack of proper soil testing,unavailability of sufficient 
marketing facilities in the sector, adulteration in quality saffron which 
degrades the quality of Kashmiri saffron. Existence of commission agents, 
exploit the farmers in terms of remunerative prices of their production and 
they gets discouraged. Government of India has realized the importance of this 
famous spice and conditions prevalent has initiated National Mission on 
saffron with the total outlay of 288 crores for the revival and rejuvenation of 
the saffron industry in the state to strength the marketing, irrigation and 
quality control of the saffron cultivation in the state to promote this sector. 

6.6:  District Wise Acreage, Production and Productivity: 

 In Jammu & Kashmir saffron cultivation is presently confirmed to 
districts of Pulwama, Budgam, Srinagar and Kishtwar. In Pulwama district 
Khrew, Ladoo, Dussu, Lathipora, Sambora, Awantipura and Koil are the major 
saffron growing areas, accounting for about 75 percent of the total area under 
saffron in the state. In district Budgam, the important saffron growing areas 
include Nagam, Sarwin, Hapatnar, Gopalpora, Hyathpora, Chrawni and 
Chirar-i-Sharif that account for 16.13 per cent of the total area, while in 
district Srinagar, Zeewan, Khunmoo, Balhama, Sampora and Yachnambal are 
the major pockets accounting for 6.68 per cent. In Jammu province of the 
state, saffron is grown only in district Doda. Previously Doda was the part of 
district  Kishtwar  where in  Poochal, Namil, Cherrad, Hullar, Blasia, Gatha, 
Bandakoota and Sangramabatta areas, accounting for only 2.5 per cent of the 
total area in the whole state. 

Table No. 1.5 

District Wise Area, Production and Productivity of Saffron in Jammu 
and Kashmir. 

District Area (in ha) Production (MT) Yield 
(kg/ha) 

Pulwama 2346 (74.64) 4.41 (7.12) 1.88 

Budgam 507 (16.13) 1.27 (22..88) 2.50 
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Srinagar 210 (02.50) 0.38 (05.54) 1.80 

Doda 80 (02.50) 0.20 (02.91) 2.50 

Total 3141 (100) 6.26 (100) 2.17 (avg.) 

Note: Figure in parentheses denote % age of the total value. 

Source: Directorate of Agriculture, Jammu and Kashmir Division. 

The above table depicts that both in area and production district 
Pulwama stands first. But the average yield in Pulwama per hectare is low in 
comparison with other districts of Jammu & Kashmir. Many reasons are 
behind this low productivity of per hectare. Age old technology and insufficient 
use of fertilizers, pesticides and other artificial ingredients are being exercised 
in the Pulwama district for saffron cultivation. The soil texture and fertility 
has decreased in the fields of Pulwama, because the crop is being cultivated on 
similar lands for a long time. In Budgam district the saffron cultivation has 
taken place only a decade before. The natural fertility of land and adoption of 
latest scientific based technology is the basic reason for increase in the 
productivity of saffron per hectare. No measures are being adopted for control 
of pests or diseases particularly in Pulwama and generally in Jammu and 
Kashmir. Although problems of corm rot, nematodes and rodents are quite 
common in all the saffron growing districts of Jammu and Kashmir. Saffron 
production, area and productivity per hectare in all districts has decreased 
from time to time, because of lack of technology, least use of latest 
environmental friendly fertilizers and pesticides, low prices both at national 
and international level and exploitation by middlemen is also a major cause of 
disinterest of saffron growers in its cultivation, which is a serious threat for 
the economic status of growers and economy of Jammu & Kashmir too. In 
Pulwama district near about 9,000 families are directly taking their livelihood 
from saffron cultivation. Similarly in Budgam district 5,310 farm families are 
dependent on this legendary crop of Jammu & Kashmir. In all the districts 
round about 16,269 families are presently involved in the cultivation of 
saffron. Who are located in 226 villages with 61 percent of holdings below 0.5 
hectares, 26 percent of households with holding size of 0.5 to 1.0 hectares 
above than are hectare are only 13 percent households. 

Table No. 1.6 
Number Of Families Engaged In Saffron And Holding Size In Jammu 

And Kashmir 
District No. of Families Holding Size 

Pulwama 9,000 Class % age 
Household 
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Budgam 1,227 Below 0.5 hectare 61 

Srinagar 732 0.5 to 1.0 hectare 26 

Doda 5,310 1.0 and above 13 

Total 16,269   

Source: Deputy Director, Planning Department Jammu and Kashmir 
Directorates of Agriculture, Jammu and Kashmir Division. 

6.7:  Marketing of Saffron in Jammu and Kashmir: 

Marketing of saffron in the state and the country as a whole is highly   
unorganized. It is largely in the lands of private brokers, with a long chain of 
middlemen linking the grower to the consumer. The main marketing channels 
are brokers (also called 'Dalals') local traders, agents, cooperative societies and 
companies. A survey of saffron families carried out in Kashmir revealed that 
70 percent of them comprising farmers of large, medium and small land 
holdings, sell their produce to the brokers (Dalal) and 25.71 percent to sub 
firms while only 1.43 percent sell directly to the wholesalers in Delhi, 
Amritsar, Mumbai, Kolkata etc. 0.95 percent sell to the cooperative societies 
and 1.91 percent to the companies. Since the broker is the main stay of the 
marketing channel today, there is rampant exploitation of farmers mainly due 
to the letter's ignorance about the price prevailing in the major trading 
centers. It was alleged that in some years the unscrupulous traders had even 
gone to the extent of spreading rumors through the print media about a 
bumper crop expected in the valley, to force the market prices to crash and use 
this policy to pay a much lower price to the farmer. Survey of farmers showed 
that receiving price is ranging from Rs. 22,000 to Rs. 40,000 per kg of Mongra 
grade saffron. The saffron thus purchased is then stored in warehouses for at 
least 6 months before pre packing and selling it to the retailers in packs of 1, 2, 
3, 5 and 10 grams at a much higher price than is paid to the farmers. The 
farmers also sell corms dug out for new planting at an average rate ranging 
between Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 40,000 per MT, which is not every year. Analysis of 
saffron samples taken from the local markets for estimation of crocin content 
proved beyond doubt deterioration in their quality due to poor harvest 
practices being followed. The marketing mechanism of saffron in Jammu and 
Kashmir can be understood with the following model. 
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Marketing Mechanism Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Growers who lack finance and storage facilities and are not aware of 
supply and demand position of terminal market, get exploited. To make 
saffron cultivation a remunerative crop and also to attract a potential 
competition in foreign markets, it is imperative to regularize this trade. Once 
the marketing is regularised the demand would increase and the cultivations 
of this precious crop will get better incentives, prices and consequently divert 
more land for the cultivation of this crop with latest scientific based technology 
of harvesting. 

6.8: Economic Revival of Saffron Sector in Jammu and Kashmir. 

 The significant joint initiative by the central and state government is the 
recently launched scheme for „Economic Revival of J&K Saffron Sector‟. A 
part of the rich heritage, the Kashmiri saffron is used for its medicinal 
properties and flavour all over the world. However, declining productivity, 
high incidence of pests, moisture stress, inadequate quality controls and poor 
price discovery for the farmers have pushed saffron cultivation to the brink of 
extinction. Grown in a small geographical area – Pulwama, Budgam, Kishtwar 
and Srinagar- the area under saffron cultivation had declined from 5707 
hectares in 1996 to 3715 hectares in 2009-10. Launched in mission mode, the 
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Economic Revival package includes rejuvenation/replanting of existing saffron 
area, strengthening irrigation systems, improving post-harvest techniques and 
market intervention through e-trading and establishment of electronic auction 
centre. The scheme was launched in 2010-11 and will cover the total area 
under saffron cultivation in a phased manner by 2013-14. The total outlay on 
the scheme is about Rs 370 crore of which Rs290 crores is the GoI share. These 
amounts must be effectively utilized to implement the objectives of the 
scheme. The scheme currently targets the existing acreage, but depending on 
its success, can be expanded to reclaim the areas which had gone out of saffron 
cultivation due to poor returns. Some areas in Jammu are suitable for growing 
saffron and may be considered for inclusion in the second phase of the scheme. 
J&K had enacted the Saffron Act 2007 with an objective to prevent 
adulteration and regulate the trade of saffron. However the Act has not served 
the intended purpose effectively but has only served to increase the 
transaction cost for the farmer due to its extremely restrictive provisions on 
land use for saffron cultivation. In view of this the Expert Group recommends 
that the state may quickly re-examine the impact of the legislation and if the 
above conclusion is borne out, consider repealing this Act. 

6.9:  Cultivation problems of saffron in Jammu and Kashmir. 

Saffron farmers face a wide range of problems. The major problems are the 
following. 

 Non availability of fertile land. 
 Increasing prices of manures and fertilizers. 
 Plant disease. 
 Price fluctuations. 
 Inadequate credit facilities 
 Lack of extension activity. 
 Lack of irrigation facilities 
6.10: Narrowing Down Demand and Supply Gap: The impressive growth 
notwithstanding, there exists a large gap between the demand and supply of 
several horticultural commodities resulting primarily with fast rising 
urbanization and incomes levels and changing dietary habits in favour of 
horticulture crops. The low productivity owing to inadequate quality planting 
material, lack of varieties for value addition, slow rate of transfer of 
technologies has started posing a challenge to meet increase in demand both in 
the domestic and overseas market. The overall demand for horticultural 
produce is estimated at 300 million tones by 2011-12, by various estimates. 
This calls for appropriate approaches and strategies for raising both 
production and productivity of horticulture crops. The average yield for 
various horticulture crops in Jammu and Kashmir is low compared to national 
and many other countries of the world. Non-availability of quality seed, use of 
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traditional local varieties, suboptimal standards of cultivation limited 
irrigation facilities, diseases, pests and insect attacks and underdeveloped 
infrastructure support are the factors inhibiting the full growth of the 
horticulture sector in the country. Here comes the critical role of research to 
fill up gaps. Given the limited land, water and other natural resources, 
ensuring sustainability and competitiveness of this sector is a big challenge. 
With the continuous shrinking of the available arable land, primarily there has 
to be a vertical growth in horticulture. The use of quality seed of improved 
varieties/hybrids and adoption of improved package of practices have potential 
to increase the productivity by 2-3 times from the present level. Wastelands 
and hilly terrains are the potential future expansion areas with development of 
matching technologies. Special focus is called for in the planning process of the 
country in developing technologies for dry land to arid and semi-arid tracts as 
also for the horticultural crops which have lesser demands on water and other 
inputs. India faces the problem of a very large number of small and 
fragmented land holdings with an average size of 0.6 ha. Farmers owning over 
83 percent of the total such holdings find it difficult to realize sufficient 
returns from growing traditional staple crops. Horticulture offers an 
alternative opportunity for increased participation of small and marginal 
farmers to shift to horticulture cultivation to improve their economic lot. 
There is a need to develop organic farming for production of various 
horticulture crops. Farmers are required to be made aware about the benefits 
of organic farming and given standardized technology for producing various 
inputs like vermi-compost, bio-fertilizers and bio-pesticides. A network of 
suitable markets also needs to be developed for making available organic 
produce to the customers and realization of appropriate price by the farmers. 

6.11: Challenges and Weakness of horticulture sector in Jammu and 
Kashmir. 

 The horticulture sector in J&K faces a number of challenges which can be 
broadly divided into (a) physical factors leading to low production and 
productivity, (b) poor post- harvest technology and processing capacity and (c) 
marketing challenges.  

 First, notwithstanding the huge potential of horticulture, the productivity in 
this sector has been stagnating. According to the State the total acreage 
under fruits and dry fruits went up from 2.68 lakh hectares in 2004-05 to 
3.06 lakh hectares in 2008-09. However the productivity change was 
marginal, increasing from 5.27 to 5.53 metric tons per hectare in this period. 
Contrarily, in the case of apples, which account for more than 60 per cent of 
acreage under fruits, productivity actually fell in this period. Moreover the 
productivity of US, Australia and New Zealand apples at 26 metric tones per 
hectare is 2.6 times that of the Kashmiri apple. The reasons for low 
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productivity are well known - fragmented land holding, poor mechanization, 
poor orchard management, little or no irrigation facilities (70 per cent of 
orchards are not irrigated), poor quality planting material and poor soil 
nutrient management  

 Second, the virtual absence of post-harvest infrastructure leads to wastages 
and poor remuneration. The lack of grading and sorting of fruits at the 
production/ collection centers and subjecting them to the same process of 
packing and storage irrespective of their value makes for poor returns on 
investment. Lack of cold chain and proper storage forces the farmer to sell 
immediately, post- harvest leading to oversupply and poor price realization. 
It has been estimated that almost 4.0 lakh tones of apples are ruined by scab 
due to inadequate cold storage facility in the valley.  

 Third, the state suffers from poor connectivity to markets and lack of formal 
credit making the farmer vulnerable to exploitation by commission agents 
and erosion in the brand value of the Kashmiri produce leading to lack of 
incentive for producers to improve quality and productivity. 

 Non-availability of elite seed/Planting Material within easy reach of 
farmers.Sub-optimal standards of cultivation resulting in low productivity of 
crops due to inferior genetic stocks and poor management. Large tracts of 
low and unproductive plantations needing replacement/ rejuvenation. 

 Limited private sector investment- Poor Market Network, Problem of 
market information and market access and high transport cost in carrying 
horticulture produce to market. 

 Slow rate of Technology transfer - Lack of awareness on modern 
technologies relating to Good Agricultural Practices..Lack of compact area 
[cluster] approach by growers and consequent problems of 
marketability.High post-harvest losses resulting into low productivity per 
unit area and high cost of production. 

 Low technology application in rain fed areas and hence lack of crop specific, 
location specific and technology specific approach at all levels. 

 More than 90 per cent fruit growers fall in small and marginal categories 
and therefore, investment in modern infrastructure and technologies at 
individual level is not feasible. 

 Poor post-harvest management and absence of processing facilities. 

6.12: Opportunities in Horticulture in Jammu and Kashmir. 

1). The diverse agro-climatic condition of the state offers great potential for 
growing a variety of fruits like mango, litchi, apricot, plum, peach to apple, 
walnut, almond and cherry. 
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2).The state has the monopoly in growing fruit crops like walnuts, almonds, 
cherries and good quality pears. 

3).Better air connectivity with major consuming centers of the country offers 
potential for production and exports of perishable high value low volume 
fruit crops like strawberries and cherries. 

4).Enormous demand for fruits like walnut and cherries in the international 
market because of excellent taste and flavour. 

5). Availability of raw material in abundance for establishing agriculture 
processing industry. 

6.13: Employment potential in the horticulture. 

 The prospects and opportunities for growing organic food and fruit products 
for supplying to the higher strata consumers of the country are enormous 
particularly during summer months.Horticulture sector has lot of backward 
and forward linkages and through these linkages it provides additional 
employment to vast population linked with the box making, pesticide, 
fungicide (spray), and fertilizer suppliers. Greater portion of population derive 
their employment through transportation. Again lot of labour is absorbed in 
processing and storing process.One hectare of land planted with fruit plants 
provides additional employment for the one thousand men days, therefore 
generating employment of over 6 crore men days by planting fruit trees on 
65000 hectares (Horticulture department, J&K 2010). One estimate of 
planning commission has enumerated that one hectare land under 
horticultureprovides employment to about 865 men days while as field crops 
provide just employment to about 143 men days. There are number of ways 
through which horticulture industry directly or indirectly assists in generating 
the employment opportunities for the people. Some hands assist in planting 
process of fruit plants, grading/packaging of fruits, others helps in providing 
seeds to the farmers, plant material, insecticides and sprays to ensure that 
plants as well as fruits are protected from diseases and insecticides. Plucking 
or picking, grading, sorting and marketing of fruits mainly absorb huge 
amount of unskilled manpower. The degraded fruits particularly Apple works 
as an input to the agro-based and processing industries which generates 
additional employment opportunities in the state. Horticulture industry also 
provides economic security to female workers of the horticulture related 
families by doing some tiny works in picking, grading and carriage of fruits 
and assists to family workers in peak season and they became economically 
independent. In the cultivation of Apple, dominant fruit of the state in term of 
area and production the man power requirement in the cultivation and 
marketing is met by employing the mostly paid workers in addition to the 
family workers. A large labour force from outside state is employed in the 
families cultivating apple. One report from the financial express shows that 
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the Asia’s second largest fruit mundi i.e. Sopore fruit mundi generates daily 
7000- 8000 men days work for about four to five months. Thus apple 
cultivation provides large employment opportunities in the state. The 
horticulture industry plays major role in transformation of rural economy into 
a more monetized and developed one. 

6.14:  Thrust Areas in horticulture of Jammu and Kashmir. 

 Encouraging Farm Mechanization: Availability of adequate farm 
power is very crucial for timely farm operations for increasing production and 
productivity and handling the crop produce to reduce losses. Agricultural 
machinery makes the farming operations timely and efficient besides reducing 
the drudgery. Agricultural machines increase productivity of land and labour 
by meeting timeliness of farm operations and increase work out-put per unit 
time. The problems in the availability of labour also brings into focus role of 
mechanization and automation to sustain or improve productivity. The 
different machines developed for effective cultivation, harvesting, grading, 
packaging and value-addition need to be popularized at farmers’ level, more so 
where labour access is limited. Mechanization can be used for efficient 
utilization of inputs such as seeds, fertilizers and irrigation water as well as for 
other related works like filling of pots, digging of soil, weeding, spraying of 
chemicals, training and pruning, protected cultivation, harvesting, washing, 
grading, sorting, packaging, processing, etc.The high price limited usage 
during the sowing/harvesting season may, however, discourage farmers from 
purchasing and using farm equipments and machinery. The promotion of 
setting up farm machinery centres at different places to lease the farm 
equipments and machinery to the needy farmers on reasonable rent, could be 
one way to overcome this problem. The Agri-business Centres already opened 
in many districts could also be encouraged to undertake custom hiring of 
agriculture machinery. This will improve access of farmers on adopting 
modern technology and raising their crop productivity. 

 Increasing the Availability of Quality Seeds/Planting Material: The 
use of healthy and quality planting material is the key to improve 
production of horticultural plants. Among other factors, farmers’ timely 
access to seed and planting material of good quality makes a critical 
difference to the growth in horticulture production. The inadequate 
availability of good quality seeds and disease free planting material of elite 
cultivars and root stocks is however, one of the important deterring factors 
in development of a sound horticulture industry. Farmers in the area often 
face problems in accessing certified disease free seed/planting material in 
sufficient quantity, which affects potential yield and crop production 
adversely. Production and distribution of the right kind of planting 
material, therefore becomes extremely important to make this Mission 
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successful. An adequate network of nurseries is required to be created both 
in the Public and Private sector for producing quality planting material in 
sufficient quantity and distribution among the farmers. Many of the 
existing nurseries do not have modern infrastructure and these need to be 
upgraded. Further some suitable mechanism for certification, registration 
and accretion of nurseries with a suitable agency should be put in place to 
ensure quality control. Standards for production of planting material need 
to be worked out. Nurseries should be located at a place convenient to the 
farmers. 

 Encouraging Use of Integrated Pest Management: The injudicious 
use of chemical pesticides, having harmful health effects need to be taken 
care of. The Chemical fertilizers also have a high input cost in horticulture 
crops production and its usage is imbalanced. Excessive use of insecticides 
to protect crop against insect pests and diseases has become a cause of 
concern not only from the point of view of health hazards but also from the 
outlook of crop failure due to development of resistance against 
insecticides/fungicides. This practice needs to be discouraged. Bio 
Fertilizers present a promising alternative to the use of chemical fertilizers. 
The Implementing Agencies have to continue and strengthen its efforts to 
motivate farmers to switch over to bio-pesticides in growing of horticulture 
crops to the extent possible. The adoption of IPM technology, which aims at 
minimizing the ill effects of the use of pesticides, needs to be further 
encouraged. A package based on the balanced use of inputs for optimum 
production, needs to be developed and popularized. The eco-friendly 
Integrated Pest Management since worked out for a large number of 
horticulture crops need further popularizing among farmers by providing 
them seeds of resistant varieties and IPM inputs. 

 Promotion of dry land horticulture in hilly and backward areas. 

 Area expansion related to economical and consumer oriented 
diversification, tomeet the market challenges for earning better returns. 

 Increase in per unit production of fruit crops (productivity) by 
scientificmanagement of orchards and by introduction of improved 
cultivars. 

 Developing market linkages and value addition; Creation of adequate 
irrigation infrastructure like Deep Bore Wells,ShallowWells, Tube Wells, 
Water storage/Harvesting Tanks in rain fed areas. 

 Encouragement, introduction and cultivation of rare fruit crops viz, olive, 
peanut,strawberry, grapes, pomegranate and kiwi (diversification and 
zonalisation). 
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 Rejuvenation of old and senile orchards, Standardization of existing root 
stocks of apple under normal density plantation. 

 Survey/selection/identification of true to type cultivars of apple for further 
multiplication. Standardization of vegetative propagation techniques of 
walnuts. 

6.15: Findings of the research work. 

         The major findings of the study are the following 

 From 1990s, horticulture sector witnessed a greater increase in respect of 
production, export, exchange earnings and area under production. Fruit 
production has increased from 11.05 lakh metric tons during 1999-2000 to 
22.22 lakh metric tons in 2010-2011. Area under horticulture has increased 
from 2.19 lakh hectare in 2000-01 to 325133 hectares in 2010-11. 
Horticulture sector contributes large volume of exports 10.22 lakh metric 
tons in 2010-11 and foreign exchange earnings during 2010-11 were rupees 
208.49 crore. This shows the overall picture and scenario of this vibrant 
sector from last decade. During last decade the trend in production, export, 
and exchange earnings was increasing, but the area, production and export 
of fresh fruits was more than dry fruits. Among fresh fruits, Apple emerged 
as major fruit of horticulture. Apple ranks at first, with a share of 80.18% 
followed by Walnut with 8.98% at second rank in the export of fruits from 
state. District wise fruit production figures as, Baramulla emerges at first 
with 28.70% next is Shopian claiming 14.09% placing Kupwara at 3rd rank 
with 10.92%. 

 The area, production and yield per hectare of Saffron in Jammu and   
Kashmir have shown an increasing trend during 1996-97 to .2010-2011. 

 The area under Saffron is Jammu and Kashmir during 1994 to 2004 has 
shown decreasing trend .But on words year 2008 the area under saffron 
have increased which is a positive sign for the sustainability of this golden 
spice.  

 The yield per hectare is Jammu and Kashmir has been growing at a rate 
1.63 kg per hectare. While in other saffron producing countries of the world 
it is relatively more.  

 Since the mode of marketing in Jammu and Kashmir does not differ from 
district to district, marketing channels and price spread in all saffron 
producing district are alike. 

 The marketing system for Saffron production in Jammu and Kashmir 
consists of Saffron growers, merchants and other intermediaries. 
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 The role of cooperative sector in the marketing of Saffron in the state as 
whole in insignificant. 

 More the 80% of farmers in all the districts dispose of their produce through 
the village merchants. 

 The marketing pattern and the number of intermediaries are same for dry 
Saffron and fresh saffron. However, price spread is relatively higher in dry 
Saffron   due to higher marketing margin. 

 The whole saffron land area is rain fed and even a single bore well has not 
been arranged by the government during the past 63 years. 

 In absence of proper quality control, branding and packing, Iranian saffron 
is making heavy inroads into Indian markets as Kashmir product. 

6.16: Recommendations 

Based on the findings of the study, the following recommendations are 
made for the development of production, marketing and export of Saffron. 

 Although the average yield per hectare of Saffron in Pulwama is lower 
than that of other saffron producing districts, there is further scope for 
increasing it. Yield can be increased by the timely supply of disease-free 
seed to farmers. The government should undertake the responsibility of 
distribution of healthy seeds through Panchayat level, KrishiBhawans. 
Productivity increase is needed not only to increase the output but also to 
improve the cost competitiveness and profitability. 

 Since there is only limited scope for increasing area under Saffron in 
Jammu and Kashmir as a mono crop, the existing potentialities of 
cultivating Saffron as an intercrop in Almonds, may also be exploited to 
the maximum possible extent. In Saffron cultivation, emphasis should, 
therefore, be placed on both productivity increase and area expansion. 

 To protect cultivators from incurring loss the Government should 
announce a support price for Saffron. 

 There should be a balance between demand and supply. For efficient 
marketing, it should be ensured that market does not suffer due to short 
or excess supply. When supply exceeds demand, the state and central level 
cooperative organizations should enter the market and purchase the 
surplus. 

 Side by side with crop research, marketing research may be taken up so 
that enough data are available to the policy makers to fix prices and 
formulate development policies. 
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 Technological up gradation of processing is very much essential to improve 
the quality of dry Saffron. Saffron is a food item and considerable 
importance is attached by importing countries to hygiene art of the 
produce. Traditional method of processing will result in loss of flavour and 
quality. Scientific drying facilities should be made available by the Spice 
Board especially in major producing districts like Pulwama; Budgam for 
producing clean and good quality product retaining the original flavour. 
This would encourage buyer's confidence, help the farmers to get better 
price for the commodity and would result in increased export. 

 Adequate International Marketing Information System Should be 
developed so as to help formulate strategy to develop exports. 

 Attention should be paid to the diversification of the export products and 
markets. Steps may be taken to introduce Saffron in syrup and Saffron 
candy in the export market. For this purpose suitable Saffron varieties 
should be identified and up to date scientific processing techniques may be 
imparted to the manufactures. 

 Extension agencies located in the Saffron producing areas should be more 
alert in diagnosis and suggesting timely and suitable remedies to the 
growers for their field problems. 

 Most of the Saffron cultivators are not aware of the new varieties released 
recently by the research centers. Technical knowhow that is scientific 
training and information about the saffron production.Should be made 
available farmers to enhance production without time lag. 

 Irrigation is of vital importance for cultivation of saffron crop. In fact 
irrigation forms the datum line for sustained successful agriculture. The 
major source of irrigation in Jammu and Kashmir for saffron fields is rain. 
Untimely rains and draughts are the basic reason for low production and 
productivity of this crop. But government can provide sprinkle pumps and 
dig wells in the fields of saffron in Jammu and Kashmir. Government 
should adopt the policy of low interest rate for providing sprinkle pumps 
and other necessary items for the proper irrigation system to saffron fields. 
If irrigation will be provided at the certain stage to the saffron fields no 
doubt production and productivity will enhance. Therefore priority should 
be given towards the irrigation facilities for saffron fields. 

 Availability of quality seed corms can be increased and streamlined 
through seed villages. Seed corm farmers be identified in villages and 
encouraged to adopt strict seed certification enforcement to ensure 
availability of quality corms at reasonable rates. Incentives to such farmers 
need to provide through state government for production of quality seed 
corms. 
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 To improve domestic marketing and promote exports, with the objective of 
providing remunerative returns to farmers on a sustainable basis, the 
saffron growing areas, should be declared as international export zone. 
This will go a long way in helping production and post production aspects 
of saffron in Jammu and Kashmir State. 

 Devise proper methods of inter cropping saffron with rabbi pulses and 
almonds to cover risk, and gain additional income during initial years of 
establishment. 

6.17: Line of Direction 

Yield of saffron in particular and horticulture in general can be increased 
by adopting the following recommendations of production and protection 
technologies in total by the growers of Jammu and Kashmir. 

 Management practices, manure requirements, plant protection technology, 
seed management will play a significant role in the development of 
superior planting material. The corm size can be increased to 20 grams on 
an average. 

 On the post harvest and marketing from saffron of export quality can be 
produced by scientific drying through use of solar/hot air dryers which 
need to be popularized, strict quality control checks are needed to 
discourage adulteration. Establishment of quality control labs as a central 
facility for growers. 

 Marketing of saffron through cooperative societies and other autonomous 
bodies like arts emporium and NGO's need to be encouraged. 

 The scientific health uses of saffron need to be popularized through 
educative programmes. The financial schemes available with Spices Board 
need to be popularized to enable the growers to avail benefits of these 
schemes. 

 Sample tests for detecting adulteration in saffron to be developed by 
agencies like agriculture department agro industries with university 
experts for promotion of saffron. Packing and grading by SBI need to be 
popularized integrated nutrient management need to be followed for 
improving soil fertility and productivity corm rot disease management 
need to be popularized. Research base with development back up need to 
be enhanced. 

 Opening of an office of Spice Board at Pulwama district of Jammu and 
Kashmir. 

 Potential for production of fruits in the state is about Rs 4100 crore.This can 
be achieved through vertical and horizontal expansion. 
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 Diversification and zonalisation of fruit crops should be planned for future 
plantation under area expansion programme. 

 Creation of irrigation infrastructure for horticulture crops should be top 
priority with the deportment to increase the productivity. 

 Public private partnership should be encouraged. Introduction of 
computerized Data dissemination facility and put-up dynamic web-site for 
promotion of Horticulture Marketing 

 Exhibitions in all metros of the Country and other major market promotion 
events. 

6.18: Conclusion 

Horticulture in India is not only a means of employment but also 
forms integral part of food and nutritional security. Jammu and Kashmir State 
have dominance of agriculture sector particularly horticulture sector because 
of low industrial base. About 25 to 30 lakh people are directly or indirectly 
involved in horticulture sector. Lot of foreign exchange is earned through 
horticulture product exports. So horticulture is sub-sector showing remarkable 
progress in the state Meager industrial base and under-developed private 
sector strengths the dominance and importance of horticulture sector for 
employment, income and rural poverty reduction. Salubrious climatic and 
topographical situations of state offer a scope for production of all types of 
horticulture fruits (fresh and dry) and world famous spices like saffron. 
Government of Jammu and Kashmir realizing importance of horticulture 
sector declared horticulture sector as main thrust area for overall growth. 
Horticulture is labour intensive in nature and requires net high labour ratio 
from the stage of planting to the stage of marketing of production. It requires 
both internal as well hired labours for different activities to be taken during 
the production process.Saffron (crocus sativus) is playing a significant role in 
the economy of Jammu and Kashmir. The spatio-temporal variations in area 
and production reveals its nature of being patchy in distribution and limited 
mainly in Karewas particularly in south-eastern part of the valley. About 70 
per cent of the saffron area and corresponding 70 per cent of total production 
lies in Pulwama only. Saffron provides about 16 per cent of the total 
agricultural income. The basic growth retarding factors of the crop are its 
weak research base, unscientific in all respects, discouraging marketing 
mechanism and non-interference attitude of the government, lack of irrigation, 
unavailability of pesticides etc. These factors playing a fundamental role in 
strengthening the already present prejudicial views, superstitious notions, 
legends, myths and the traditional ways of cultivation. It marketing structure 
which is totally under the control of private enterprise is quite discouraging. 
The role of saffron cultivation in socio-economic development becomes more 
pronounced at the micro level. The acreage under saffron and socio-economic 
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development of households is having a watertight relationship. Majority of 
farmers are marginal and small farmers in Jammu and Kashmir. Economic 
setup of growers also playing an important role in its limited extension 
because the crop is of peculiar nature and almost whole the input expenditure 
is required at once i.e. at the time of sowing the seeds. So the majority of 
farmers, especially low income groups and small farmers are helpless to fulfill 
their desires of saffron cultivation. India has been the major exporter of 
Saffron in the world. During the last three decades, world trade in Saffron 
recorded impressive growth. There is considerable scope for boosting export of 
Saffron by the producing countries including India. But during the last decade, 
the country has lost prime position as compared to the past. Our competing 
countries like Iran could made use of the opportunity. The investigations have 
shown that most of the disease can be controlled if proper and scientific 
methods will be implemented at various stages. Furthermore, rainfall which 
normalizes the crop and accelerates its blooming is necessary especially at the 
conditions of drought. So keeping in view the uncertainty of rains some 
artificial measures of rainfall (spray system) should be made possible for 
assured yearly production. Early winter season and frost is harmful in the 
flowering period. So in order to remove this inconsistency experiments should 
be conducted for an easily maturing variety.Jammu and Kashmir State has 
much potential for development but what is missing is the proper 
identification of resources, and their misuse or under utilization. The role of 
the planning is supportive and essential in the extension of saffron. Saffron is 
really a boosting factor of j & k economy and economic status of growers. For 
Jammu and Kashmir and for India saffron is our identity in international 
market.The horticulture sector in particular has to prioritize development of 
research in the issues of genetics, biotechnology, integrated and sustainable 
production systems, post-harvest handling, storage, and marketing and 
consumer education. Diversification offers an attractive option and a major 
source of pushing up growth of agricultural sector. While technological up-
gradation and associated institutional changes are identified as thrust areas 
for future development of the horticulture sector, exports are considered to be 
most important for the growth of the sector. Kashmir can look forward to 
emerge as a major producer of horticultural products and thus secure 
reasonable market access for its agro exports, which are largely dependent on 
the competitive technologies that will help in enhancing export potential. This 
development will also help in overall growth of the economy through 
generation of extra foreign exchange, creating employment opportunities and 
also upliftof the small and marginal farmers, with definite positive 
implications on income and employment. The government should create a 
positive environment that will ensure a mutually beneficial relationship 
between farmers and organized sector. Horticultural crop diversification 
should be encouraged by intercropping horticultural with non-horticultural 
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crops. This will yield more food, more income and better soil health. Thus the 
production strategy should target not only meeting the domestic and export 
demand of fresh products but also of the processed products. There is the need 
to improve postharvest operations related to handling, storage and marketing 
of fresh and processed produce. Volumes saved in post-harvest losses are 
actually the surpluses generated, without additional cost. 
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Introduction 

Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is a metabolic disorder characterized 
by impaired insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in muscle and fat, 
altered glucose-induced insulin secretion, and increased hepatic glucose 
production. According to the Diabetes Atlas 2013, India has more than 
65 million people with diabetes which approximates to a prevalence 
rate of 9.09%. 

Inasmuch asT2DM is activated by genetic and environmental risk 
factors, several genome-wide scan studies on different ethnic groups 
reported linkage at the same or different chromosomes with T2DM. 
Although many genetic loci have been described that are linked toeither 
diabetes or associated pathophysiological markers, calpain-10 
(CAPN10) remains theonly known gene underlying polygenic T2DM 
[1]. Similar to the other calpains, CAPN10 consists of an isoform-
specific large subunit and a common small subunit, and was shown to 
function as intracellular calcium-dependent cysteine proteases in 
calcium-regulated signaling pathways [2]. CAPN10 is expressed at the 
mRNA and protein levels by several tissue types, with different mRNA 
isoforms testified, in particular those involved in the regulation of 
glucose homeostasis, such as pancreatic β islet cells, liver, skeletal 
muscle, and adipocytes [3,4]. 

CAPN10 is situated on chromosome 2q37.3, and includes 15 exons 
covering 31 kb, and encodes a 672 amino-acid intracellular protease. 
Several case control and association studies indicated that 
polymorphisms in CAPN10 are linked with the development of T2DM 
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and insulin resistance, more so in obese patients with an earlier age of 
disease onset [5-10]. These include the at-risk SNP-43 G/A variant 
located in the third intron, SNP-19 2R (two 32-bp repeats)/3R (three 
32-bp repeats) present in intron 6, and SNP-63 C/T variant 
within CAPN10 intron 13 [6-10]. This contribution of 
the CAPN10 variants to T2DM pathogenesis was highlighted by the 
findings that select SNP-43/SNP-19/SNP -63 haplotypes (112 and 121) 
were associated with heightened risk of T2DM in select ethnic groups, 
and as at-risk dipolotypes (haplotype combinations) were reported for 
many populations. The reported association of SNP-43/SNP-19/SNP -63 
112/121 diplotype with increased T2DM risk in Mexicans Americans, 
German and Finnish populations exemplified this association [7,8]. 

A number of studies from different populations have confirmed the 
initial findings [3,9], while some did not [10,11], while others showed a 
trend towards significance, but were underpowered to detect a 
meaningful effect [12]. The aim of this study was to investigate 
whether SNP-43,SNP-44,SNP-19, and SNP-63 CAPN10 variants, alone 
or at-risk haplotype and haplotype combination (diplotype) were 
associated with T2DM in a group of Hyderabad resident IT/ITeST2DM 
patients and non-diabetic control subjects. 

Methods 

Study population 

A total of 96 consecutive unrelated adult patients with documented 
medical records of T2DM were recruited from the employees working in 
IT parks such as L&T Infocity, Hitech City SEZ, Vanenburg IT Park or 
The V, Mind space, DLF IT SEZ, Mahindra Satyam IT SEZ, TCS 
Synergy park IT SEZ, SEZs of Infosys, Wipro and APIIC in Hyderabad, 
Telangana.  

In addition, 96 control subjects from the above mentioned IT parks as 
the patients, and comprising blood donors, or healthy volunteerswere 
enrolled in this study. Controls were frequency-matched with patients 
according to age (P = 0.160), occupation (all of IT and ITeS related), 
and gender (P = 0.127), and had to meet the following conditions: 
normoglycemia (fasting glucose < 5.6 mmol/L) and no personal or first-
degree history of diabetes. Diabetes diagnosis was based on clinical 
features as per World Health Organization criteria. None of the 
patients had ketoacidosis, and initial T2DM treatment comprised diet 
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and/or oral anti-diabetic drugs; patients who required insulin had been 
using oral drugs for at least two years (Table 1).  

Table 1: Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Study 
Subjects 

Characteristic T2DM Patients 
(96) 

Controls (96) P value 

Gender (M:F) 75:21 65:31 0.127 

Mean Age (years) 37.8 ± 10.3 28.7 ± 8.5 0.16 

Mean B.M.I. (kg/m2) 26.7 ± 3.8 22.9 ± 2.4 < 0.001 

Systolic BP (mmHg) 139.7 ± 26.0 120.9 ± 13.8 < 0.001 

Diastolic BP (mmHg) 81.8 ± 12.7 77.5 ± 10.9 < 0.001 

Hypertension2 420 (45.8) 86 (18.0) <0.001 

Fasting glucose 
(mmol/L) 

12.9 ± 5.2 5.2 ± 0.5 < 0.001 

HbA1c (%) 9.7 ± 3.8 4.4 ± 1.5 < 0.001 

Age at disease onset 
(years) 

42.7 ± 7.9 N/A N/A 

T2DM Duration 
(years) 

9.6 ± 5.3 N/A N/A 

Total cholesterol 
(mmol/L) 

5.4 ± 1.3 4.6 ± 1.1 < 0.001 

Triglycerides 
(mmol/L) 

1.9 ± 1.3 1.2 ± 0.6 < 0.001 

HDL (mmol/L) 1.1 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.4 < 0.001 

LDL (mmol/L) 3.8 ± 1.4 2.8 ± 1.8 < 0.001 

Urea (mmol/L) 7.9 ± 4.8 5.6 ± 2.1 < 0.001 

The patients had a mean age of 37.8 years (range 25 - 52 years), BMI of 
26.7 kg/m2 (range 17.4 - 38.2 kg/m2), and average T2DM duration of 
9.6 years (range 5 - 16 years), with 41 patients (33.9%) reporting 
positive family history of diabetes. The control subjects had a mean age 
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of 28.7 years (range 26 - 52 years), and mean BMI of 22.9 kg/m2 (range 
17.2-26.0 kg/m2). None of the control subjects was taking regular 
medication, including slimming diet, 3 months prior to inclusion into 
the study. 

Blood pressure (BP; right arm) was measured twice, using mercury 
sphygmomanometer with participants in the sitting position following a 
5 min rest; the mean of two readings measured 1 minute apart was 
adopted. Hypertension was determined as BP readings of 145/90 mmHg 
orhigher, and/or use of antihypertensive medications. Demographic 
details were obtained for all subjects, whichincluded age, gender, BMI, 
age at onset and duration of diabetes, first-degree family history of 
diabetes, history of chronic diabetes complications, and treatment of 
diabetes. The historical information was verified from the clinic records 
where available. Written informed consent was obtained from all 
participants. Venous blood samples were collected after an overnight 
fast for measuring plasma glucose, HbA1c, and serum lipids. 

CAPN10 Genotyping 

Genomic DNA was isolated from the leukocyte-rich buffy coat layer of 
peripheral venous blood using a QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit (Qiagen, 
Valencia, CA). The study groups were genotyped for theCAPN10 SNP-
43, 44, -19, and -63 polymorphisms as previously described [13,14].  

SNP-43 (rs3792267) was genotyped using the forward primer 5'-CAC 
GCT TGC TGT GAA GTA ATG C-3', and the reverse primer, 5'-CTC 
TGA TTC CCA TGG TCT GTA G-3', and subsequent digestion 
with NsiI (Promega, Madison, WI); the SNP-43 alleles seen as 144 bp 
(G allele) 121 + 23 bp fragments (A allele).SNP-44 (rs2975760) was 
genotyped using the common reverse primer 5` -
CTCATCCTCACCAAGTCAAGGC- 3`, and the forward primers 5` -
CAGGGCGCTCACGCTTGCTAT- 3` (allele 1 ‘T’), and 5` -
GTGGGCAGAGGACTGGTGGGCGCTCACGCTTGCTTC- 3` (allele 2 
‘C’), and subsequent digestion with NsiI (Promega, Madison, WI). SNP-
63 (rs5030952) was genotyped using the forward primer 5'-AGC ACT 
CCC AGC TCC TGA TC-3' and the reverse primer 5'-AAG GGG GGC 
CAG GGC CTG ACG GGG GTG GCG-3', and digestion with HhaI 
(Promega); the SNP-63 alleles seen as 162 bp (C allele) and 192 bp 
fragment (T allele).  
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The insertion-deletion SNP-19 variant (rs3842570) was genotyped by 
PCR using the following primers, (forward) 5'-GTT TGG TTC TCT 
TCA GCG TGG AG-3' and (reverse) 5` - 
CATGAACCCTGGCAGGGTCTAAG- 3`. PCR fragments were 
separated on a 4% Nusieveagarose gel; the two 32 bp repeats 2R allele 
and the three 32-bp repeats 3R allele visualized as155 bp and 187 bp, 
respectively.  

All genotyping was carried out in the same laboratory (DNA labs 
India), and was done in blinded fashion (case/control sample status). 
Inter-laboratory quality controls comprised independent genotyping of 
a number of case and control samples by personnel unaware of 
thephenotype of the samples. Genotyping call rate exceeded 99%, with 
no significant differences between cases and control samples. 

Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed on SPSS v.22 software (SPSS Inc., 
Chicago, IL). Data were expressed as mean ± SD for continuous 
variables that were normally distributed, or as percentages of total for 
categorical variables. Pearson χ2 test were used to assess inter-group 
significance, and Student's t-test was used to determine differences in 
means. Allele frequencies were calculated by the gene-counting method, 
and differences in the allele and genotype frequencies were tested by 
χ2 test. 

Haplotype estimation and determination of diplotype frequencies were 
done by the expectation maximization (EM) method using HPlus 2.5 
software, which is an iterative method that alternates between 
performing an expectation (E) step (expectation of the log likelihood 
with respect to the current estimate of the distribution for the latent 
variables), and a maximization (M) step, which computes the 
parameters which maximize the expected log likelihood found in the E 
step. Univariate and multivariate regression analysis were determined 
using HPlus 2.5 and HAPStat; results being expressed as p value, odds 
ratio (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI). Statistical significance 
was set at P < 0.05.  
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Results 

Study Subjects 

This study was an institution-based cross-sectional study. In all ten IT 
parks from Hyderabad were purposively selected based on their 
accessibility and all the employees belonging to fresh-career to senior 
career were included in the study. The study was done in two phases. 
In phase 1, the total sample size covered was 547. The period of the 
study was six months, from July 2013 to December 2013. After 
explaining the respondents about the study procedure, verbal consent 
was taken for the study including their fasting plasma glucose readings. 
Information regarding their biosocial characteristics, diet type, and 
family history of diabetes was recorded in a predesigned and pretested 
schedule. Out of this sample, 121 tested (including self-reported) 
positive for T2DM, and 426 tested (including self-reported) negative for 
T2DM. No new cases were found. 

In phase 2, 96 subjects out of the 121 subjects tested positive for T2DM 
were randomly selected as T2DM group, and 96 subjects out of the 426 
subjects tested positive for T2DM were randomly selected as controls. 
The demographic and clinical characteristics of T2DM patients and 
controlsselected for phase 2 are shown in Table 1. Patients and control 
subjects were matched for gender, age, and occupationand residence (IT 
and ITeS employees in Hyderabad); significant differences were noted 
between the two groups with regards to BMI (P < 0.001), blood 
pressure (P < 0.001), lipid profile (P < 0.001), urea (P < 0.001), and 
fasting glucose (P < 0.001) and HbA1c levels (P < 0.001). T2DM 
duration was 9.6 years (range 5 - 16 years), with an average age at 
T2DM onset of 42.7 ± 7.9 years. 

CAPN10 Allele and Genotype Frequencies 

All genotypes frequencies were in Hardy-Weinberg (HW) equilibrium 
for both T2DM patients and the control group except for SNP-44, 
where both T2DM patients and the control group were not in HW 
equilibrium (p= 0.002). The χ2 goodness-of-fit test was used to assess 
deviation from HW equilibrium. 

The allele distribution of CAPN10 SNP–44, SNP-43, del/ins-19, and 
SNP–63 were examined in the T2DM patients and control subjects 
(Table 2). The frequency of allele “T” at SNP-44 was 77.6% in patients 
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and 80.7% in controls (P=0.706), and the frequency of allele “G” at 
SNP-43 was 97.4% in patients and 97.9% in controls (P=0.733). While 
the frequency of allele “ 2 repeats 32 bp” at del/ins-19 was 56.8% in 
patients and 54.7% in controls (P=0.895), and the frequencies of allele 
“C” at SNP-63 and allele “T” were 96.4% and 3.6% for patients 
and95.3% and 4.7% for controls (P=0.602). The 2 X 2 contingency 
χ2test was used to assess the allele frequency comparisons. 

Table 2: Genotype and allele frequency of the polymorphisms 
studied 

Genotypes Controls T2DM P value 

SNP −44 (rs2975760) 

TT 62 58 0.706 

TC 31 33 

CC 3 5 

P for HWE 0.71 0.91   

MAF 0.193 0.224   

OR 1.21 (0.74-1.98) 0.451 

SNP −43 (rs3792267)a 

GG 92 91 0.733 

GA+AA 4 5 

MAF 0.021 0.026   

OR 1.26 (0.33-4.75) 0.736 

SNP −19 (rs3842570) 

3R/3R 28 31 0.895 

2R/3R 49 47 

2R/2R 19 18 

P for HWE 0.77 0.98   

MAF 0.547 0.568   
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OR 1.09 (0.73-1.63) 0.681 

SNP −63 (rs5030952)a 

CC 87 89 0.602 

CT+TT 9 7 

MAF 0.047 0.036   

OR 0.77 (0.28-2.11) 0.61 

Because the frequencies of the minor homozygous genotypes are 
verylow, they have been combined with the heterozygous genotypes. 
The HWEP values are not presented, as the asymptotic HWE 
approximations arenot valid. 

The association of SNP-19 genotypes with increased T2DM risk was 
confirmed by regression analysis. Taking homozygous wild-type 
genotype as reference (OR = 1.00), regression analysis demonstrated 
progressive increases in T2DM risk in 3R/2R [P = 0.008; OR (95% CI) 
= 1.33 (1.06 - 1.66)] and 2R/2R [P = 0.002; OR (95% CI) = 1.56 (1.25–
1.94)] genotypes (Table 3). The association of homozygous SNP-19 
2R/2R [P = 0.044; aOR (95% CI) = 1.40 (1.01 - 1.93)], but not 3R/2R 
[P = 0.923; aOR (95% CI) = 1.02 (0.66 - 1.58)] genotype with changes 
in BMI remained significant after controlling for age, gender, BMI, 
hypertension, and lipid profile (Table 3). 

Table 3: Regression Analysis on T2DM Risk Associated with CAPN10 
Polymorphisms1 
  Univariate Multivariate 
SNP Genotype P OR (95% CI) P 

value 
aOR 2 (95% CI) 

SNP-
43 

G/G 0.647 1.00 
(Reference) 3 

0.809 1.00 
(Reference) 3 

 G/A 0.573 1.52 (0.35 - 6.53) 0.827 1.20 (0.24 - 6.12) 
 A/A 0.492 1.66 (0.39 - 7.03) 0.708 1.36 (0.27 - 6.85) 
SNP-
44 

T/T 0.644 1.00 
(Reference) 3 

0.809 1.00 
(Reference) 3 

 C/T 0.576 1.52 (0.35 - 6.53) 0.827 1.20 (0.24 - 6.12) 
 C/C 0.494 1.66 (0.39 - 7.03) 0.708 1.36 (0.27 - 6.85) 
SNP-
19 

3R/3R 0.003 1.00 
(Reference) 3 

0.084 1.00 
(Reference) 3 

 3R/2R 0.008 1.33 (1.06 - 1.66) 0.923 1.02 (0.66 - 1.58) 
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 2R/2R 0.002 1.56 (1.25 - 1.94) 0.044 1.40 (1.01 - 1.93) 
SNP-
63 

C/C 0.714 1.00 
(Reference) 3 

0.704 1.00 
(Reference) 3 

 C/T 0.463 1.25 (0.64 - 2.44) 0.722 1.19 (0.45 - 3.17) 
  T/T 0.417 1.31 (0.68 - 2.54) 0.92 1.05 (0.39 - 2.85) 
1. Study subjects comprised 96 cases and 96 age-, gender-, and origin-

matched controls subjects. 
2. aOR = adjusted OR; covariates included age, gender, BMI, hypertension, 

and lipid profile. 
3. Reference group being minor allele non-carriers. 
 
Haplotype and Diplotype Distribution 

Linkage disequilibrium (LD) analysis for the CAPN10 variants, defined 
by the delta coefficient, is given in table 4. LD among the four markers 
(r2) ranged from 0.001 to 0.325 in T2DM subjects and from 0.001 to 
0.276 in non-diabetic controls (Table 4). Six 
possible CAPN10 haplotypes were inferred. There was a significant 
difference in the proportion of the2111 haplotype of the −44, −43, −19, 
and −63 SNPsbetween NGT and type 2 diabetes mellitus groups 
(nominalP value = .015)(Table 5). This study confirms and extends the 
possibility raised by DhanasekaranBodhini and associatesthat2111 
haplotype may be associated with type2 diabetes mellitus in South 
Indians in particular and Indians in general. 

Table 4:Linkage Disequilibrium Analysis 
Between CAPN10 SNPs 

Locus 1 Locus 2 

r2 values 

Non-T2DM T2DM 

SNP-44 SNP-43 0.006 0.007 

SNP-44 SNP-19 0.276 0.325 

SNP-44 SNP-63 0.012 0.014 

SNP-43 SNP-19 0.017 0.018 

SNP-43 SNP-63 0.001 0.001 

SNP-19 SNP-63 0.056 0.041 
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Table 5: Comparison of frequencies of haplotypes and haplotype combinations in NGT and type 2 
diabetes mellitus subjects 

Haplotypes for SNPs 
44/43/19/63  

 

Controls T2DM Observed value 
of 
test statistics (z) 

P value 
n % n % 

1111 19 19.8 17 17.7 -1.494 0.137 
1121 51 53.1 50 52.1 -0.106 0.916 
2111 18 18.8 22 22.9 2.442 0.015* 
1112 5 5.2 4 4.2 0.81 0.407 
1221 2 2.1 2 2.1 0.052 0.954 
2121 1 1.0 1 1.0 0.011 0.933 
       
 
Haplotype combinations Controls T2DM ORa (95% CI) P value 

n % n % 
2111/2111 11 11.5 15 15.6 1.57 (0.97-2.55) 0.066 
2111/1111 22 22.9 20 20.8 0.98 (0.66-1.45) 0.941 
2111/1121 59 61.5 57 59.4 1.03 (0.81-1.33) 0.763 
2111/1221 2 2.1 3 3.1 1.88 (0.69-5.15) 0.208 
2111/1112 2 2.1 1 1.0 1.5 (0.52-4.31) 0.443 
a Odds ratio was computed taking all other haplotype combinations as reference. 
*  Proportion of 2111 haplotype significantly different between controls and T2DM groups 
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Discussion 

CAPN10 was the first T2DM candidate gene identified through 
genome-wide screening and positional cloning [2,5], and increasing 
evidence has implicated contribution of CAPN10 gene variants in the 
risk of T2DM [6,7]. Specific CAPN10 variant (SNP-43) and at-risk 
haplotype combination (112/121) defined by SNP-43, -19, and -63 
polymorphisms, reportedly confers increased risk of T2DM in some but 
not all populations [6,8].  

DhanasekaranBodhini and associates previously investigated the 
association between the CAPN10 gene single nucleotide polymorphisms 
(SNPs) −44 (rs2975760), −43(rs3792267), −19 (rs3842570), and −63 
(rs5030952) and type 2 diabetes mellitus in an Asian Indian population 
in Southern India [11]. Their study included a total of1443 subjects, 
794 normal glucose tolerant (NGT) and 649 type 2 diabetes mellitus 
subjects, were randomly selected from the Chennai UrbanRural 
Epidemiology Study. 

There are significant differences between DhanasekaranBodhini and 
associates’ study and our study. We replicated their Chennai study in 
Hyderabad but with less sample size due to financial constraints. Our 
study was majorly self-funded while also receiving donations from some 
of the participants in the study. Parallel studies were done with 
different objectives which are of interest to the population (IT/ITeS 
employees) we chose.Our study differs from DhanasekaranBodhini and 
associates’ study by limiting the population to Hyderabad resident 
IT/ITeS employees.  

Our study shares similarities with DhanasekaranBodhini and 
associates’ study in choosing,a) to investigate the contribution of SNP-
43, -44, -19, and -63 CAPN10 variants to increased risk of T2DM; and 
b) construction of haplotypes. Our study replicates and confirms 
DhanasekaranBodhini and associates’ study. For instance, neither 
thegenotypic frequencies nor the allelic frequencies of any ofthe 4 SNPs 
were found to be associated with type 2diabetes mellitus. This is in 
accordance with studies fromthe British [14], Oji-Cree [15], Samoan 
[16], Chinese [17],European Americans [18], Finnish [19], 
Danish/Swedish[10], and Japanese [20] populations. A previous study 
fromSouth India also failed to find an association of these 
SNPsindividually with diabetes except that the rare allele of −63SNP 
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was associated with impaired fasting glucose/impairedglucose tolerance 
[21]. 

In the Hyderabad resident IT/ITeS employees studied herein, the most 
frequent haplotypes were 1121 in patients, while haplotype 2121 was 
detected at low frequencies among controls and patients. Haplotype 
combination 2111/1121 was the most common among both control and 
T2DM subjects, while the combinations 2111/1221 and 2111/1112 were 
found with very low frequencies.  

Conclusion 

In conclusion, our study confirmed that the 2111 haplotype 
corresponding toSNPs −44, −43, −19, and −63 shows a significant 
difference in the proportion among controls (0.19) and T2DM subjects 
(0.23). Our study replicates and confirms DhanasekaranBodhini and 
associates’ study which raised the possibility that the 2111 haplotype of 
SNPs −44, −43,−19, and −63 may be associated with T2DM, although 
none of these SNPs may be individually associated with diabetes. 
Abbreviations 

CAPN10: Calpain 10; BMI: Body Mass Index; CI: Confidence Interval; 
MAF: Minor Allele Frequency; OR: Odds Ratio; PCR: Polymerase 
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Introduction  

The late years have been witnessing an increasing attention of scientists and 
specialists to the measurement of individuals’ attitudes towards all professions 
and various fields. In particular, attention is directed to measuring attitudes 
towards the practical and educational aspects of varied types in order to 
achieve the desired level of quality to go along with various specializations, 
something is clearly seen in the field of specialization. 

The process of specialization choice is of much impact on the individual’s 
personality, his present, and future as it plays a decisive role in shaping 
success indicators in life. It is one of the most important decisions taken by the 
individual. Therefore, it should reflect his values, personal traits, and 
capabilities. Academic specialization is considered one of the main constraints 
of professional trends and the track chosen by the person after graduation. 

The study of attitudes towards the academic specialization has become an 
urgent necessity as the majority of students nowadays suffer much when 
choosing the kind of study specialization, mainly after the secondary stage. 
Many study fields that will qualify students for future careers are open in front 
of them. Many university graduates are dissatisfied with the jobs they practice 
which may be due to the insufficient planning for the choice of appropriate 
study specialization that could qualify them for the job or to the fact they were 
obliged to study that specialization, (Al- Adhayleh and Al- Hadidi, 2013, PP: 
787-788).   

Implanting the unwanted behavioral attitudes such as profession ethics and 
morals does not only aim to give students the teaching skills but also helps in 
the formation of positive attitudes towards specialization profession, (Salem, 
1998, PP: 97: 119).  

Positive attitudes towards specialization have their own roles in the success of 
the educational process particularly. Specialists asserts that education which 
results in the formation of desired or wanted attitudes among students is more 
rewarding and beneficial than  education which is based on rote learning and 
memorization. Cognitive knowledge or expertise is subject to forgetting 
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whereas the impact of attitudes continues, (Al- Makhzoumi, 2007, PP: 457- 
482). 

Kuo, (1996) believes that the existence of a negative attitude towards the 
profession of teaching does not necessarily mean leave or depart it. The 
teacher may continue practicing teaching despite the many pushing conditions 
but with limited professional achievements, which do not fulfill the desired 
level that accomplishes the aims. Consequently, the teacher will not develop 
the teaching profession and in the same time will not develop himself, (P: 37). 
In light of the concern to identify the sociology female students’ attitudes 
towards specialization, it is necessary to focus on the preparation of a well- 
qualified student to meet the modern challenges imposed by the inevitability of 
societies’ development.   

Rodner and Greine, (2012) uncovered that teachers’ requirements are 
increasing rapidly.  Educational concepts vary causing some teachers to feel 
them negatively, which in turn results in tension and distress. On the opposite, 
other teachers discover the positive aspects instead. 

The scale for nations’ progress has not been only affected at any time by their 
properties of natural wealth or financial resources. It was a result of what they 
own of human resources fortified with knowledge and correct behavior. This 
explains the need to have a specialist in sociology who is highly knowledgeable 
about specialization, which in turn helps in the development of our society. 

Therefore, attention should be paid to scales of everlasting attitudes of female 
students. Measuring attitudes has been a reality in our societies, which we 
must care about for their advancement for the sake of psychological and social 
harmony of the social specialist, and teacher who copes with this society.  
Some asserts that teacher’s bestowment is highly related to his attitudes 
towards his profession. This bestowment is positively correlated to his 
attitudes towards the teaching profession. The teacher succeeds in his 
profession as long as he has positive attitudes, (Al- Makhzoumi, 2007). Reality 
indicates that if female student’s attitudes towards sociology specialization and 
social service are positive, many competencies and skills will be available for 
her to implement the following main tasks: 

1. Organizing of activities that suit the students’ needs and requirements. 

2. Offering real opportunities for students’ learning to meet challenges 
within their age levels. 

3. Encouraging students to do their best to achieve masterfulness in their 
performance 

4. Offer activities that attracts students’ attention and motivate them to 
work, (Al- Houli, 2006, P: 498). 
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 Importance of the study 

The study of attitudes towards sociology specialization has been a basic 
requirement in a quick- change era, particularly with regard to the 
preparation of a new generation of students who can bear the demands of the 
future. Therefore, the importance of the present study is because: 

1. The identification that female students’ attitudes towards the sociology 
specialization can reveal their readiness to practice the teaching or any 
other future professions. Attitudes are one of the most important factors of 
students’ success when performing their roles. 

2. The present study opens wide the door in front of interested people in the 
study of attitudes towards  sociology specialization to conduct more 
research that may continue and support the present one. Uncovering 
attitudes helps to identify positive and negative points in these attitudes. 
In addition, we can draw directive and awareness plans to modify negative 
attitudes and reinforce positive ones 

Problem of the study 

The idea of the present study stemmed from a primary idea that is represented 
in the importance of students’ ownership of positive attitudes towards their 
specialization, which has an impact on their belonging and giving.  Sociology 
specialization has an extreme importance for the appropriate preparation and 
rehabilitation of students that allows them to acquire theoretically and 
practically expertise and necessary skills for skillful professional practice. 
However, the researcher of the present study has noticed, through teaching at 
the department of sociology that the majority of students always complain of 
their specialization, fear for their future after graduation because they have 
specialized in something without their desire, and the presence of shortage in 
some aspects of the preparation of students who have already graduated. 
Therefore, the present study aims to identify attitudes of sociology department 
students towards their academic specialization in light of academic standards 
of comprehensive quality. The problem of the study can be defined in three 
main questions. 

Questions of the study  

1. What are the attitudes of sociology students towards their specialization? 
What is its impact on their study? 

2. Are there any statistically significant differences in the attitudes of 
sociology students at Al-Azhar University towards their specialization due 
to their general secondary certificate rates? 

3. Are there any statistically significant differences in the attitudes of 
sociology students at Al-Azhar University towards their enrollment in the 
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specialization and the profession love? 

4. Are there any statistically significant differences in the attitudes of 
sociology students at Al-Azhar University towards their specialization due 
to their academic level? 

5. Are there any statistically significant differences in the attitudes of 
sociology students at Al-Azhar University towards their specialization due 
to their general secondary certificate stream whether scientific or literary? 

Aims of the study 

1. Identify the students’ attitudes towards sociology specialization. 

2. Identify the students’ attitudes towards the study of sociology. 

3. Explore the students’ attitudes towards the choice of future profession in 
sociology specialization 

4. Identify the students’ attitudes towards the general benefit of sociology 
specialization. 

Theoretical and research framework of the present study 

First: Previous studies 

The study of attitudes towards students’ academic specialization has been an 
urgent necessity if study specialization is considered one of the main 
determinants of the comprehensive quality academic standards and the track 
chosen by the individual after graduation. The researcher of the present study 
has not found any Arabic study in the field of identifying students’ attitudes 
towards their sociology specialization in light of the comprehensive quality 
academic standards. However, there were other branches and fields that 
studied this topic.  

Arabic studies 

Arawashdeh, (2011) conducted a study to identify the attitudes of touristic 
guidance specialization at Yarmouk and Hashemite Universities in addition to 
their satisfaction with the specialization. The sample involved (168) students 
from Yarmouk University( 112 males and 56 females) in addition to (56) 
students of the Hashemite University of varied study levels. The most 
important finding proved that Hashemite University students had better 
satisfaction and desire to study touristic guidance    more than Yarmouk 
University students did. However, those students had some fears regarding 
their future jobs caused by the procedures of being licensed for touristic 
guidance. The study recommended the necessity of reconsidering the study 
plan of touristic guidance at both universities besides the expansion of tourism 
specializations. The study also recommended the necessity to focus on the 
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foreign language and the expansion of its hours in order not to be a hindrance 
in front of students to be licensed for touristic guidance in future.   

Abu Mustafa, (2008) studied the attitudes and moral differences of 
psychological counseling students towards their specialization that were due to 
gender, study level, and accumulative rate. The study sample of consisted of 
(240) students. It concluded that there were no statistically significant 
differences among the attitudes of psychological counseling students towards 
their specialization due to gender, study level, and accumulative rate. 
Nevertheless, there were moral differences in the field of attitudes towards 
psychological counseling as a profession due to study level in favor of the 
second level students. 

Al- Adhayleh and Al- Hadidi, (2013) studied the attitudes of social service 
students towards specialization at Balqa Applied University. It also aimed to 
identify the relationship between gender and study level, place of residence, 
accumulative rate, and their attitudes towards specialization. To achieve those 
aims, a survey study was done for all students registered in the first semester 
of the academic year 2012- 2013. Findings showed that there were positive 
attitudes among students of social service towards their specialization in 
general, the study of social service courses, and the role and importance of 
social service specialization in the development of the society.  

Arawadhiah, (2000) conducted a study to identify the attitudes of students of 
field teachers specialization at Mutah University towards their specialization 
in the field of social studies. It also aimed to identify the impact of variables 
like gender, achievement, study level, and the interaction among them on the 
students’ attitudes. Results showed that attitudes of the majority of students 
towards social studies were negative. There were no statistically significant 
differences among students’ attitudes towards the social studies. However, 
there were statistically significant differences due to gender. There were 
statistically significant differences among students’ attitudes due to 
achievement in favor of moderate or low achievement ones. There were 
statistically significant differences among students’ attitudes due to study 
levelin favor of moderate or the third and fourth year.    

Al- Amayreh, (2004) investigated the attitudes of the educational sciences 
college students at Jordan towards their specialization, that is teaching 
profession. The study tried to identify the effect of gender and study level on 
students’ attitudes towards the profession of teaching. Findings indicated no 
significant differences among students’ attitudes towards the profession of 
teaching due to gender and study level. 

Another study conducted by Kadhem and Al- Omary, (2004) aimed to identify 
the nature of Sultan Qaboos University students’ attitudes towards psychology 
in addition to the contribution level of gender, age, specialization, and 
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accumulative rate on the attitudes towards the field of psychology. The study 
concluded that there were general positive attitudes among the sample 
towards psychology field. Furthermore, there were significant differences 
among students’ attitudes in favor of students who studied psychological 
courses. 

Al- Safran, (2012) studied the nature of attitudes towards the profession of 
teaching among students of higher diploma in education. It studied whether 
the attitude towards teaching varies according to specialization, if theoretical 
or practical at the bachelor stage. It also investigated whether that attitude 
changes with regard to the presence or no presence of a family member who 
practice the profession of teaching. The most prominent findings revealed 
positive attitudes towards teaching in general. Practicum had no significant 
impact on attitudes towards the profession of teaching. There were no 
statistically significant differences due to specialization whether scientific or 
literary. 

Foreign studies 

Yi and Well, (2005) carried out a study to identify the students’ attitudes 
towards psychological counseling on (157) American students. Findings 
revealed that there was no impact of gender and income level on the attitudes 
towards psychological counseling provided by psychological specialists. It also 
showed that attitudes of fourth year students towards psychological counseling 
were higher than attitudes of students of lower study levels. 

Williams, (2007) studied the reasons for the students’ choice of social work on 
a sample of (50) students at California University who were (21- 26) years old. 
The most impressive findings showed that students’ enrollment in social work 
specialization was because they live with people who practice social work; they 
have a big desire to practice social work at schools and to help others. The 
study proved that such a specialization suits their interests and tendencies in a 
way that helps them to innovate new effective techniques for voluntary work 
at schools. 

Chen, (2012) aimed to identify the attitudes of kindergarten teachers at 
Taiwan towards the best methods of recruitment and work. The sample 
included (732) kindergarten teachers. It found out that teachers tend to look 
for official recruitment channels. The majority of the teachers believed in the 
necessity of the existence of a vigorous administration regime capable of 
supervising various recruitment channels, although they believed that getting 
jobs at early childhood was not difficult for both males and females. 

Commentary on previous studies 

In conclusion, one can claim through the revision of the previously mentioned 
studies that: 
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1. The present study has shed light on the basic aspects of agreement. 

2. Arabic studies in the field of attitudes towards specialization are very few. 
Some studies in other fields have asserted the role of attitudes in the 
choice of appropriate education. Asking students about their attitudes was  
necessary to conduct this study. Reconsidering our programs and the way 
of enrollment in the specializations of sociology should be based upon 
specialization love and one's desire. 

3. The present study is in agreement with the previous studies regarding the 
necessity of taking care of attitudes measurement in general and 
particularly the attitudes of students enrolled in programs to later on work 
in educational aspects. The desire of enrollment should be the basis rather 
than the obligation via the coordination office. 

4. The present study disagrees with the previous studies with regard to the 
nature of the study sample, time variance, and the identification of 
difficulties facing the measurement of students' attitudes towards 
sociology. The present study has found that it is crucial to use students' 
replies as a strong evidence in the measurement of students' attitudes 
towards specialization. 

The present study has tried to identify the students' attitudes at the 
department of sociology at Al-Azhar University towards their specialization. 
Attitudes are of the crucial elements that affect negatively or positively 
students' performance and comprehension during the study. Besides, attitudes 
can reveal the graduate's sincerity towards the profession of teaching or any 
other professions in future. Attitudes work as motives and directors for 
conduct which in turn affect deeply the relationship between students' 
specialization and the profession of teaching regarding accepting or 
abandoning it.  

Study concepts and scientific terms involved 

 The introduction of the present study includes some basic concepts the 
researcher believed it was essential to be discussed. The researcher believed 
that making them clear could help to determine their importance for the study 
besides the fact that identification of those concepts was one of the 
constructive elements of the study to achieve and ascertain understanding and 
communication between the researcher and the scientific community to which 
the researcher belonged. Those concepts and term were as follow: 

1. Attitudes 

Attitudes play a decisive role in education and performance. Attitudes of 
teachers and learners towards teaching, teaching materials, or colleagues 
affect their abilities to achieve the educational aims. The attitude is a learnt 
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psychological readiness or mental neurological predisposition for the positive 
or negative response to people, things, topics, contexts, or symbols of the 
environment that motivates the response, Al- Tousi and Samarah, 2014, P: 
132). 

The attitude is defined psychologically as a state of mental and neurological 
predisposition among the individual that makes him respond to stimuli related 
to a certain topic or context in a certain way, (Jerusalem Open University, 
2004, P: 140). It is a self-component inferred through the virtual responses. It 
can be learnt through cohabitation and interaction with various contexts and 
experiences. It represents one of the emotional goals the educational 
institution seeks to achieve within learners because of its psychological nature 
that affects the individuals' behavior and responses to varied inputs of the 
educational process such as the teaching material, educational activities, 
classroom climate, teachers, peers, and themselves, too. Attitudes, in turn 
affects the students' capabilities to fulfill their educational tasks.  These 
tendencies simplifies teachers' adaptation to school environment in particular, 
and their social lives in general, Nashawati, 1988). Wiener, (2003) defines an 
attitude as an emotional state behind the individual's opinions and beliefs in a 
specific issue regarding the degree of his acceptance or rejection of such at 
topic. The present research defines an attitude towards specialization as the 
negative or positive feeling shown by the students towards the aspects of 
sociology specialization. 

The operational definition of an attitude in the present study is the sociology 
department student’s response to the items in the attitudes scale prepared for 
this purpose. 

Field study: 

Study type and methodology  

The study is considered of the descriptive analytical studies that aims to 
identify the students at the department of sociology towards the academic 
specialization. The social survey method for the sample is chosen because it 
describes existing contexts at the survey implementation time. Such a method 
provides the researcher with information to describe and explain the direction 
of the phenomenon being studied. It also contributes to diagnose the 
relationships among variables. Furthermore, it suits the data collection 
instruments used in the present study such as observation and  interview 
through using the researcher’s scale that has been prepared to achieve the 
aims of the study. 

Instruments of the study 

The researcher used the following instruments to gather data of the present 
study: 
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Interview: the interview is one of the important aids used to collect data 
related to the study. It contributes effectively to the discovery of the 
respondents tendencies and attitudes besides their needs and problems. The 
researcher interviewed individually and in groups the students at the 
department of sociology to identify their attitudes and tendencies towards 
their academic specialization. 

Students’ interviews were used in many phases like: 

 The phase of determining and wording the problem of the study: 
Interviews were helpful to define the problem and important aspects that 
were worth of study. 

 The phase of designing the scale of the present study: Interviews were 
helpful to define the most important aspects in the scale. 

  The phase of writing and explaining the findings of the study: Interviews 
were helpful to assert and explain the results of the study. 

Instrument of the scale 

The study used a scale prepared by the researcher as the main instrument to 
get the main data about the topic of study. 

 The primary data of the sample of the study. 

 Data about students’ attitudes towards sociology specialization. 

 Data about students’ attitudes towards the study of sociology 
specialization. 

 data about students’ attitudes towards the choice of future career in 
sociology specialization. 

 data about students’ attitudes towards the public benefit of sociology 
specialization. 

Items of the measurement scale and the identification of responses 

A set of   (44) items distributed to five main fields were written to achieve and 
verify the zero hypothesis. Attention was paid to make those queries simple 
and clear and enable students to answer them accurately. Items were of 
controlled answers namely, strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, strongly 
disagree. The study instrument consisted of the following fields: 

 Primary data of study variables and contained four items (study level, rate 
in the general secondary certificate, specialization in the general secondary 
certificate)(4) items.. 

 Students’ attitudes towards sociology specialization and contained (10) 
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items. 

 Students’ attitudes towards the study of sociology specialization and 
contained (10) items. 

  students’ attitudes towards the choice of future career in sociology 
specialization and had (10) items, too. 

 students’ attitudes towards the public benefit of sociology specialization 
and involved (10) items, too. 

Validity and reliability of study instrument 

Virtual (arbitrators’) validity 

The researcher presented the primary version of the study scale to a set of 
arbitrators who were of good expertise in the field of the scientific research. 
They were requested for their points of view regarding items clarity, harmony 
with the field it belonged to, and whether items in each field were enough or 
not. They were also asked to omit or modify any item. In light of those 
arbitrators’ remarks, the researcher reconsidered each item on which 85% of 
arbitrators agreed by items’ modification, deletion, or addition.  

Construct validity 

After the production of the final version of the scale and in order to verify its 
construct validity,  the researcher distributed it to an exploratory sample of 
(20) students out of the fourth groups at the department of sociology. She did 
so to assert its clarity and accuracy. All exploratory sample were told about the 
aim of their choice. They were all encouraged to elaborate on the scale and ask 
questions about the vague or difficult items in order to ensure the construct 
validity of the scale. 

Reliability of study instruments 

Test and re- test method was used to calculate the instrument’s validity. The 
scale was distributed to the exploratory sample at first. Two weeks later, the 
same scale was distributed again to the same respondents in the sample. 
Correlation coefficient between the two tests was (90%) and was statistically 
significant at (α= 0.01). The researcher also used Cronbach Alpha and data 
collected of the whole sample. Table (1) below shows these reliability 
coefficients. 

Study 
fields 

Scale’s aspects Numbe
r of 
items 

Number 
of 

sample 

Reliability 
coefficien
t 

First  Attitudes towards the choice 
sociology specialization 

10 673 0.771 
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Second Attitudes towards the study of 
sociology specialization 

10 673 0.827 

Third  Attitudes towards the choice of 
future career in sociology 
specialization 

10 673 0.818 

Fourth  Attitudes towards the public 
benefit of sociology 
specialization 

10 673 0.784 

Table (2) above shows values of Cronbach alpha indicate high degrees of 
internal consistency which, in turn is an appropriate indicator to the fact that 
the study scale has high degrees of reliability. 

Statistical treatment 

The researcher of the present study tried to vary in the ways of statistical 
treatment because the study was descriptive. SPSS program was used for that 
treatment 

 To answer the study questions and to extract the means and standard 
deviations for each item and then for every field of the scale. 

 ANOVA was used to compare between the estimations of the study 
sample regarding the study group at the department. 

Study aspects 

Special aspect: the study was conducted at the department of sociology at the 
female college of human studies at Al-Azhar University. 

Human aspect: a group of female students at the department of sociology at 
the female college of human studies. Following is the way by which the study 
sample was chosen, their type and size. 

Study sample 

The choice of the sample on which the study will be conducted is one of the 
most important steps in carrying out the field study. Thus it is crucial for the 
researcher to choose a  representative sample for study society to save time 
and effort, Meshaan, 2006, P: 165). The existence of the following two main 
conditions in the study sample is necessary for the study: 

1. The sample should be representative for the original society. It should 
include all or as much as possible the society’s traits to enable the 
researcher to generalize his study results. 

2. The units of the original society should have equal opportunities of choice, 
(Ahmed, 1997, P: 214) 
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After that the researcher followed a set of steps to choose the sample and the 
framework through which she could choose the sample and determine its size.  

 Determination of sample unit 

The researcher identified the study society at the department of sociology at 
the female college of human studies at Al-Azhar University . then the sample 
was identified at the department of sociology at the female college of human 
studies and students enrolled in sociology specialization. 

 Identification of the sampling framework from which the sample 
is chosen 

Sampling is the process that enables us to choose a number of persons for 
study in a way that makes those people representative for their society. Saving 
time, effort, and cost may be the causes for the choice of the sample. 
Therefore, the proper sample chosen by the researcher in accurate procedures 
yields results which may save about (1%) of the cost and time, (Abu Allam, 
2001, PP: 183-184). To identify the framework of sample choice, a sample of 
sociology students at the college of Human studies were withdrawn of the four 
study groups as found in the records of students’ affairs at the college in the 
second semester of the academic year 2012/ 2013.  

Identification of the sample’s type 

The nature of any research totally depends on the nature of required data, 
research type, society to be studies, and the researcher’s financial, humanistic, 
and temporal abilities. Because the main topic of the present study was dealing 
with the attitudes of sociology department students towards their academic 
specialization, the study was based on a sample of those students enrolled in 
the department of sociology at the female college of humanistic studies at Al-
Azhar University. The total number of the sample was (673) students from 
sociology specialization. All of participants were chosen by random numbers 
method.  Vertical numbers were chosen by the organized random method (1- 3- 
5- 7) from the records of students’ affairs at the college from the first to the 
fourth group. All of them responded to the scale and showed understanding of 
the study requirements and conditions which helped the application of the 
study instrument. 

Sample size 

 The sampling method in the field of education ensures to obtain important 
results. The way of testing samples,  or what is known as sampling is not 
merely a choice and usage of a part of the statistical society instead of the 
whole one. Sampling involves the test of an actual part which is representative 
to the statistical society. Therefore, the way of sampling includes accurate 
knowledge, art, and measurement of the statistical treatments, Qandeel, 1995, 
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P: 13). The total number of the study sample was, as mentioned before, (673) 
participants.  Distribution of participants is shown in table (2) below. 

Table (2): The distribution of study sample compared to the original society. 

Study 
year 

Original 
society 

Sample 
number 

Percentage of each group 
to original society 

First 675 252 37.3 % 

Second 415 177 42.7 % 

Third 320 117 36.6 % 

Fourth 287 127 44.3 % 

Time domain of the study: it means the time period the researcher needed 
to gather data from the study field. The study sample involved two stages: 

 First stage: testing the study scale at the field and took (20) days. 

 Second stage: the application of the scale that was from the 
beginning of march till the end of may, 2013. 

Findings of the study 

In the following lines, we will try to answer the study questions according to 
the results. 

First: sample’s primary data 

Table (3) indicates the distribution of study sample to the three study 
variables namely: specialization, group, total. 

Table (3): Sample distribution and study variables 

Study variables Change 
levels 

Number Percentage 

1. Academic specialization at 
general secondary 

Scientific 103 15.3 % 

Literary 570 84.7 % 

2. Study group First 252 36.6 % 

Second 177 44.3 % 

Third 117 39.7 % 

Fourth 127 37.3 % 

 Total 673 42.7 % 
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3. Percentage rate of general 
secondary certificate total 

 

55- 64 % 435 64.6 % 

65- 74 % 202 30.1 % 

75- 84 % 036 05.3 % 

Second: students’ attitudes towards sociology specialization 

Table (4) indicates the means and standard deviations of students’ responses 
to the scale of students’ attitudes towards the choice of sociology 
specialization. 

Table (4): students’ means and standard deviations regarding the choice of 
sociology 

No. Field of study Mean Std.dev. 

1.  Attitudes towards specialization choice  4.33 1.247 

2.  Attitudes towards the study of sociology 4.17 2.277 

3.  Attitudes towards the choice of future career in 
sociology specialization 

3.63 1.011 

4.  Attitudes towards the public benefit of sociology 
specialization 

3.79 1.140 

The above table indicates that attitudes of study participants towards 
specialization choice was in the first place. Mean score was and standard 
deviation were (4.33) and (1.247) respectively. In the second place was 
attitudes towards the study of sociology. Mean and standard deviation were 
(4.17) and (2.277) respectively.  Mean score and standard deviation of 
students’ attitudes towards the choice of future career in sociology were (3.63) 
and (1.011) respectively.  Participants’ attitudes towards the public benefit of 
sociology specialization was at the bottom of the list. Their mean score and 
standard deviation were (3.79) and (1.140) respectively. In conclusion, we can 
say that the participants’ attitudes  towards sociology specialization were 
positive in general. 

Table (5) below presents the means and standard deviations of students’ 
attitudes towards the items of the first field of the study, namely towards the 
choice of  specialization. 
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Table (5): Participants’ attitudes towards the choice of specialization 

Field items Means Standard 
deviations 

1. I chose the specialization according to my 
personal wish 

2.68 1.140 

2. I believe that I can realize myself through this 
specialization 

2.15 1.259 

3. I joined this specialization because of my desire 
to know much about it. 

2.33 1.276 

4. I was chosen for this specialization because of 
my general secondary certificate.  

3.61 1.283 

5. I chose this specialization without being 
affected by others’ opinions. 

3.25 1.284 

6. I chose this specialization after gathering some 
information about it. 

3.28 1.465 

7. I believe that this specialization fits my 
achievement capabilities.  

3.91 0.938 

8. I can study and excel in this specialization for 
four years. 

1.71 1.347 

9. I joined this specialization because its place is 
near my residence. 

1.83 1.313 

10. I like this specialization and think I can be 
productive. 

1.75 1.093 

In light of the means and standard deviations in the previous table, we find 
that  “I believe that this specialization fits my achievement capabilities”  had 
the highest mean score (3.91) indicating their specialization liking in 
particular as sociology specialization and social service place heavy burdens on 
their shoulders to implant ethics and values in their communities. The item “I 
was chosen for this specialization because of my general secondary certificate” 
came in the second rank. Mean score and standard deviations were (3.61) and 
(1.283) respectively. Other items prove the students’ positive attitudes towards 
specialization. Thus students’ joining the sociology specialization can be said to 
have helped them to identify how to provide students with various skills and 
develop their knowledge. Findings also indicate: 

1. Students’ realization of the importance of sociology specialization in 
developing the student’s social aspect. 
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2. Students’ acceptance of sociology specialization because they like it. 

3. Students seeking to understand  knowledge and concepts related to 
their sociology specialization. 

Analysis of participants’ attitudes proves that students were aware of sociology 
specialization and its value. Generally speaking, table (5) before shows that 
mean scores of students’ responses to all items in the study field were good 
and positive to a certain extent.   

Third: students’ attitudes towards the study of sociology 

Table (6) presents the mean scores and standard deviation of students’ 
attitudes towards the items of the study of sociology field. 

Table (6):  students’ means and standard deviations regarding the study of 
sociology 

Field items Means Standard 
deviations 

1. I am very interested in reading  sociology 
books. 

3.86 1.088 

2. Sociology instructors motivate students to 
study this specialization. 

2.83 1.477 

3. I feel that teachers and students of sociology 
are of one family.  

1.84 1.238 

4. Sociology study is easy for me. 2,06 1.304 

5. I feel happy when teachers are absent. 1.56 1.106 

6. I think that sociology study increases my 
culture. 

3.91 1.085 

7. Sociology study helps me to solve problems I 
and my family face. 

3.93 0.937 

8. I do not feel comfortable a teacher of 
kindergarten course is absent. 

3.68 1.094 

9. Sociology topics are flexible not solid. 1.88 1.098 

10. I think thank sociology specialization does 
not fulfill many of  students’ needs and 
interests. 

2.93 1.084 

In light of the means and standard deviations in the previous table, we find 
that  “Sociology study helps me to solve problems I and my family face”  had 
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the highest mean score (3.93) indicating their satisfaction with what goes on in 
the lectures of sociology. The item “I think that sociology study increases my 
culture” came in the second rank indicating the variance in the topics studied 
in sociology. Mean score and standard deviations were (3.91) and (1.085) 
respectively. Other items prove the students’ positive attitudes towards 
specialization. Findings, in general indicate: 

 The importance of knowledge and concepts students acquire. 

 Students and teachers’ identification that sociology integrates the 
theoretical side with field training in addition to its attention to 
quality and quantity, in the same time. 

 Students’ identification that topics of sociology are not inflexible. 

 With regard to the educational content, students’ responses show that 
lectures contain modern curriculum of sociology. 

Generally speaking, table (6) before mean scores of students responses to all 
items of the study field were good and, to some extent positive. 

Fourth: Students’ attitudes towards the choice of future career 
related to sociology specialization 

  Table (7) presents the mean scores and standard deviation of students’ 
attitudes towards the items of the choice of future career field. 

Table (7):  Means and standard deviations regarding the choice of future 
career related to sociology. 

Field items Means Standard 
deviations 

1. This specialization provides me with a career I 
like to perform in future. 

3.41 1.427 

2. I will feel interested if I have the opportunity 
to practice social work. 

3.13 1.426 

3. Field training helped me to choose the domain 
I like to work in at future. 

2.19 1.370 

4. Sociology graduate lacks the training and 
professional skills that qualifies him/ her for 
work. 

1.98 1.409 

5. Work in the field of social service is 
comfortable. 

2.78 1.347 

6. I  have joined this specialization to relief the 3.16 1.133 
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pains of families of special needs people. 

7. My wish to work in the field of the care for the 
elderly made me think of joining this 
specialization. 

2.45 2.176 

8. My choice for this specialization was because of 
the choice of the profession despite the 
easiness or difficulty of study. 

4.12 0.920 

9. I think that working in the  field of sociology 
bothers me. 

1.89 1.443 

10. Sociology specialization contributes to the 
increase in  numbers of unemployed graduates. 

1.80 1.267 

In light of the means and standard deviations in the previous table, we find 
that  “My choice for this specialization was because of the choice of the 
profession despite the easiness or difficulty of study”  had the highest mean 
score (4.12) indicating their satisfaction with studying sociology. The item 
“This specialization provides me with a career I like to perform in future” 
came in the second rank emphasizing their conviction and determination to 
study sociology. Mean score and standard deviations were (3.41) and (1.427) 
respectively. With regard to the third item “I  have joined this specialization to 
relief the pains of families of special needs people” it was found that it was 
amongst the most effective items. Statistically significant differences were 
found at (α ≤ 0.01). About (53.8 %) of participants strongly agreed, whereas 
(40 %) indicated their agreement. These two percentages can explain the fact 
that sociology specialization has a specific importance for the service of 
families with people of special needs. Furthermore, the previous tables shows 
that there were statistically significant differences among the items of this 
field. 

Findings, in general indicate: 

 The integration between good sociology and other social specializations 
and professions. 

 The necessity for universities to emphasize the importance of sociology 
through adopting sociology courses to be taught to students of other 
specializations. 

In conclusion. Means of students responses to the items of this field, as 
appearing in the above table were good and consequently indicate positive 
attitudes towards sociology at Al-Azhar University. 
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Fifth: Students’ attitudes towards the public benefit of sociology 
specialization 

Table (8) presents the mean scores and standard deviations of students’ 
attitudes towards the items of the public benefit of sociology field. 

Table (8):  Means and standard deviations regarding the public benefit related 
to sociology. 

Field items Means Standard 
deviations 

Sociology specialization helps me identify 
knowledge, concepts, and activities that belong to 
my social communication skills. 

4.50 0.838 

Sociology specialization aroused my enthusiasm and 
participation in the revolution on the 25th of 
January, 2011. 

4.48 0.818 

Sociology specialization helped me to identify the 
reality of my right and to express my point of view 
freely. 

2.85 1.576 

Sociology specialization contributes to having 
control over my fears, feelings, and wrong behaviors 
towards whom I deal with them. 

2.42 1.721 

I like professions and specializations which are in 
relation with Sociology specialization 

2.58 1.347 

Sociology specialization works on creating 
conditions for people to encourage them to create 
and innovate.  

2.03 1.412 

Sociology specialization provided me with the 
observation ability. 

2.23 1.487 

Sociology specialization has an importance and 
direct effect on individuals’ life. 

2.05 1.387 

I appreciate everyone working in all fields related to 
Sociology. 

4.25 1.186 

I prefer to continue my higher study in Sociology 
specialization.  

2.00 1.411 

In light of the means and standard deviations in the previous table, we find 
that  “Sociology specialization helps me identify knowledge, concepts, and 
activities that belong to my social communication skills”  had the highest 
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mean score (4.50) indicating their satisfaction with studying sociology. It was 
found one of the effective items in this field as statistically significant 
differences were found at ((α ≤ 0.01). About (68.6 %) of participants strongly 
agreed, whereas (25.6 %) indicated their agreement. The item “T Sociology 
specialization aroused my enthusiasm and participation in the revolution on 
the 25th of January, 2011” came in the second rank emphasizing their 
conviction and determination to study sociology. Mean score and standard 
deviations were (4.48) and (0.818) respectively, followed by the item “I 
appreciate everyone working in all fields related to Sociology”. Mean score and 
standard deviation were (4.25) and (1.186) respectively. To conclude, we can 
claim the sociology specialization is beneficial for society. Previous findings 
indicate that sociology specialization: 

 Works on preparing the circumstances for individuals and encourages 
them to crate and innovate. 

 Helps students to understand how to communicate and participate 
with their community. 

 Has an importance and direct effect on individuals’ lives.  

Table (9) below indicates the results of T. Test regarding the students’ 
attitudes at Al-Azhar University towards their academic specialization at the 
general secondary certificate, whether scientific or literary. 

Table (9): T. Test for students’ responses related to their secondary track  

General Al-Azhar  secondary 
certificate 

Means T. Value Significance 

Scientific 3.73 0.684 0.000 

Literary  4.09 

The above table reveals significant differences (α= 0.01) between  means of 
students’ degrees at their academic specialization (scientific or literary) in the 
Al-Azhar secondary certificate. That is, students’ attitudes towards joining the 
specialization were high regarding the literary stream. This can explain that 
sociology is one of the specializations needed by literary stream students 
because of the strong relation between study and the theoretical courses 
rather than the practical ones. 

Table (10) presents the results of ANOVA for the differences among the 
students’ attitudes towards specialization with regard to the study level/ year. 
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Table (10):  ANOVA for Students’ responses regarding the study level/ year  

Source of 
variation 

Sum of 
squares 

Degrees 
of 
freedom 

Average 
sum of 

squares   

F. 
Value 

significance 

Between 
groups 

18.181 3 46.919 5.314 Not 
significant 

Within 
groups 

726 669 1.122 

Total 781.141 672 

Data  shown in the above table reveals no statistically significant differences (α ≤ 
0.01) among the mean scores of students’ attitudes towards sociology 
specialization that were due to study levels/ years whether group one, two, 
three or four. F. value was (5.314) which is not statistically significant. 

Table (11) presents the ANOVA results   regarding the differences among 
students’ attitudes with regard to their Al-Azhar secondary certificate totals. 

Table (11): ANOVA for Students responses with regard to their Al-Azhar 
secondary certificate totals 

Source 
of 
variatio
n 

Sum of 
square
s 

Degrees of 
freedom 

Average sum 
of squares   

F. Value significanc
e 

Between 
groups 

27.000 4 6.751 14.564 Significant  

Within 
groups 

309.689 668 0.464 

Total 336.695 672 

Table (11) before reveals statistically significant differences (α ≤ 0.01) among 
the responses of the study sample due to their secondary certificate totals 
(high/ Moderate). In other words, there was variance between students joining 
the sociology field and their attitudes towards it. The secondary school total 
played a significant role in students joining sociology specialization. The fact 
that sociology is one of the interesting subjects to be studied can explain such a 
finding. 

Findings of the study 

The findings that have been presented in the previous pages reveal that 
sociology specialization at Al-Azhar University has succeeded to urge students 
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to have positive attitudes towards it as their main specialization. Through the 
present study, the following set of results and conclusions were extracted: 

1. The study asserted the effective role of sociology specialization on 
female students’ attitudes. Most of their attitudes were positive to a 
great extent. 

2. The study showed the distinct role of sociology specialization and its 
benefit for the society. 

3. The study showed that students’ positive attitudes towards sociology 
specialization helped them to employ activities into social service.   

4. Respondents emphasized the importance of the role of sociology 
specialization to overcome students’ fears from working for the 
community institutions in addition to its positive role in the social 
development. 

5. The field study showed that students’ attitudes towards sociology 
specialization helped to create circumstances for individuals that 
encourage them to create and innovate. Students on the other hand, 
acquired their self- confidence in the social service field.  

6. The present study showed that students attitudes towards joining 
sociology specialization were positive. Social interaction and the care of 
elderly people and families of people of special needs were the most 
important factors that made them join sociology.    

In fact, the study believes through the above mentioned results, that students 
attitudes towards sociology specialization were in general, positive. This was 
clearly seen through the four fields of the study scale. These results indicate 
the support and encouragement towards sociology because of the many 
applications it has in the society in addition to the participation with 
individuals and community institutions.  

In light of these findings, answers to the study questions can be presented in 
the following lines.  

The first question: What are the attitudes of sociology students towards their 
specialization? What is its impact on their study? Through the findings, it is 
clear that students’ attitudes towards sociology were in relation to the 
following main issues: 

 The student’s understanding level of the role of sociology in 
community development and its role in the acquisition of work skills 
with community groups. 

 The student’s awareness level of sociology importance in the 
community service. 
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It has been a fact in sociology that social work requirements, communication 
with other cultures, and understanding the cultures of societies need 
nowadays the reconsideration of our concepts regarding various specializations 
especially sociology. Sociology is highly related to the level of the society’s 
understanding and awareness of the role of sociology and social service 
graduates. Responses of students showed that sociology is in need for society 
understanding of and support for sociology graduates. 

The second question: Are there any statistically significant differences in the 
attitudes of sociology students at Al-Azhar University towards their 
specialization due to their general secondary certificate rates? The answer to 
this question is, no doubt stems of students liking of their specialization and 
the care level to work inside the society. In addition to, the availability of work 
opportunities for old and new graduates. Through the analysis of the findings, 
significant differences were found in favor of moderate total to join this 
specialization because of many reasons such as: 

 Sociology specialization has been an old one at Al-Azhar University. 

 The urgent wish of the majority of the students to be appointed at the 
college to continue their higher studies. 

 The distinct academic qualification of students and their mastery level of 
the work with different kind of people. 

The third question: Are there any statistically significant differences in the 
attitudes of sociology students at Al-Azhar University towards their enrollment 
in the specialization and the profession love? The study revealed statistically 
significant differences towards joining sociology specialization that were due to 
their love of social specialist profession.  

The fourth question: Are there any statistically significant differences in the 
attitudes of sociology students at Al-Azhar University towards their 
specialization due to their academic level? There were statistically significant 
differences among participants’ responses due to study groups. It was clear 
that students in the first and second groups were at their beginning in 
sociology and their responses might have not gone beyond the suitable positive 
scientific knowledge as they were still beginners. Reponses of the third and 
fourth groups were significant because of their good knowledge of their 
specialization. They were able to form good scientific attitudes towards 
sociology fulfilling the fact that the individual’s experience in various aspect 
increases as he moves from one educational level to another. 

The fifth question: Are there any statistically significant differences in the 
attitudes of sociology students at Al-Azhar University towards their 
specialization due to their general secondary certificate stream whether 
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scientific or literary? Statistically significant differences were found among the 
means of students’ responses due to their academic stream (scientific or 
literary) in the Al-Azhar Secondary certificate. That is, students’ attitudes 
towards joining sociology specialization were high for literary stream students. 
This fact was explained by the fact that sociology is of the theoretical subjects 
that literary stream students like to study. 

Recommendations  

In light of the findings yielded by the present study that were related to 
students’ attitudes towards sociology specialization, the following set of 
recommendations can be presented: 

1. Urge media to raise the community awareness to develop positive attitudes 
among those who study and work in different specialties and professions.  

2. Conduct studies that care about the exploring the sociology students’ 
attitudes towards their specialization in order to develop both the 
specialization and profession. 

3. Benefit from the experience of advanced countries to support and 
encourage people working in the field of sociology and social service and 
try to pick up what is suitable for the circumstances and potentials of the 
Egyptian community. 

4. Reconsider sociology programs to be more effective and positive towards 
students’ attitudes. 

5. Urge faculty members of sociology  specializations to develop positive 
attitudes among students towards the specialization and profession. 

6. Direct the results of the present study to those stakeholders of sociology 
and social service departments at universities, ministry of education, Al-
Azhar, and the ministry of social solidarity to assess the activation of 
positive attitudes of sociology students towards the specialization and 
profession. 
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Introduction 

We are living in a world which, as everybody says and knows, has 
become a global village. The impact of globalization has been immense. 
As it has affected every sphere of life, it has rather affected the 
education much more than anything. The field of education, overall, 
has experienced a sea change. So much so that today’s student of 
higher secondary classes, probably, possesses much more knowledge 
than a Ph.D. student of 70’s did. Like every sphere of life there is 
enormous competition in the field of education too. As a result today’s 
student finds himself in a situation where there is an ocean of 
opportunities. On the other hand this flow of opportunities might prove 
to be a disadvantage as the student is, sometimes, unable to decide 
which course he should go for. There was a time when mere degrees 

used to be the guarantee for a successful career but now the degree is 
only ‘a step’ of the success ladder. 

If we talk about different sciences vis-à-vis successful career, medical 
and engineering sciences are still the most favored ones. But there are 
many more good subjects, like IT and Business Administration, which 
equally provide glittering career. Successful candidates, passing out 
from good business schools, are being offered very handsome salaries by 
MNC’s and reputed firms. 

As we talked earlier, whatever subject one wants to pursue, he/she has 
to be competent enough to get a good job but more importantly getting 
admission in good academic institutes is as difficult as getting a good 
job. Most top business schools, for instance, take into account student’s 
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performance in the written test, group discussion, personal interview, 
academic record and extracurricular activities. 

This essay deals mainly with the phase when a candidate, after 
successfully passing the written test, has to face interview. Today 
almost all good professional courses have at least ‘personal interview’ 
as the essential requirement for the entrance. 

A personal interview means how a candidate reacts to various 
situations. It involves his thinking ability and helps the interviewer 
understand his thought process and attitude. Although most institutes 
don’t reveal the exact weight age accorded to the interview but it 
carries a weight age of 10 to 20 percent in most places. 

One must not take interview for granted since it is the ultimate step 
towards selection. How one performs in the interview will, perhaps, 
determine whether or not he/she will be selected for the course. The 
people who interview are called interview panel. They can be three or 

four in number.  Interview duration may vary between five and 45 
minutes. It is a general perception that interview which lasts longer 
means the candidate has done well. However, this is not the case. In 
fact the duration doesn’t matter, what matters is the quality of 
interaction the candidate had with the interview panel. 

Manners and Etiquettes for the Interview 

Good Institutions not only look for the way the candidate speaks but 
they observe his/her overall conduct. 

Dress formally and appropriately: First impression is the last 
impression, as they say. No matter what the candidate may think, 
he/she is going to be judged by how they dress. Make sure to make a 
good first impression. He/she should wear a dress which meets the 
requirements of modesty, honor and virtue. One should not put on 
strange or funny cloth which may lend him/her an absurd appearance 
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and he/she may end up in ridiculous situation. Even if the interviewers 
dress casually, job seekers are expected to dress more formally. This 
shows you are taking the interview seriously and that you respect the 
institution 

Be on time: In Europe and Americas punctuality is religiously practiced. 
In America, for instance, it is said “being early is being on time, being 
on time is being late and being late is being dead”. In other cultures, 
however, punctuality is not something as strictly abided by, especially 
in African and Asian context. Being a job seeker, one has to be extra 
careful and is not supposed to be late at all. Being on time, or early, is 
appreciated by the interviewer (‘s) and serves as evidence of your 
commitment, dependability, and professionalism.  

How to enter the room: - Many candidates are outside the interview 

room waiting for their turn. The candidate may be asked by one of the 
panel members or one of their assistants to enter the room. He/she 
should ask for permission before entering. After being granted the 
permission he/she should greet the panel. When the panel members ask 
him/her to sit down he/she should thank them. While sitting he/she has 
to be calm, composed but confident. When speaking or taking part in 
question and answer, he/she should not pretend or assume such role as 
if he/she is presiding over the conversation. It may be taken as an 
attempt to impose or force your opinion upon others as well as an insult 
to the panel members. Certain things need to be addressed before and 
during the interview 

a. Sometimes the candidates are made to wait and sit beyond a 

particular time due to some breaks like refreshment break. The 
candidate, therefore, should show patience and engage himself in 
reading the newspapers and magazines available. 
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b. Switch off your mobile phones or other electronic devices before 

entering the room. Always remember, the interviewer is busier than 
you 

Candidate’s behavior inside the room: - He/she should not be in a hurry 
to speak or answer. He/she should listen carefully and attentively and 
speak only when he/she is asked to do so. He/she has to be polite and 
moderate in his/her voice. The voice should not be so low that it can not 
be heard, neither it should be too loud to be harsh for the listeners. 
He/she has to be soft spoken and reasonable. The answers should be 
crisp and clear. There is no need to answer the moment he/she is asked. 
He/she should take his/her time, order his/her thoughts and then 
answer. If he/she is unable to understand the question, he/she can 
request the panel member/s to repeat or clarify the question. Don’t 

interrupt the question. This is totally improper and undignified. Let the 
panel member complete his question. Moreover, he should lean a little 
forward to show the panel that he/she interested in what they are 
saying.  

a. Greet the panel once you enter the room 

b. Sit straight and calmly. Leaning backwards or on to the table shows 
unhealthy mannerism. 

c. Eye contact is very important during interviews. Don’t looking 
around the room. This gives an impression that you are not 
interested in the conversation. 

d. If you don’t understand any question, ask the interviewer politely to 
repeat the question. Gestures like scratching the head, biting the 
fingernails or putting fingers on the face must be avoided. 
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Group Discussion 

Group Discussion (G.D.) holds immense significance when it comes to 

business school entrance tests. While personal interview evaluates the 
candidate’s overall personality, GD looks for his leadership skills. So 
what actually the ‘group discussion’ is? 

It can be defined as a formal discussion involving 10-12 participants in 
a group. A topic is given to them, with some time to collect their 
thoughts and the group is then asked to discuss the topic for 20-25 
minutes. 

Now the question arises as to why GD is important? 

Reasons for having a GD - As a Candidate! 

 It helps you to understand a subject more deeply 

 It improves your ability to think critically 

 It helps in solving a particular problem 

 It helps the group to make a particular decision 

 It gives you the chance to hear other students' ideas 

 It improves your listening skills 

 It increases your confidence in speaking 

 It can change your attitudes 

Reasons for having a GD - As an Interviewer! 

 It helps in understanding a candidates interpersonal skills 

 It helps in identifying  if a candidate has the ability to work in a 
team 

 It helps in understanding ones attitude 
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 Finally helps in selecting a perspective candidate in a 

perspective methodology 

Most business schools have GD as the basic requirement for the 
entrance, because in the present world of business and knowledge 
economy, it is essential for a manager to be a team player. A manager 
will always work in teams. In the beginning of his career, a manager 
works as a team member and later as team leader. 

Everybody in the group has to speak his way to perfection. But the 
participant has to be careful not to interrupt when someone else in the 
group is speaking. If one starts speaking, he/she should discuss the 
topic calmly; touching upon all nuances and should try to reach a 
conclusion. 

He/she has to be flexible and open to another person’s ideas. As it has 
been told earlier he/she should be reasonable in his/her approach to the 
topic. He/she shouldn’t be emotionally attached or aggressive to the 

topic. Being reasonable, not shrewd, means he has to present 
him/herself as fair and sensible. If he changes his mind too often, he/she 
will be seen as fickle-minded and whimsical person. If he/she does not 
accommodate other views, he/she will be considered as stubborn and 
obstinate. 

Mere smooth flow of language is not enough to score in the group 
discussion. A good GD should incorporate the views of all the team 
members. For that, one has to be good listener. Moreover, there should 
be a fine balance between the expression of your ideas and imbibing the 
ideas of others. Certain Dos and Don’ts for GD as prescribed by the 
experts: 

Dos of participating in a GD:  

 Listen to the subject carefully 

 Put down your thoughts on a paper 
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 Initiate the discussion if you know the subject well 

 Listen to others if you don’t know the subject 

 Support you point with some facts and figures 

 Make short contribution of 25-30 seconds 3-4 times 

 Give others a chance to speak 

 Speak politely and pleasantly. Respect contribution from other 
members.  

 Disagree politely and agree with what is right.  

 Summarize the discussion if the group has not reached a 
conclusion.  

Don’ts of participating in a Group Discussion  

 Initiate the discussion if you do not have sufficient knowledge 
about the given topic. 

 Over speak, intervene and snatch other’s chance to speak. 

 Argue and shout during the GD 

 Look at the evaluators or a particular group member 

 Talk irrelevant things and distract the discussion 

 Pose negative body gestures like touching the nose, leaning back 
on the chair, knocking the table with a pen etc. 

 Mention erratic statistics. 

 Display low self-confidence with shaky voice and trembling 
hands. 

 Try to dominate the discussion 

 Put others in an embarrassing situation by asking them to 
speak if they don’t want. 
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Some frequently asked questions (FAQs) can help the candidate 
prepare himself for the GD.   

1. How many members will participate in a Group Discussion? 

Generally 8-10 members are participating in group discussion. It 
generally varies depending on the institutes or organization. Some 
institutes even have more than 20 students. 

2. What will be the duration of Group Discussion? 

It will not be more than 30-60 minutes. But again duration varies 
depending on how many members are participating in a discussion and 
how much time is allotted for each person to speak. 

3. Can we seek for judge’s help during the group discussion? 

No, you should not expect any help from the panel members or judges. 
They will be there just to judge about the character and talents of the 
individual. You are not supposed to see them during discussion. 

4. Are paper and pen allowed to carry for group discussion 
round? 

Most of the time, you are allowed to carry them with you. But still, 
make sure about the same with the organizers. It may be prohibited in 
some institutes or organizations. 

5. Whether time will be given to think after announcing the 
topic? 

Generally 3-5 minutes will be given to the participants to think about 
the given topic and to gather the points to speak. 

6. Whether initiating the discussion will add benefit? 

Yes, after announcing the topic if you begin the discussion definitely 
you will be noticed by the judges. It will show your leadership quality. 
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But this will works fine only if you have strong subject knowledge 
related to the given topic. Just for sake of speaking never helps you. 
Instead, it may create a negative thought on you and will decrease your 
mark. So, just listen the speech of other candidates. Once you have 
gathered enough information related to the topic and then enter into 
the discussion. 

7. Whether interrupting into others speech will help me? 

No never. You should allow them to share their thoughts and views. If 
you interrupt into their speech it will show you are a dominating 
character and you will never hear others words while taking any 
important decision. So, don’t try to be over smart. Just be yourself. 

8. How often I can speak in a discussion? 

In a group discussion quality matters a lot rather than quantity, which 
means what you are speaking is very important than how many times 
you are speaking. 

Try to give only valid points related to the topic and let others to speak. 
Maximum you are allowed to speak 3-4 times in a discussion. 

9. Should I address other candidates by name or number? 

If more than 8 members are participating in a discussion it is little bit 
difficult to remember everyone’ name, especially if all of them are 

unfamiliar to you. So, instead of concentrating on their names, just 
concentrate on their ideas you want to put across. 

You can refer them by indicating your hand, He, She, Him, Her, Your 
etc... In case, the group members names are familiar to you then it will 
be fine. 
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10. How aggression is rated in the GD? 

Aggression up to a certain limit may be allowed. But if it extends 

definitely it will create negative consequences. So, just be polite and 
assertive. 

11. Should I track the allotted time or the judges will do? 

Being aware of time won’t hurt you but make sure it never distracts in 
your discussion. 

12. Can we argue in the discussion? 

No, you should not do that. Just remember that it is just a discussion to 
observe certain mannerisms and attitudes of yours and not a debate to 
argue what you are saying alone is right. Don’t get angry and start to 
criticize others. 

Even though you do not agree with others’ point, just say that politely 
by using kind words. If others do the same to you, just agree with them, 
if it is correct. 

_______________________ 
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Without knowledge, intellect  was lost;  without intellect,  morality was lost;  
without  morality, dynamism was lost;  without dynamism, money/finance was 
lost;  without  money Shudras were degraded (demoralized),  all this misery 
and disasters were due  to the lack  of knowledge!   

               Mahatma Jotiba Phule, a converted Christian by Religion and Master 
of Baba Saheb Dr B R Ambedkar, The Author of Constitution of India  and the 

Pioneer of Women's Education in Maharashtra1. 

Human being can expire from time to time. But history survives as long as the 
universe survives. So man leaves everything in the memory of history. History 
experiences each and every movement of human actions through several stages 
of time and space. It knows what reality is, what truth is, and what fact is. So 
every writings of historians may not necessarily be history. Some texts may be 
an attempt to re-construct ideological manipulations. Some may be the product 
of power and hegemony and some may be an attempt to suppress the history of 
voiceless masses. In this way the history of Dalit2 voice in India is being 
crushed by Hindu brahmanical historians in the shadow of ideological. 
However, writing history is a profession of historian to evaluate human action 
through human interaction, that is, an interaction between present and past3. 
More specifically, I would like to draw my attention on the way in which 

                                                             
1Mahatma Jotiba Phule, in his introduction  to `Shetkaryacha Asud, ' (Cultivators 
Whipcord), in Dhananjay Keer  and  S. G. Malshe (eds), Mahatma Phule, Samagra 
Vangmay (Mumbai, 1969), p. 189.  My friend have translated this quote from Marathi, 
and I am responsible for all errors and accuracies. Also see Phule, as in G. P.  
Deshpande, Selected writings of Mahatma Phule (New Delhi, 2002), p. 117 
2For a reading on the position of the untouchables in India under the Hindu social 
order, see B. R.  Ambedkar, `What it is to  be an Untouchable, '  and `The Indian  
ghetto -  the  Centre of Untouchability' in  Vasant Moon (compiled) Babasaheb 
Ambedkar Writings and  Speeches (hereafter  referred to  as BAWS), Vol. 5, Chapters 1 
and 4 (Bombay, 1989), pp. 3-27. 
3http://thusuntouchablespeak.blogspot.in/2008/11/from-difference-to-more-diffe 
rence.html 
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consciousness of Dalits4was suppressed by the Hindu brahmanical imperialism 
and nationalism by using the weapon of caste and untouchability since the 
arrival of Aryans. 

INDIA AND CASTE OPPRESSION:  

          We may now go on to look in more detail at the way that caste operates 
in India so as to create the conditions for the oppression of Dalits. There is a 
vast literature on caste, and also on caste and gender. Here, I shall focus on 
the writing that is pertinent to the present discussion.  Brahmanism is said to 
hold to the theory of varma, with the Brahmans at the top of the society and 
the Sudras5 at the lowest end. This is depicted as an ‘ideal division’ with its 
own logic (which Louis Dumont associated with dharma) with many beneficial 
aspects which have sustained Hindu civilization over the centuries. It is 
argued that low caste groups, and particularly Dalits, internalized such values 
and largely accepted their subjugation as natural and rightful6.  This approach 
was found in modified forms in some nationalist constructions that sought to 
valorise caste not in terms of its hierarchy, but in terms of its non-competitive 
division of labor that helped to dissolve class strife, and its creation of a strong 
civic life that allowed for a healthy dispersal of authority and a strong civil 
society7. 

                                                             
4Some broad considerations were however taken into account when drawing up this 
list.  It was not intended that the term had any reference to any occupation as such, but 
to those castes who by reasons  of their historical positions in India's Hindu society, 
were denied access to temples, or had to use separate wells, were not allowed to attend 
a school, or had to suffer similar discrimination. Other features were as follows:  
Occupies a low position in the Hindu social structure and caste hierarchy of the Hindu 
social organization. Contact was said to entailed compensatory purification on the part 
of high caste Hindus.   They suffer from physical and social isolation from the rest of 
the community  
5 For example non-Brahmin Reddy, Kamma, Velama and Kapu 
6Michael Moffatt, An Untouchable community in South India (New Jersey, 1979), pp. 
3-5,148;  Sunanda Patwardhan, A Change Among India's Harijans: Maharashtra, A 
case study (New Delhi, 1973). 
7Max Weber, The Religion of India:  7he Sociology of Hinduism and Buddhism (Illinois,  
1958); S. V. Ketkar, The History of Caste in India (Ithaca, 1979); G. S. Ghurye, Caste 
and Race in India (Bombay,  1969); M. N. Shrinivas (ed. ), Caste in its Twentieth 
century Avatar (Delhi, 1996); M. N. Srinivas, Caste  in Modem India  and Other Essays 
(Bombay, 1962); J. H. Hutton, Caste in India:  Its Nature, Function  and Origins 
(Oxford,  1963); Louis Dumont, Homo Hierarchicus:  The Caste System and its  
Implications  (Chicago, 1970); Gandhi as in  Bhiku Parekh, Colonialism Tradition and 
Reform: An  analysis of Gandhi's Political Discourse (New Delhi, 1989); M. K. Gandhi, 
'Speech  on caste system, Ahmedabad, 5 June 1916, CWMG, Vol. 15, p. 226; Irawati  
Karve, Hindu Society-An Interpretation (Pune, 1961); Abbe Dubois, translated, 
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         Scholars have critiqued such arguments extensively8. Brahmanism and 
high caste nationalism - it is said - tends to locate the caste system in a pristine 
golden age, rather than in terms of the reality of its contemporary working. It 
downplays the oppressive nature of the system and its strong patriarchy9.   
Rather, the emphasis is on the unity of the nation state under the leadership 
of high caste nationalists. From such a perspective, centrifugal forces are seen 
to weaken the national integrity of India. Gerald Berreman has argued about 
the Brahmanical understanding that: ‘Such conjectures are an escape on the 
part of the upper castes who are interested in maintaining and enjoying their 
hegemony10.They fail to take into account the history of the radical struggles of 
Dalits and other anti-Brahmanical groups such as the Ad- Dharmis in Punjab11 
the Adi-Dravidas in Madras, the Adi-Andhras in Hyderabad, the Adi-

                                                                                                                                                       
annotated, and revised by Henry K. Beauchamp, as Hindu Manners, Customs and 
Ceremonies (Oxford, 1906), p. I 10. 
8Eleanor Zelliot, From Untouchable to Dalits: Essays on the Ambedkar Movement. 3d 
ed. New Delhi, 2001; Queen, Christopher S., "Dr. Ambedkar and the Hermeneutics of 
Buddhist Liberation" in Engaged Buddhism: Buddhist Liberation Movements in Asia, 
edited by Christopher S. Queen and Sallie B. King. Albany, 1996. 
Robert Deliege, The Untouchable of India, Translated by Nora Scott (Oxford  and New 
York, 1999);  Kathleen Gough in  Edmund Leach (ed. ), Aspects of Caste in South India,  
Ceylon and North West  Pakistan Cambridge (Cambridge,  1969); Gerald Berreman, 
Caste and other Inequities.  Essays on inequalities (Meerut, 1979), pp. 9,223; Gail 
Omvedt, Dalit Visions: The anti-caste movement and the construction of an Indian  
identity  (New  Delhi, 1995); Rosalind O'Hanlon, Caste, Conflict and  Ideology.  
Mahatma Jotibha  Phule and low  caste protest in  nineteenth century Western India  
(Cambridge, 1985), Uma Chakravarti, Rewriting History: The life  and times of Pandita 
Ramabai (New  Delhi, 1998) and Gendering Caste: Through afeminist lens (Calcutta, 
2003); Partha Chattedee, 'Caste  and Subaltern Consciousness, 'Subaltem Studies VI 
(Delhi,  1989); Mark Jurgensmeyer, 'What  if  the  untouchables don't believe in 
Untouchability? ‘Bulletin of Concerned Asian Studies, 12: 1 (1980). Humiliation, 
Claims and Context, Edited by Gopal Guru, published by Oxford University Press; G. 
Aloysius, Nationalism Without a Nation in India, Oxford University Press 
9Chakravarti, Rewriting History, p. 50. 
10 Gerald Berreman, Caste and other Inequities: Essays on inequalities (Meerut, 1979), 
p. 8. 
11 Mark Juergensmeyer, Religion as Social Vision: The movement against 
Untouchability in  2&h  century  Punjab (Berkeley, 1982), p. 6. The Ad Dhar7n 
(literally,  the original religion)  has been central among lower  caste social and 
religious  activities in  the  Punjab for  most of the 20'h century. For  Juergensmeyer 
the history of Ad Dharrn reflects the development of Punjab's lower  caste social  
consciousness: it incorporates  elements of social awareness from  an earlier religious 
tradition of village  Untouchables, it  records changes in the  Untouchables' vision of 
themselves and their society, and it gives expression to the enlarged hopes and 
expectations that eventually outlived the movement itself. 
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Kamatakas in Mysore, and the Adi-Hindus in the Hindu belt. These were some 
of the radical strands that emerged in opposition to the Brahmanism of the 
mainstream nationalist movement during the early years of the twentieth 
century.  

While accepting the theory of Aryan invasion and mixture of races, such 
groups have tended to 'invert' it to argue for the superiority of non-Brahmans, 
claiming to be the rightful heirs of India and descendants of Shudra kings. 
Untouchables are sometimes valorized in such terms as the 'aboriginal' 
inhabitants of India. Some Christian missionaries endorsed such critiques by 
denigrating Brahmanical Hinduism and calling for lower caste and Dalit self-
assertion. Some scholars have argued that caste as we know it is largely a 
colonial construction. This tendency can be traced back to G. S. Ghurye, S. V. 
Ketkar, R. P.  Dutt, and M. N. Srinivas, with Ronald Inden, and most recently 
Nicholas Dirks theorizing the argument more systematically12. It is argued 
that British rule significantly expanded, sharpened and crystallized caste as a 
part of being governance.  

REVIEW OF ANTI-CASTE LITERATURE:  

Dr.B.R Ambedkar(1916), Castes in India, Their Mechanism,Genesis and 
Development, observes that the reformers among the high-caste Hindus were 
enlightened intellectuals who confined their activities to abolish the enforced 
widow-hood, child-marriage, etc., but they did not feel the necessity for 
agitating for the abolition of castes nor did they have courage to agitate 
against it. According to him, the political revolutions in India were preceded by 
the social and religious reforms led by saints. But during the British rule, issue 
of political independence got precedence over the social reform and therefore 
social reform continued to remain neglected. Pointing to the socialists, he 
remarked that the socialists will have to fight against the monster of caste 
either before or after the revolution. It is a division of laborers. As an economic 
organization also, caste is a harmful institution. He calls upon the Hindus to 
annihilate the caste which is a great hindrance to social solidarity and to set up 
a new social order based on the ideas of liberty, equality and fraternity in 
consonance with the principles of democracy advocates inter-caste marriage as 
one of the solutions to the problem. But he stresses that the belief in the 
'Shastras' is the root cause of maintaining castes. He therefore suggests, “make 
every man and woman free from the thralldom of the 'shastras', cleanse their 

                                                             
12 S. V. Ketkar, History of Castes in India"  Vol. I  (Ithaca, 1909); S. V. Ketkar, History 
of Castes in  India,  Vol. H (London, 1911); G. S. Ghurye, Caste and Race in India  (New 
York, 1932); R. P. Dutt,  India  Today (London,  1940); Ronald Inden, Imagining  India  
(Oxford UK, Cambridge MA., 1990);  Nicholas Dirks, Castes ofMind.  Colonialism and 
the making ofmodern India (Princeton, 200 1). 
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minds of the pernicious notions founded on the 'Shastras' and he or she will 
inter dine and intermarry”.according to him,the society must be based on 
reason and not on atrocious traditions of caste system. 

Gail Omvedt(2006), “Dalit Visions”,7 Tracts for the Times, argue that “Dalit 
visions explores and critiques the sensibility which equates Indian tradition 
with Hinduism,and Hindhuism with Brahmanism;which considers the Vedas 
as the foundational texts of Indian culture and discovers within the Aryan 
heritage the essence of Indian civilization.I t shows that even secular minds 
remain imprisoned within this Brahmanical vision,and the language of secular 
discourse is often steeped in a Hindu ethos.The track looks at alternative 
traditions,nurtured within dalit movements,which have questioned this way of 
looking at Indian society and its history.While seeking to understand the 
varied dalit visions that have sought to alter the terms of the dominant 
order,this tract persuades us to reconsider our ideas,listen to those voices 
which we often refuse to hear and understand the visions which seek to change 
the world in which dalits live”. 

Rosalind O’Hanlon’s (1985), “Caste,Conflict and Ideology” Mahatma Jotiba 
Phule and low caste protest in nineteenth-century western India,South Asian 
Studies, argued that the nineteenth century saw the begginning of a violent 
and contraversial movement of protest amongst western India’s low and 
untouchable castes,aimed at the effects of their lowly position within the hindu 
caste hierarchy.The leaders of this movement were convinced that religious 
hierarchies had combined with the effect of british colonial rule to produce 
inequality and injustice in many fields,from religion to politics and 
education.this study concentrates on the first leader of this 
movement,Mahatma Jotiba Phule.It shows him as its first ideologist,working 
out a unique brand of radical humanism. It analysis his contribution to one of 
the most important and neglected social developments in western India in this 
period-the formation of a new regional identity.This formed a potnent new 
instrument to attract mass popular loyalties,and groups from all points of the 
political spectrum,including Phule’s nationalist opponents,fought to capture 
it.This process of identity formation is studied against the background of the 
earlier history of caste relations in this area of India,and contributes importent 
evidence about the relationship between ritual and political power.As a study 
of popular movement,this book attempts to view the structures of 
religious,political and colonial power in an area of nineteenth-century India as 
they appeared ‘from beneath’.Her work draws extensively on vernacular 
language materials and evidence about popular culture from oral 
traditions.The movement itself provides a fascinating example of early third 
world radicalism,illustrating the role of  ideology and religion in the struggle 
between indigenous elites and masses,and the British colonial power. 
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Gail Omvedt’s(2008) rejection of Orientalist, nationalist and Hindutva 
impulses to ‘reinvent’ India. In her Seeking Begumpura, The Social Vision of 
Anti-Caste Intellectuals, argue that ‘all we need to do is take up the India 
envisioned by its dalit intellectuals and leaders-the Begumpura of Ravidas,the 
Bali Rajya of Phule,the Dravidastan of Periyar,the Buddhist commonwealth of 
the sakya Buddhists and Ambedkar’s Prabuddha Bharat. These are contrasted 
with Gandhi’s village utopia of Ram Rajya,Nehru’s Hindutva laced socialism 
and Savarkar’s territorialist Hindu Rashtra. Finally Omvedt emphasizes the 
continued relevance of the vision of the anti-caste intellectuals in the era of 
globalization. 

 Most interestingly, writes the twentieth Century Celebrity Kancha 
Ilaiah(1996) that “Instead of depending on Western methods, Phule, 
Ambedkar and Periyar spoke and wrote on the day- to- day- experiences of the 
Dalit castes. He has made a pertinent point in this regard, stressing that 
'personal experience brings out reality in a striking way'. He would argue that 
this is the only possible and indeed the most authentic way in which the 
deconstruction and reconstruction of history can take place (Why I am not a 
Hindu: A Sudra Critique of Hindutva Philosophy,Culture and Political 
Economy,P.xii)”. Personal experiences can also be used to assess/interrogate 
the relation between individual and socio-cultural theories. 

Braj Ranjan Mani(2005)  argues in his Debrahmanizing History: Dominance 
and Resistance in Indian Society that marginalized people everywhere have 
always aspired to build an egalitarian world.The legacy of egalitarian society 
was carried forward in modern india by,more than anybody else, Phule, 
Iyothee Thass,Narayana Guru,Periyar, and Ambedkar. He writes that  
recognizing the power of culture in the politics of transformation, they 
(Phule,Periyar, and Ambedkar) had emancipatory visions that embraced the 
whole of Indian experience, and stand firmly as an alternative to Tilak-
Savarkarite, Gandhian, and Nehruvian visions”.Karl Marx says that “the 
ruling ideas of society are the ideas of the ruling class”. 

Gail Omvedt writes that Dalit vision explores and critiques the sensibility 
which equates Indian tradition with Hinduism, and Hinduism with Brahminis; 
which consider the Vedas as the foundational texts of Indian culture and 
discovers within the Aryan heritage the essence of Indian civilization. It shows 
that even secular minds remained imprisoned within the Brahmanical 
vision,and the language of secular discourse often steeped in a Hindu ethos. 
The tract looks at alternative traditions, nurtured within Dalit movements, 
which have questioned this way of looking at Indian society and history”(7 
Tracts for the Times Dalit Visions, Orient Longman) 
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The non-brahmanical re-constructions of historiography of modern India in 
the works of Gopal Guru(2008), Briz Ranjan Mani(2005), Gail 
Omvedt(1976,1993,1994),Sharad Patil(1982),Aloysius(1997), Rosalino “Caste, 
Conflict ,Ideology”, and Kanche Ilaiah(2005) have underlined the histories of 
anti-hierarchical, pro-democratizing collective aspirations of the lower caste 
masses which are not easily encapsulated within the histories of anti-colonial 
nation. In fact these histories have often faced the penalty of being labeled as 
collaborative and have therefore been ignored in a historiography which is 
dominated by narratives of nationalism. 

One of the most significant counter narratives was Jotiba Phule's, project for 
the liberation of the sudras, ati-shudras and women from the slavery of 
Brahmanism conceptualized a Bali Rajya of equality of all men in opposition 
to Ram Rajya based on Varna Ashramam Dharma. Thus reversing the Aryan 
theory and giving a liberatory vision of history. His protestation of 
brahmanical patriarchy stands in contestation with the reacting of 
patriarchies by upper caste brahmanical male reformers13. His recognition of 
the material and sexual consequences of enforced widowhood is apparent in 
the reformist work done by him. 

Babasaheb Dr B R Ambedkar, an organic intellectual, at the time of second 
round table conference in London, opposed Gandhi as a representative of India 
especially its untouchables. The intentions are summarized in his words when 
he says “you are not the sole representative of Indians and you may be 
representative of caste-Hindus and not for Dalits and non-Hindus”14.His 
question of 'representation through lived experience' developed by many 
contemporary social scientists. Gopal Guru, the leading social thinker, who 
developed the theory of lived experience15 of untouchability ,atrocities 
,humiliation, indignity, and self-representation in the creation of epistemology 
and at the pedagogical level ,argue that non-Dalits cannot represent a Dalit 
cause because they are inexperienced”. His argument is in confrontation with 
the arguments of non-Dalit intellectuals and scholars Kanche Ilaiah, Sharmila 
Rege16, Sunder Sarukkal17 who work on Dalits, argue that “one can represent 

                                                             
13Sharmila Rege,Dalit Women Talk Differently,A Critique of ‘Daifference’ and Towards 
a Dalit Feminist Standpoint Position,October 31,1998,EPW,p.WS-41; Rosalind 
O’Hanlon,1985, “Caste,Conflict and Ideology” Mahatma Jotirao Phule and low caste 
protest in nineteenth-century western India,South Asian Studies. 
14 Ambedkar’s What Gandhi and Congress have done to the Untouchable,vol.9,1945 
15 Gopal Guru’s How Egalitarian are these Social Sciences in India ?,December 
14,2002,EPW,pp.5003-5009 
16Sharmila Rege, Dalit Women Talk Differently, A Critique of ‘Difference’ and Towards 
a Dalit Feminist Standpoint Position, October 31,1998,EPW,WS-39-45 
17Sunder Sarukkal’s Dalit Experience and Theory, EPW, October 6,2007,pp.4043-4048 
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Dalits without undergoing the life experience of Dalits”. Though Sharmila 
Rege  argue that “Guru’s argument is well taken and we agree that Dalit 
woman/Dalit in particular must name the difference, to privilege knowledge 
claims on the basis of direct experience on claims of authenticity may lead to a 
narrow identity politics. She argue that such as narrow frame may in fact limit 
the emancipatory potential of the Dalit women’s organizations and also their 
epistemological standpoints. Many Dalit intellectuals 18, a contemporary 
historians, raising a question of  ‘Can a Hindu be actually caste less? It would 
be seen as a counter argument to the Dalit perspective in academic discourse. 
A reference to Babasaheb Dr B R Ambedkar's argument that Hinduism as an 
institutionalized religion is the fundamental cause for the birth and perpetual 
existence of the caste-system vindicates this point in contemporary period. 
This also presents to us a possible departure in the ideological divergence of 
the Dalit from the post modern school of thought. 

Thesis would argue that, for instance the lived experiences of Dalit in the 
Neolithic age (New Stone Age) paved the way for scientific and technological 
progress. This occurred in several forms, the baking of clay pots by potters, 
which was the early stages of what we know as chemistry today, the art of 
weaving laid the foundation of studying physics by weavers, the art of growing 
cotton was the beginning of botanical sciences by farmers19, and finally leather 
technology was also developed by cobblers, all of whom were Dalit.  

Babasaheb Dr B R Ambedkar in this sense emerged as an organic intellectual 
who have borne the heat and burden of caste oppression who can give us 
insider's insight about the nature of Hindu Dharma. And he witnessed the 
pain of untouchability right from his childhood days whereas Jotiba Phule and 
Periyar who hail from the lower and upper Shudra community, have not 
enjoyed the pain of indignity in the society. When I compare the social status 
of Jotiba Phule's caste Mali  with the status of Periyar community is falling 
under the lower layer of the Shudra community where Periyar is a Shudra20. 
So my very understanding of organic intellectual was that of Babasaheb Dr B 
R Ambedkar who was born and brought up by a Dalit community. 

Hence this project of anti-caste philosophers would represent the self-
experience from etic/insider perspective than emic/outsider perspective of the 
intellectuals. Romila Thapar, 20th century celebrity and a renowned 

                                                             
18This question has been raised by many Dalit intellectuals and scholars in various 
seminars and cpnferences 
199th Class Telugu Academy Book Social Studies (English Version), Published by 
Kakatiya, Hyderabad, Government of Andhra Pradesh,2006,p.75 
20 See Kanche Ilaiah argument who sees as lower and upper layer shudras in his classic 
work Why I am not a Hindu 
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Historian, argue that “the need to examine history in terms of a different set 
of parameters was at this point a somewhat premature thought among 
mainstream historians. The prehistory of the social sciences as it were, had 
begun in discussions around the nature of Indian society and the cause of 
economic poverty. Dadabhair Naoroji had maintained that the colonial 
economy drained the wealth of India and was the source of Indian poverty. 
Analyzing the colonial economy was the first step for those who either 
supported or contested this theory. Rajni Palme Dutt’s indictment of colonial 
policy made a substantial contribution to the debate. 

The teasing out of the strands of the caste structure and its social implications 
was evident in the writings of D.P Mukherjee and N.K Bose who were 
unfreezing the theoretical pattern. By describing the ground reality of caste 
and underlining what differentiated it from the norms set out in the Dharma-
Shastras. New research on caste was initiated. The point was not easily taken 
by most historians. The normative view was implicit to the then vision of 
Indian civilization where caste tied to the conventional reading of religion was 
seen as the enduring feature. B.R Ambedkar’s writings on the history of the 
Shudras and Dalits were not cited in studies of social history; nevertheless 
they had an indirect impact. Caste was not merely a social hierarchy but was 
inherently linked to issues of domination and subordination. The interlinking 
of higher and lower through intermediate categories in the hierarchy 
prevented a confrontation between the dominant and the subordinated”21. 

The wide range of literature so far produced on the subject of caste system has 
not been able to produce a proper definition of caste. The complex subject 
matter of caste defies any attempt to construct a unified definition. All the 
scholars who attempt to define it have mostly ended up with describing the 
phenomenon of caste. For instance, Gail Omvedt writes “the endogenous 
principles and practices that constitutes the Jatis, the purity-pollution behavior 
rules and occupational tasks governing the relations of hierarchy and 
exploitation existing among them are the practices and rules that constitute the 
caste system”22.G.S Ghurye feels that any attempt to define caste is bound to 
fall because of the complexity of the phenomenon. 

While proceeding to discuss the phenomenon of caste, it is important to 
understand some related concepts like “Varna” and “Jathi” as the different 
connotations of the use of the term “Caste” itself. The layman's understanding 
of the term varna as the division of Hindu society into four orders i.e Brahmin, 

                                                             
21Thapar,Romila2005,“Decolonising the Past, Historical Writing in the Times of 
Sachin-and Beyond,EPW,April 2,p1443-1444 
22 Gail Omvedt,Dalits and the Democratic Revolution,New Delhi,Sage 
Publications,1994,p.30 
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kshatriya, vaishya and shudra is a comparatively late view. Varna, which 
literally means color, originally referred to distinction between the Arya and 
the Dasa. Ghurye writes: 

“Varna means 'color' and it was in this sense that the ward seems to have been 
employed in contrasting the Arya and Dasa, referring to their fair and dark 
colors respectively. The color connotation of the word was so strong that later on 
when the classes came to be regularly described as Varnas, four different colors 
were supposed to be distinguished23.Since the concept of varna includes only 
four orders, the untouchables have no place in it. This Rig Vedic concept of 
varna, does not explain the phenomenon of 'untouchables'. There are 
thousands of social/occupational categories that are not subsumed by the 
concept of varna. According to Ghurye there are about two hundred groups 
called castes in each linguistic area which are divided into about two thousand 
smaller units, generally known as sub castes fixing the limits of marriage and 
effective social life and with specific cultural traditions. 

Now it will attempt a critic of Louis Dumont's understanding of caste system 
and his principles of 'true hierarchy' as key a concept of caste.  Dumont's 
principle of hierarchy which encompasses all the individual castes of the caste 
system signifies conformity to the existing social order if hierarchy alone is 
emphasized as the main feature of the caste system, then there is little scope 
for change or conflict. But treatment of the individual castes “as discrete units 
with their own ideological self image and notions of hierarchy”24 will help us 
understand the dimension of conflict within the framework of the caste 
system. The principle of mutual repulsion between different castes therefore 
represents the essence of caste system.   

Highlighting the problem of Ambedkar in defining the complexity of caste in 
his paper presentation on “Castes in India: Their Mechanism, genesis and 
Development” that “I need hardly remind you of the complexity of the subject I 
intend to handle. Subtler minds and abler pens than mine have been brought to 
the task of unraveling the mysteries of Caste; but unfortunately it still remain in 
the domain of the “unexplained”, not to say of the “un-understood”. I am quite 
alive to the complex intricacies of a hoary institution like Caste, but I am not so 
pessimistic as to relegate it to the region of the unknowable, for I believe it can 
be known. The caste problem is a vast one, both theoretically and practically”. 
He further says that “as long as caste in India does exist, Hindus will hardly 
intermarry or have any social intercourse with outsiders; and if Hindus 
migrate to other regions on earth, Indian caste would become a world 

                                                             
23”Ghurye, G.S. Caste and Race in India. Bombay: Popular Prakasan, 1969, p.46. 
24 Quoted by Dipankar Gupta,Hierarchy and Difference' in Gupta Ed,op. cit.,p.27 
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problem”25. He has given a good assessment of caste definitions by various 
scholars, who failed to truly capture the origin and mechanism of caste.  

“Mr.Senart,a French authority, defines a caste as “a close corporation, in 
theory at any rate rigorously hereditary: equipped with a certain traditional 
and independent organization, including a chief and a council, meeting on 
occasion in assemblies of more or less plenary authority and joining together at 
certain festivals: bound together by common occupations ,which relate more 
particularly to marriage and to food and to questions of ceremonial pollution, 
and ruling its members by the exercise of jurisdiction, the extent of which 
varies, but which succeeds in making the authority of the community more felt 
by the sanction of certain penalties and above all, by final irrevocable exclusion 
from the group”. 

Mr. Nesfield defines a caste as “a class of the community which disowns any 
connection with any other class and can neither intermarry nor eat nor drink 
with any but persons of their own community”. 

According to Sir H. Risley, “a caste may be defined as a collection of families or 
groups of families bearing a common name which usually denotes or is 
associated with specific occupation, claiming common descent from a mythical 
ancestor, human or divine, professing to follow the same professional callings 
and are regarded by those who are competent to give an opinion as forming a 
single homogeneous community”. 

Dr.Ketkar defines caste as “a social group having two 
characteristics:(i)membership is confined to those who are born of members and 
includes all persons to born;(ii)the members are forbidden by an inexorable 
social law to marry outside the group”26 

Nesfield and many before him have argued that caste originated in the form of 
division of labour or specialization of various functions in the society. It is 
argued that the division of occupation along caste lines and the gradation of 
castes correspond to different levels of civilization at which these traditional 
occupations emerge. Ambedkar strongly disagrees with this argument, while 
accepting the division of labour as a principle necessary to every civilized 
society; he argues that caste system is not merely a division of labor but also 
division of laborers on the basis of the principle of hierarchy. This division of 
labor is not based on the competence of the labors. Ambedkar's writes: 

                                                             
25 Annihilation of Caste, Dr.Babasaheb Ambedkar Writings and Speeches Vol.1,p.5-6-7. 
 

26 Ibid 
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“This division of labor is not spontaneous and it is not based on natural 
aptitudes. Social and individual affinity requires us to develop the capacity of 
an individual to the point of competency to choose and make his own career. 
This principle is violated in the caste system in so far as it involves an attempt 
to appoint tasks to individuals in advance, selected not on the basis of trained 
original capacities, but on that of the social status of parents”27. 

Ambedkar's description of the caste definitions that caste gives a specific social 
status to every individual thereby separating his/her caste identity from a 
larger community identity of which he/she may be a part. The principles of 
endogamy and commensurability divided the entire society into caste groups. 
But this separation is maintained importantly by organizing caste panchayats 
or councils. The caste council deals with every aspect of the member's life such 
as eating, drinking, concubinage, marriage, defiance of caste custom etc.. Some 
of these aspects are dealt with even by the state in its judicial capacity. The 
punishment that these councils were faced award for violators of caste norms 
range from “out-casting” to corporal punishment. This implies that in the 
caste-bound society the importance of community identity is restricted and 
individuals owe their moral loyalty to their caste first, rather than community 
as a whole. Ambedkar laments: “The effect of caste on the ethics of Hindus is 
simply deplorable. Caste has killed public spirit. Caste has destroyed the sense 
of public charity. Caste has made public opinion impossible. Hindu's public is 
his caste. His responsibility is only to his caste. Virtue has become caste-ridden 
and morality has become caste-bound”28.The caste councils are thus important 
instruments by which caste, as closed 'status groups' restrict and formalize the 
social relationships between members of different castes. 

It is pertinent here to deal with the arguments of M.K.Gandhi and 
Dr.B.R.Ambedkar on varna and hereditary occupation. Gandhi defended the 
varna system which enjoyed the following of traditional hereditary occupations 
by each caste. Gandhi says: “The law of Varna teaches us that we have each one 
of us to earn our bread by following the ancestral calling. It defines not our 
rights but our duties. It necessarily has reference to calling that are conductive 
to the welfare of humanity and no other. It also follows that there is no calling 
too low and none too high. All are good, lawful and absolutely equal in 
status”29. 

                                                             
27Ambedkar,B.R.,Vol.1.,47-48 
28Annihilation of Caste :An Undelivered Speech, Jalandar, Bheem Patrika,1976,pp.62-
63 
29Gandhi,Mahatma ,A Vindication of Caste. An Article originally published in 
‘Harijan’,and reprinted in Ambedkar’s Annihilation of Caste,op.cit.,p.107 
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Gandhi argued that every occupation “carries equal merit before God”. At the 
same time he also defends caste system on the ground that caste was the best 
possible adjustment of social stability. These arguments which are in favor of 
the Varna system reflect the contradiction of Gandhi's personality both as an 
ascetic and as a politician. 

However, we are here concerned with the fact that every occupation does not 
carry the same status in society. The members of upper castes never take any 
occupation which they consider either degrading or impure, such as 
scavenging. Ambedkar criticized Gandhi for defending caste system in the 
name of varnashrama dharma at the cost of social justice. As a system of social 
adjustment, Ambedkar says, caste is “the worst possible kind in as much as it 
offends against both the canons of social adjustment-namely fluidity and 
equity”30. 

Therefore, to restore their human dignity and give them a respectable place in 
society, Baba Saheb Dr B R Ambedkar struggled for about forty years and 
sought are legion that could deliver the depressed classes from the bondage of 
social evil. He looked for a religion, which could really recognize, understand 
their sufferings and misery and give respect to their humanity. He wanted 
respect for Dalits not as philanthropy but as a right and wanted to create the 
spirit of independence and self-reliance among the Untouchables. He wanted 
to see the birth of a new society-the birth of free human beings. Persons like 
Vivekananda, Gandhi etc., who wanted social reform, failed because they did 
not want to change the caste system. Baba Saheb Dr B R Ambedkar was the 
first person in India to tell the world that untouchability is a part of the caste 
system and caste is the foundation on which the Hindu religion stands. If you 
touch the caste system, the whole edifice of Hinduism will collapse, because 
Hinduism is nothing but caste31.Baba Saheb Dr B R Ambedkar was also the 
first in India to challenge the Marxist’s theory that a person’s status is 
determined by his property relation. To them, property is the only source of 
power. But this is contrary to the facts in India. Here the rulers and the rich 
land lord are governed by the dictates of the priestly class. Even gods are 
                                                             
30 Ambedkar…p.122 
31 Ambedkar, Annihilation of Caste.p.4 
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governed by the priest. The priest may be poorer than the rulers or the land 
lords but he ranks above everybody else. This rule prevails even to this day. It 
is caste that decides the social status and not the person’s property. It is true 
to a large extent that the upper castes of India belong to the upper class. Today 
caste is the other name for class. Still there are people in India who harpoon 
the point that there are many poor people among the upper castes .But in 
India economic status does not deprive a person’s social status, which comes 
with his birth. The Marxists have ignored this basic fact—not because they do 
not know the fact—but because the Marxist leadership comes from the upper 
caste. It is in convenient for them to admit the thesis of Baba Saheb Dr B R 
Ambedkar32 

Moreover, Baba Saheb Dr B R Ambedkar is one of the few Indian leaders 
whose work attracts the scholars of today. The problem, which he struggled to 
solve, still defies solution. Baba Saheb Dr B R Ambedkar’s goal was to raise 
the Untouchables to their rightful status. He criticized the social neglect of the 
depressed classes, blamed the British for the Dalit’s political and economic 
backwardness and stood as the unrivalled champion of the depressed classes, 
dedicating his life to the cause of the Untouchables. 

Further Baba Saheb Dr B R Ambedkar was also India’s first thinker to make 
the point clear that India is not yet a nation, but a nation in the making 
whether the upper castes like it or not the “nationality question” is coming to 
the fore front once again. The oppressed classes in India are seeking for an 
identity of their own. Baba Saheb Dr B R Ambedkar had rightly realized the 
urgent need to fulfill the social aspiration of these people in the interest of 
maintaining the unity of India—which can be preserved only if its diversity is 
recognized. Baba Saheb Dr B R Ambedkar was India’s first to recognize this 
and incorporated it in the Constitution of India33.It was an attempt to make 
the Hindu society aware of its defects and short comings. Baba Saheb Dr B R 
Ambedkar says: I do not care for the credit, which every progressive society 
must give to its rebels. I shall be satisfied if I make the Hindus realize that 
they are the sick men of India and that their sickness is causing danger to the 
                                                             
32 Ibid.p.6 
33 Ibid.p.5 
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health and happiness for other Indians34.It was an attempt to make the Hindu 
society aware of its defects and short comings. Baba Saheb Dr B R Ambedkar 
says35: I do not care for the credit, which every progressive society must give to 
its rebels. I shall be satisfied if I make the Hindus realize that they are the sick 
men of India and that their sickness is causing danger to the health and 
happiness for other Indians36* .  

 

                                                             
34 Ibid.p.7 
35 Ibid.p.7 
36 *I am acknowledging my gratitude’s towards my beloved parents Mattimalla Suguna 
Yadav& Mattimalla Anand alias Titus and my sister Mekala Vijaya & her husband 
Mekala Mani Kumar and their two kids Ravi Verma & Mani Verma along with my 
Christian philanthropists French Father Dominique; and Belgium Sister Mary 
Veronica; and Madam Navitha Kumari, A Tamil Nadar Christian; and Madam srimathi 
K.Padma gaaru and  her husband Shri K Prabhu Das gaaru from the University of 
Hyderabad, Hyderabad; who encouraged me academically and intellectually to grow up 
and helped me financially to study and to attend various conferences and seminars in 
India. I deeply acknowledge Prof. Livio Sansone, A Christian white Professor with a 
kind heart for Dalits from Brazil, who invited me for International Graduate Course in 
History, Heritage and Memory to study in Brazil; And Madam Navitha Kumari, a 
Nadar converted Christian from Tamil Nadu and she had helped me financially to do 
my Human Rights and Democratisation(Asia-Pacific) Course from the University of 
Sydney, Australia. I am also indebted to mainstream Anti-Caste Social Scientists 
Eleanor Zelliot,Gail Omvedt, Christophe Jaffrelot, Gopal Guru, Aloysius, Sharmila 
Rege, Kanche Ilaiah, Upendra Bakshi,  Sambaiah Gundimeda and my good friend from 
the United States of America, Claudia for her unconditional love towards India’s Dalits 
etc for their veracious writings in order to bring social justice to the most oppressed 
groups in the world i.e DALITS  
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Introduction 

 After Sankaravarman's death, his son Gopalavarman, ascended 
the throne under the regency of his mother, Sugandha. She was the 
daughter of Swamiraja the ruler of the northern region which probably 

lay in the Darad territory or some neighboring treat. She was married 
to Sankarvarman (883-902).1Sugandha did not appear in the politics of 
country during the life time of her husband. Her name is mentioned by 
Kalhane only twice, in the whole account of Sankaravarman's career; 
once when she was married and second time just before the death of the 
king. But when Sankarvarman met with a sudden and tragic end, 
Sugandha got her minor son Gopalavarman anointed and crowned 
under her guardianship as per desires of her husband.2 Nominally, the 
minor prince was the Ruler of Kashmir but in reality the whole burnt 
of administration was borne by Sugandha. Besides being an energetic 
administrator. She was a gay Queen who duties and bodily indulgences. 
She fell passionately in love with minister Prabhakara who was 
incharge of the treasury3 taking advantage of his intimacy with the 
regent queen, he embarked large sums of money from the royal 

treasury. 

 After sometime, when Gopalavarman grew up to understand the 
state problems, he resolved to put an end to the high-handedness of his 
minister. But before he could earnestly address himself to this task, he 

                                                             
1Rajatrgini-PP-206-207 
2Rajatrgini P-207 
3Bazaz-PP-25, 26 
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lost his life. According to Kalhna, it was Prabhakaradev who caused his 
death through sorcery. In no way does Sugandha appear tohave a hand 
in this ghostly act, for the chronicle accuses only of it, viz, the minister 
and the Sorcerer, Ramdeva. We are further fortified in our belief by the 
fact that Prabhakaradeva is heard of no more after this event, he seems 
to have fled away to some unknown place lost he should be punished for 
his treacherous conduct and faithlessness to her beloved.4 

 Gopalvarman was succeeded by his younger brother Samkata 
who was a delinquent child and brought to the throne literally from the 
streets, but the poor boy lost his life in ten days. With him ended the 

time of Shankarvarman as there was no male Survivor of the family.5 
This led to uncertainty about the future and became a cause of 
widespread restlessness. Designing politicians were not wanting and 
there was no dearth of self-seekers who were ready to fish in the 
troubled waters. But, before the situation has allowed to aggravate, 
influential representatives of the public opinion acted and a meeting of 
the people was called to choose the future ruler of the country. It 
speaks of the popularity of Sugandha that in this public gathering. She 
was unanimously voted to throne says Kalhana, "upon the prayer of the 
subjects Sugandha assumed royal authority in person. She was 
rewarded for her service to the country which she had rendered as the 
Regent; she was loved by the people, trusted by the countries and 
admired by the army.6 The beginning of two years of her rule is a tragic 
tale which brings out the sad fact that the days when honest and noble 
persons could govern the country were ever. She tried to console herself 

by laying out some foundations, there included the town of Gopalapura, 
the Gopalanatha and the Gopalakesava a temple of Vishnu. She 
founded another town Sugandhapura also after her own 

                                                             
4M.L. Kapur- History & culture of Kashmir, Jammu 1976-P-26. 
5Kingdom of Kashmir PP-57-58 
6Bazaz PP-26, 27 
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name.7Sugandha's main troubles however, arose out of mutual rivalries 
between two groups of people, the tantrums and the Ekangar.8 

During the reign of Sugandha we hear for the first time of the 
Tantrums and the Ekangar. The Tantrums were a body of foot soldiers 
who might have derived their designation from their tribal name 
Tantra and owned their close organisation to ethnic affinities. 
According to the chronicle in the reign of Sugandha they had formed a 
confederacy and were strong enough to punish or favour the rulers of 
this land. The exact meaning of the term Ekangar cannot be explained. 
But the Ekangar too appear to have been a body organised in military 

Fashion, who might be employed chiefly for police duties. They have 
been compared with the PattanNizamats of Kashmir, a regiment 
employed until a century ago to support the civil authorities. Like the 
tantrums they had also assumed considerable power and had become a 
potent force in the body politic.9Sugandha carried on her 
administration for two years relying on the Ekangar and through the 
goodwill of the Tantrums. But on the question of succession, she came 
in conflict with the Tantrums. 

While she supported the claim of Nirjitavarman, nick named Pangu, a 
grandson of Survarman, the half brother of Avanti-Varman, the 
tantrums backed Partha, ten year old son of Nirjitavarman, whom by 
an open rebellion they placed on the throne. Kalhana says that in 
opposing Sugandha, they found a satisfaction for the ill treatment met 
out to them earlier by her paramours Prabhakaradeva. After seeing and 
assessing the situation, the Queen Sugandha left the royal palace. It 

was nothing short of revolution, but it all happened peacefully. 
Sugandha did not choose to oppose the rebellion Tantrums because 
Shewas not interested in power finally when Tantrums forced their 

                                                             
7Rajpal, women in Early Medieval North India Delhi 1972 P-13 
8Rajatranigini P-207 
9S.C. Ray PP-61, 62 
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choice, she accepted it. But their behavior and her to the quick to such 
an extent that she decided to leave the palace, the center of intrigues 
and to live she in peace far away from it. In 914 AD the Ekangar 
approached Sugandha, persuaded her to assume their leadership and 
then marched upon the capital, but they were badly defeated by their 
rivals, the Tantrums, in a battle which was fought in the Suburbs of 
Srinagar. Sugandha tried to escape, but was capture and later 
executed.10 

It is evident from the above account that Sugandha was a simple, 
sincere, large hearted lady, with a religious bent of mind. She had 

absolutely no hunger for power and tried to rule with the consent of all 
The suggestion that in her exile she had been "mustering strength to 
capture power with the help of the Ekangar" is not borne out by the 
actual circumstances. Her willingness to lead the Ekangar, towards the 
closing year of her life war inspired move by a desire to free the country 
from the misrule of the tantrums than thirst for power.11 

 

                                                             
10Rajtarangini,  PP 207-208 
11Kingdom of Kashmir -P-60 
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Introduction 

Less than half a century after the tragic death of the heroic Sugandha 
there appeared another Queen on the throne of Kashmir. Her name 
was Didda. By now political conditions had further political and 
cultural degeneration had set in at the Kashmir court, In 950 AD 

Kshemagupta, became the ruler of the valley. He was a weak, reckless 
and licentious ruler. The most notable event of his life was his marriage 
with Didda. Didda was the daughter of Simharaja, king of Lohare, and 
the grand-daughter of the Shashi king  Bhima or Bhimapala of 
Udabhapura. According to Kally she was not only a lady of captivating 
personality but also streets ahead of her husband in intelligence. 
Naturally she came to have complete control over his husbands mind, 
so much so that he came to be known by the name of "Di-kshema". 
Kalhan's statement is supported by the copper coins of Kshemagupta, 
which bear the legend "Di-kshema" apparently a contraction of the 
above name.1 

 Didda was lame, but the beauty of her face and the grace of her 
from were enhancing perceiving the Love nature of the king, Didda 
gradually assumed the control of administration and in course of time 

her potentialities to handle the statecraft were fully unfolded. Though 
Kshemagupta continued to be on the throne tile 958 A.D., it was Didda 

                                                             
1 Swami Madhav Ananda Ramesh Chandra Majumdar, "Great women of India" (edited) 
Himalaya, 1982, P-288. 
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who can the government and attended to every detail of the 
administration. 

 She was in direct charge of the civil department as well as the 
armed forces, nothing could be done without her consent and 
permission, and she was the real power in the Kingdom.2 We learn that 
while the affairs of the state had little chance to stabiles Kshemagupta 
died suddenly in 958 A.D. in accordance with the custom of the time, 
Didda, his favorite chief Queen wanted to climate herself with the dead 
body of her husband, but Narvahana, a prudent minister of the state, 
realizing the value of Didda's services to the people and she was capable 

of doing for their welfare, dissuaded her from ending her life.3 Didda 
agreed and changed her mind. Kshemagupta was succeeded on the 
throne by his minor son, Abhimanyu and soon the influential Queen 
Didda took up the reins of govt in her own hands as regent of her 
offspring.4 The youngster, Abhimanyu, was yet a minor and 
consequently unable to play any leading role in the contemporary 
politics of Kashmir. His nominal rule of twelve years was marked by 
revolts and events of considerable importance but in almost all of them, 
the regent-mother Didda, and figures prominently.5 The early years of 
her regency were full of troubles and risks. Didda had been in enmity 
with the Prime minister, Phalguna, owing to the jealousy, she had with 
her rival, his daughter the old commander-in-chief "Rakka", no 
poisoned her mind against him saying that he was preparing to usurp 
the throne.6 So he compelled him to retire to parnotsa (Modern 
Punch).7 

                                                             
2 Bansi -PP-29-30 
3 Rajpal -P 14. 
4 Rajatrangini P-245 
5 Ibid 
6 P.N.K. Bamzai  "Cutltural & Political history of Kashmir" vol-I Srinagar, 1994, P-163. 
7 Rajatrangini-P-247 
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 But the regent’s real trouble had yet to commence. Parvagupta's 
grandsons, Mahiman and Patala, born of his two daughters (who were 
married to two ministers) caused another challenge to Didda. As they 
had been brought up like princess in the royal palace they considered 
themselves fully qualified for the throne.8 They actually formed a 
conspiracy in collaboration with some influential persons, to seize the 
power. But instead of taking a strong action against the conspirators 
Didda first only turned them out of the palace and later on banished 
them from the country. Mahiman took refuge with his father-in-law 
Saktisena. The former's supporters also forced him there and rebellion 

soon became formidable. At this critical movement the Minister 
Naravahana remained faithful to the Queen and stood by her. The 
Queen managed to bribe several of the pretenders supported and 
promised high posts to many, and thus the revolt fisted out.9 
Yasodhara, a chief supporter of the rebels was raised by the Queen to 
the position of commander-in-chief.10 He soon marched against a Shashi 
chieftain, Thakkana by name, presumably of his own accord. The 
expedition of Yasodhara seems to have been inspired more on personal 
grounds as he is said to have been accompanied by his relatives as well. 
Though the terrain was hilly, inaccessible and difficult to march on, yet 
Yashodra, by his lightning marches surprised Thakkana and made him 
a captive after a brief resistance.11  His absence from Kashmir on the 
said expedition provided them with an excellent opportunity to work 
for his downfall led by Rakka, they began to din constantly into Didda's 
ears that Yasodhara were not a sincere and trustworthy man. His 

acceptance of tribute from Thakkana was presented to her as a bridle 
taken for reinstating the vanquished foe.12 When an attempt was made 

                                                             
8 Ibid 
9 Ibid-PP-247-248 
10 S.C. Roy-P-65 
11 K.S. Saxena-P-147 
12 Kingdom of Kashmir-P-66 
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to banish Yasodhara on his charge, his supporter raised a revolt and 
succeeded in besieging Didda in her palace. But Didda crashed the 
rebellion with the help of minister Naravahana and the valiant forces 
known as the Ekangar. The grateful Queen now made Naravahana her 
chief councilor with the title Rajanaka. Didda's victory over the mighty 
forces of the conspirators amazed her friends and foe alike.13 Her 
affection for him grew day by day, so much so that she came to rely 
upon him to the full in all matters of the state and would go to any 
length to please him. Then a treasurer succeeded in arousing superior 
in her mind against him. She came under the impression that the 

minister-general was trying to usurp the throne, illiterate him and her 
insult ultimately drove her faithful adherent to commit suicide.14 

 After she got rid of Naravahana, Didda resolved to punish the 
Damras who had been gaining strength for some years in the past. The 
first to fall a victim to her fury were the sons of Sangrama Darma of 
Uttaraghosa. She wanted them to be done to death. But they made 
their escape to their home place and there killed Kayyaka, the lord of 
the gate, and others who opposed them.15 Afraid of a possible general 
revolt in the make of this Damara up arising, the Queen hastened to 
make peace with them, though the latter still harbored distrust and 
strengthened their position by forming a league with other Damara 
chiefs.16 Meanwhile, Rakka also died and Didda, apparently conscious of 
the growing power of the Damara , recalled here old and faithful 
minister, phalguna, who as stated earlier, had retired from active 
politics by no means in good graces because of the Queen.17 The 

Damara hence, it seems, was warded off, but the old minister was 
unable to cope with growing corruption in the administrative 
                                                             
13 M.L. Kapoor, "The Eminent rulers of Kashmir”  PP-228-29  
14 Rajpal-P-16 
15 History and culture of Kashmir,  M.L. Kapur-P-34. 
16 Rajatrangini-P 253 
17 Ibid 
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machinery. It is worth of notice that the Queen no more relied upon the 
official coterie of the valley, instead, in order to strengthen her position, 
she started importing and employing men from her parents side which 
however, resulted in further looting of country.18  

 Meanwhile king Abhimanyu was growing up with signs of 
promise but unfortunately he contracted tuberculosis and died in 927 
A.D. The death of Abhimanyu shocked her and temporarily changed 
her out look of life. The incident changed her ferocious nature and 
attracted her to religious and chartable deeds.19 He created in her mind 
the inestimable love for the people and from that time onwards the 

Queen who had givn up evil ways, came be respected by all the people.20 
First of all in memory of her son, she built the shrine of 
Abhimanyuswamin and the town of Abhimanyupur. In her own name 
she built the magnificent temple of Diddaswamin and also a specious 
convert especially meant for the use of people from Madhya Desha, 
Lata and Saurashtra.21 She built another temple of the same name 
"Didda Sawamin" built of white stone, "which gleamed as if bathed with 
the waters of the Ganga emerging from its feet".22 Her husband who 
had earned the sobriquet of "Rainer of Armlets" for having lavishly 
given golden ornaments to his mistresses and concubines, was 
preserved in memory by her in founding the town of Kankanpura.23 As 
an attribute to the loving memory of her grandfather, she built a 
Vishnu temple known as Bhimakeshava. On the belt Bank of river 
Lidder in village Bumaru about 3 kms to the north of sacred springs of 
Matan on Srinagar-Pahalgam road.24 She kept alive old tradition of 

                                                             
18 Ibid 
19 Ibid-P-254 
20 Ibid 
21 Ibid 
22 Ibid PP-254-255 
23 Ibid 
24 Shashi PP-175-176 
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patronage to Buddhists. She built monasteries or Mathas  and a Vihara 
for the abode of Kashmiri students and foreign travelers. The most 
glaring evidence is of a Matha known after her as Diddamatha. Now a 
days, it is still called as Diddamar and the ruins of the structure are 
still visible on the right bank of the river Jhelum in between the area 
falling from sixth bridge to seventh bridge. The area is now renamed as 
Khan-Kalusokat. Situated on the high plinth, the outer walls of the 
building consisting of huge blocks of stones and the long series of steps 
are even now noticeable.25 To commenorate the glory of her father, 
Simharaja, she founded a shrine and a convent for the Brahmans of the 

plains and called it Simha Swamini. At the confluence of the rivers 
vitasta and Sindhu she built chapels dedicated to Vishnu. "It is needless 
to enumerate her mainfold good works", observes Kalhana, "She 
consecrated sixty four foundations such is the report."26 

 The devotional mood of the Queen aroused in her heart at the 
death of her son, did not last for more than a year. She killed 
Nandigupta by "Witchcraft".27 Another grandson Tribhuvana (Gupta) 
who succeeded was disposed of in the same manner in A.D. 975. There 
remained now her last grandson Bhimagupta28. During the five years of 
his nominal rule Phalguna, who appears to have held a check upon the 
will of Didda, died and the Queen became with her open misdeeds and 
excesses a hunderfold terrifying like a personated tusker in rut who 
was torn off face covering. Tunga, and a Khara from the hills of 
Parnotsa, who had entered Kashmir and had secured a job in the royal 
service as bearer of dispatches captivated her heart and openly became 

her Paramour. When after a stay of four or five years in the royal 
palace the mind of the boy king Bhimagupta began to mature, he 

                                                             
25 Ibid 
26 Daughter of Vatasta - P-37 
27  Rajatrangini -P-256 
28 Ibid 
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perceived that the administration of the kingdom as well as the ways of 
his grandmother were shameful. So he tried for a reform. In this 
attempt, the Prince became an object of Suspicion to the fickle mended 
Queen who sent him to prison and finally put him to death by venous 
tortures. 29 

 Didda now ascended the throne herself.30 She raised Tunga to 
the position of the prime-minister and started to rule as a through 
autocrat.31 Tunga placed his brothers on responsible posts and thus 
caused considerable heart-burning amongst the high officers of the 
state who had been so displaced. As a result, they in collusion with the 

local Brahmans, made respected attempts to dislodge, Tunga. But each 
time, his valor and Didda's cunning diplomacy wiped the floor. Prince 
Vigrahraja of Lohare, son of Didda's brother was invited to invade 
Kashmir from outside while Brahmanas of the important Agrahars 
were induced to enter the common people, who were fed up with the 
corrupt & oppressive administration, also rose of this occasion. Their 
chief target was however, Tunga whom they wanted to seize and kill.32 
But Didda very cunningly won over the Brahmanas by a distribution of 
bribes. In the absence of any support from within, Vigraharaja's plan of 
invasion failed and he was compelled to retreat. Then having 
consolidated their positions Tunga and the vest became masters and, in 
time, killed Kardamaraja and the others who had manufactured the 
insurrection.33 Another attempt was made by him subsequently to stir 
up rebellion among the Brahmans of Kashmir. Free from the anxiety of 
internal commotion, Didda's attention was diverted towards Rajapuri. 

At the death of Phalguna, the new tributary chief of the principality 
had displayed signs of insubordination and disloyalty. Prithvipala 
                                                             
29 Ibid -PP-256-257 
30 Ibid 
31 Ibid 
32 Ibid-P-257 
33 Ibid 
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attacked the Kashmiri troops in a defile & killed two of the ministers.34 
The situation was however, retired by Tunga, who marched along with 
his faithful followers, including his own brothers, to Rajapuri and took 
defenders by surprise. The city was burnt down and Prithvipala was 
thoroughly vanquished, He sued for peace. Tunga was thus able to raise 
himself in esteem and wars henceforth also given the command of the 
army.35 During the last years of Didda, there was a Damara rising. But 
this too war suppressed by Tunga. 

 Before the Queen went to her long last sleep in 1003 A.D. she 
had nominated Samgramaraja, son of Udayraja, her brother her 

successor and appointed him Yuvaraja". Thus with the passing away of 
the Queen in loose, the throne of Kashmir passed peacefully to a new 
dynasty.36 

 Thus we see that Didda's masterful personality dominated the 
politics of Kashmir for nearly half century, first as the chief Queen of 
Ksemagupta, next the regent of her son and grandsons, and finally as 
an independent Queen. It has rightly been said by Gertrude Emerson 
that she was, "a remarkable women in many ways."37 She was a 
beautiful lady, with charming features but one physical defect - she was 
lame.38 She came to the throne at a critical time. The greedy Brahmans, 
unscrupulous landlords, conspiring nobles and even adventurers 
outside the realm had all tied their hands time and again to oust her. 
By bribing some and cajoling others, by wise and discriminating 
distribution of  wealth and favor  she drone the enemy, she won the 
opponents, she strived clear the ship of state through storms and 

                                                             
34 Ibid-P-259 
35 Ibid 
36 Ibid 
37 History & Culture of Kashmir-P-39 
38 Kingdom of Kashmir-P-71 
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stresses.39 Her lust for power and laxity of morals as justly     impeached 
but none can deny her due for presence of mind, tactfulness firmness of 
purpose and political sagacity.40 She was able to ward off trouble which 
appeared again and again and maintained her autocratic hold over the 
country inspired for an unusually long period. This shows that she was 
gifted with high political and diplomatic talents. Her ability as a 
statesman of high order is further affected to by her peaceful and 
undisputed transfer of power to the new dynasty of Sangramaraja the 
Lohara dynasty. She also had a wonderful capacity for organization, 
which turned many a near defeats and failures into victories and 

success.41 

 

 

                                                             
39 S.C. Ray-P-69 
40 K.S. Saxena-P-158 
41 Kingdom of Kashmir P-71 
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When a transformation is applied in a Hyperplane whose 

rotation and revolution does not contain the origin, then the 
transformation would be an affine transformation in the Hyper 
Plane. In the Euclidean space, the angle through the rotation of a 
vector under a transformation can be considered as  while in a 

hyper plane, there will be n angles through which each co – ordinate 

axis is making with the rotation transformation. Further, there will 
be a translation or shift of the rotated vector to provide the new or 
required vector. 

This concept can be used in the space technology that helps a 
point rotate around a set of axes and then shift linearly by some 
distance. 

If there is a rotational motion and a translated motion to a 
linear transformation, then the linear transformation becomes an 
affine transformation which is denoted by   

   A T v u p  

A is the affine transformation, T is a linear transformation which 

results in a vector  T u is added to a constant vector p to make the 

translation will ultimately result in the affinely transformed vector 

 A v . It can be seen that the matrix suitable to a linear 

transformation is a square matrix of order n and the constant 
vector added to construct the affine transformation will be the right 
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most column of the matrix suitable to the affine transformation. 
That is, the matrix suitable to an affine transformation is 1n n   

Statement:  if an affine transformation A is applied on a vector x 

results in a vector b, then the unknown vector x can be obtained 

with the help of    1T TA A A


x b  

Presentation:  

Consider the linear space of 4 dimension 

  4 , , , : , , ,x y z w x y z w  u� � spanned by the standard basis 

       1 2 3 41,0,0,0 , 0,1,0,0 , 0,0,1,0 , 0,0,0,1   e e e e  and a line in 4�

is nothing but a scalar multiple of the non zero vector while a plane 

is  , , ,x y z wu  satisfying the equation of the form 

0ax by cz dw    where , , ,&a b c d are fixed real numbers not all 

zero is called a Hyper Plane.Alternatively,  

 1 2 3 : , ,H x y z x y z   v v v �    (1.1) 

where 1 2 3, ,v v v are some vectors not lying in a common plane. Briefly 

a Hyperplane can be interpreted as the Euclidean space or 3�  

From this, it can be followed that there are four fundamental Hyper 
planes or coordinate hyper planes 

     0, , , : , , , ,0, , : , , ,x yH y z w y z w H x z w x z w   � �  

  , ,0, : , ,zH x y w x y w � and   , , ,0 : , ,wH x y z x y z � . Observe 

that the intersection of two Hyper planes is a Euclidean plane and 
intersection of any three hyper planes is a line in a Euclidean space. 
All the four hyper planes meet at the origin (0, 0, 0, 0).  
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One example of a hyper plane is 

1 4 7
2 2 4 : , ,

1 3 4
H x y z x y z

      
                              

�  

If a transformation of a vector v in a Hyperplane is rotated through 

the angles respectively , ,&   with 1 2 3, &e e e , then the rotation 

matrices are given by  

1

1 0 0
0 cos sin ,
0 sin cos

R  
 

 
   
  

e  

2

cos 0 sin
0 1 0 ,&

sin 0 cos
R

 

 

 
   
  

e  

3

cos sin 0
sin cos 0

0 0 1
R

 
 

 
   
  

e      (1.2) 

If p is the vector through which a transformation is shifted and T is 

a linear transformation suitable to a rotation, then the shift of axis 

or translation and the rotation of axis is given by the affine 

transformation    A T v u p in the Euclidean space. 

1 2 3

1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3 3

a x x x b
A a R x R x R x b

a x x x b
  

         
                     
         
         

e e e in the hyper plane,  

where    1 2 3

1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3

, ,
a x x b
a T T x R R R x b
a x x b

  

       
                   
       
       

e e ev u p  (1.3) 
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To solve the system A x b  where A is the rectangular matrix relative 

to the affine transformation, then  T TA A Ax b  

  T TA A Ax b  

See that TA A is a square matrix and so,    1T TA A A


x b  (1.4) 

Reference:  

1. Coolidge, Julian Lowell (1911). Review: Projective Geometry, 
Vol.1” Bulletin of American Mathematical Society, 18(2): 70-81 

2. Moore, R.L(1920) Review: Projective Geometry, Vol.2, Bulletin 
of American Mathematical Society, 26(9: 412 – 425 

3. Guggenheimer, Heinrich W.Applicable Geometry: Global and 
local convexity: Huntington, N.Y:R.E., Krieger Publications 
company, 1977. 
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Birth of B R Ambedkar:  

          Ambedkar was born at Mhow on Tuesday 14th April 1891 on a 
very auspicious day. Ambedkar's ancestral village is Ambavade, five 
miles off Mandanged a small town in the Rathnagiri district of 
Maharashtra. His grandfather Maloji Sakpal was a retired Havaldar in 
the Bombay Army of the East India Company. He is said to have been 
allotted some land for acts of bravery in the battle field. Maloji had two 
children, one was Ramji and a daughter named Mira Bai.  Like his 

father, Ramji also joined the Army. He was an enlightened person who 
worked hard and attained proficiency in English language. He obtained 
a Diploma in Teaching from the    Army Normal School in 
Poona1.Consequently, he was appointed as a teacher in the Army    
School. He served as Head Master and had attained the rank of Subedar 
Major. Ambedkar’s mother Bhima Bai came from a rich family of 
Murbad village in Thana District of Maharashtra2. Her father and her 
six uncles were all Subedar Majors in the British Army. Here one can 
see    two common features of the families of Ambedkar's parents. One 
is, both belonged to Soldier class and secondly, both belonged to Kabir 
cult. With this family back-ground along with Untouchability (Mahar) 

                                                             
1D C Ahir The Legacy of Dr Ambedkar(Bharat Ratna) B R Publising Corporation, New 
Delhi, 1990 p.2 
2 Keer. p.9.  
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tag attached was born their fourteenth child Bhima Rao Ramji   

Ambedkar 

Spiritual Home: 

          The Bakthi Movement in Maharashtra had impressed 
Ambedkars family to imbibe its spiritual content. Ramji Sakpal 
brought up his children under strict religious atmosphere at home    
performing poojas and offerings with great devotion. Ambedkar could 
not have been free from the impact of such a religious environment. 
During his childhood, Ambedkar used to sing   devotional songs: Ramji 
Sakpal's attitude towards his children was basically responsible to the 
all round development of Ambedkar. Ramji was good in English and 
Arithmetic. He was a    teetotaler and was mostly interested in his own 
and his children's spiritual development. During his stay at Bombay in 
1904 in a one room tenement rented in the Improvement Trust Chawls 
at Parel,Ramji took utmost care of Ambedkar in particular. He would 
ask his son to go to bed early and he himself would work till 2 am in 
the morning and go to bed after awakening his son for study3.Under his 
father's guidance Ambedkar gained experience in translation work. His 

knowledge of English language was good compared with that of his class 
mates. He like Tilak and Savarkar developed in his youth a passion for 
reading. His desire to posse’s books was insatiable which was supported 
by his noble father. Ramji ungrudgingly supplied Ambedkar with  new 
books often borrowing money from his two  married daughters and at 
times even  pawning their ornaments, which he  had given as marriage 
gifts and  redeeming  them  after  he received  monthly pension which  
was  a meager  sum  of Rupees fifty4. Encouraged by his father, he 
joined the Elphinstone College in Bombay after passing creditably his 
Matriculation examination in 1907 from Elphinstone High school. He 
excelled in Persian language also. For an untouchable joining college 
                                                             
3 Ibid p.17 
4 Ibid. p.17 
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was a great achievement. Ambedkar's father was able to secure a sum of 

Rupees twenty five per men sum through Keluskar from Maharaja of 
Baroda Sri Sayajirao Gaekwad. Maharaja sanctioned this amount after 
satisfying himself about Ambedkar in an interview with him. Ambedkar 
passed his B.A examination in 1912. In January 1913 he entered the 
service of Baroda state as a Lieutenant in the Baroda State Forces. 
However, he had to return to Bombay just after fifteen days as his 
father fell seriously ill.  It was on February Two, 1913 that his father 
who had all along been a very great source of Inspiration to Ambedkar 
passed away leaving his son very sad and lonely. 

Childhood days:  

          Ambedkar as a child who were genius and full of desire to learn 
soon realized the fact that he was not an ordinary student because he 
did not belong to the upper castes. He was just an untouchable, nobody 
desired to touch, speak or even see. He felt the harsh reality of 
discrimination in every level of his education not only by his school 
fellows, but also from his Brahmin teacher. Ambedkar and his brother 
were usually made to squirt in a corner of the class on a piece of gunny 

cloth which they carried to school. The teachers would not touch their 
note books, nor did some of them even ask them to recite poems or put 
questions to them for fear of being polluted! When these two boys felt 
thirsty in the school they turned their mouths upwards and then 
somebody would kindly pour drinking water into their mouths as if 
through a funnel5. These examples shows us although most of the 
upper classes were well educated within the British education system, 
they felt no pity to behave the lower classes as if they were beasts. And 
it is for sure that these behaviors must have sharpened Ambedkar for 
his later struggle against the upper classes. The only teacher who 
treated Ambedkar well was also a Brahmin teacher. His name was 

                                                             
5 Dhananjay Keer, p.14  
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Ambedkar.A teacher whose name was Ambedkar decided to carry his 

surname and become famous as Ambedkar in the history of India 

          Right from his school days which started at Dapoli till he 
completed his B.A.,his father stood as an inspiring angel. Though Ramji 
married for the second time, which was opposed by Ambedkar, he did 
not curtail the ambition of Ambedkar towards his education. Ramji 
stood firm and committed to his children's betterment in general and 
Ambedkar's intellectual spirations in particular. Ramji was responsible 
to shape the mind and personality of Ambedkar. Ambedkar's greatness 
lies in the shadow of his father who was like a Sculptor carving out with 
patience, devotion and dedication. The road showed by Ramji helped 
Ambedkar to get him-self educated in foreign countries and develop 
ideas which were to make him the Liberator of the oppressed. Rightly, 
Dr Ambedkar had dedicated his book, The problem of the Rupee to the 

memory of his father and mother as a token of his abiding gratitude for 
the sacrifices they  made and the enlightenment they showed in the 
matter of his education.  

          After the death of his mother, when Ambedkar was only six years 
old, it was Mira Bai, sister of Ramji who took care of him. She was a 
smart, short and hunchbacked woman but with a   good Knowledge of 
the practical world. Ambedkar as the youngest and motherless child    
became the favorite in the house claiming special care and attention of 
his aunt. 

Untouchable Boy in The School: 

          Being an Untouchable by birth, Ambedkar as a child faced and 
experienced the same humiliation and difficulties, which every 
Untouchable had to face in those days. At school, he was insulted and 
treated indifferently. Many a times he had to go without water not 
because there was no water but because being an Untouchable he had 
no right to drink from the common source. Ambedkar and his brother, 
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Anandrao, were made to sit in a corner of the class on a piece of gunny 

bag, which they carried to school. Some of the teachers would not touch 
their note books nor put questions to them for the fear of being 
polluted. The Sanskrit teacher went a step further by refusing to teach 
Sanskrit to the Untouchables. As such, Ambedkar was forced to take 
Persian as the second language in the high school. In his later life, 
however, Ambedkar studied Sanskrit and became a scholar of the 
forbidden language. 

          Ambedkar passed his High School examination in 1907 and soon 
after that joined the Elphinstone College, a prestigious institution. 
Inspired by his ardent zeal to study, the Maharaja of Baroda awarded 
him a stipend of twenty-five rupees per month. This greatly encouraged 
him in his studies.  

Knowledge Restrictions for Untouchables:  

          During Ambedkar’s school days it is learnt that only a few 
teachers encouraged him towards his studies. The Orthodox Hindu 
society did not encourage or create a favorable environment for the 
untouchables to acquire knowledge and get them educated. They 

were denied admission to schools and if admitted they were allowed 
on one condition that they would not sit with other students in 
common. Further they were denied to learn Sanskrit6because the 
Vedic texts    prohibit untouchables to learn or to hear Sanskrit. It 
was at the school that Ambedkar had the first experience of 
untouchability. Under these circumstances, the role of few teachers 
in Ambedkar's schooling is worth mentioning. 

          Ambedkar's schooling began as already mentioned at Dapoli. At 
Satara he completed his Primary education and began his High school 
career. One day at Satara he went to school in soaking rains. The class 
teacher by name Pendse, who was a Brahmin was moved by the site of 
                                                             
6 Manu in his Manudharma Shastra States this. 
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ambedkar and he at once asked his son to take Ambedkar to his 

residence, give him a hot bath and a piece of cloth to cover his body and 
to hang up his wet clothes to dry7This incident had a profound effect on 
young Ambedkar's mind. 

          There was another Brahmin teacher in the Satara High School 
whose surname was Ambedkar. He loved Bhima very much and used to 
give a part of his meals to Bhīma daily. This teacher changed the 
surname of Bhima Rao Ramji Ambedkar t o his own surname 
Ambedkar in the school records8. Ambedkar gratefully remembered 
this teacher who treated him kindly during his school days. 

B R Ambedkar and His Western Education: 

          In 1913, Ambedkar joined the Columbia University, again with 
the patronage of Maharaja of Baroda. He completed his studies as 
planned. On 2 June 1915, he was awarded the degree of Master of Arts 
for his thesis “Ancient Indian Commerce.”A year later, in June 1916, 
his Ph.D. Thesis “National Dividend for India: A Historic and Analytical 
Study” was accepted by the Columbia University. While studying in 
America, Ambedkar read a paper titled “Castes in India: Their 

Mechanism, Genesis and Development” before the Anthropology 
Seminar of Dr.A.A.Golden weirz at Columbia University, New York, on 
9 May 1916. First published in the “Indian Antiquary,” May 1917, 
Volume XLI it dealt with the subject of caste system from the 
Anthropological point of view. 

          From New York, Ambedkar came to London to complete his 
dissertation on the financial history of India. While doing so, he joined 
London School of Economics and Political Science for the degree of 
M.Sc. and D.Sc. (Economics) in October 1916. He also joined Gray’s Inn 

                                                             
7 Ibid,p.14 
8 Ibid. p.14 
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for Law for the degree of Bar-at-Law. His admission into these 

prestigious institutions in London was greatly facilitated by the 
introductory letters given by his kind Columbian Professor 
R.A.Seligman to Professor Edwin Cannan and Sydney Webb. On 
completion of his dissertation, Ambedkar was awarded the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy by Columbia University on 8 June 1917 .In the 
mean while ,the Maharaja of Baroda ,his benefactor ,called him back as 
the duration of the scholarship granted to him was over. According to 
the bond,he was to serve the Baroda State for ten years .He was 
appointed as Military Secretary to Maharaja Sayajirao Gaikwad 
.Ambedkar, after finishing his primary education, found support from 
the non-Brahman Maharaja of Baroda to continue his education in the 
U.S.A and with this scholarship he left India in 1913.  

          Ambedkar turned to India in 1923 after nearly ten years of study 
in the United States and England. He was a highly educated man; his 
degrees B.A., M.A., Ph.D., M.Sc., D.Sc., Barrister-at-Law are sung in a 

sort of incantation in one of the Mahar songs about him. He was a 
highly political person, practical and pragmatic. Still, for personal as 
well as public reasons, he had to come to terms with the Mahar myths9. 

Influence of White Western Christian Intellectuals on Dr B R 
Ambedkar:  

          Since 1913-1917 Ambedkar stayed in United States of America 
and obtained his Masters as well as Doctor of Philosophy degrees from 
the Columbia University. The life in USA changed Dr  B  R 
Ambedkar's intelligence. Here he experienced the Christian philosophy 
of equality, liberty, freedom, egalitarianism and fraternity. One could 
consent with Dhanajay Keer's observation that life at Columbia 

                                                             
9Elleanor Zelliot, From Untouchable to Dalit- Essay on the Ambedkar Movement, 
(Delhi: Manohar, 1992), p.58  
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University was a revelation10 to Ambedkar. In that egalitarian Christian 

society, Dr B R Ambedkar had written a letter to one of his friends of 
his father in that one observe his intellectual mind. In that letter, 
Ambedkar had mentioned Shakespeare to hold the thinking that one 
should grab each chance to advance of the grounds of the group of 
people. Shakespeare said: There is a tide in the affairs of men, which if 
taken at the flood leads on to fortune. Omitted the Voyage of their life is, 
bound in shallows and miseries11. 

          In addition that Ambedkar wrote in that letter about the 
significance of English education for men and women belonged to 
Depressed Classes. It could be observed that Ambedkar had begun to 
consider new thoughts of social and economic reformations in support 
to the conditions of untouchability in India about that period. 
Ambedkar experience to white to Western Christian values had 
extended his effects on his intellectual mind. 

          Keer had viewed that Babasaheb Dr B R Ambedkar as in USA 
should have been deeply experienced with two possessions. First was 
that the Constitution of America and added that   the fourteenth 
alteration to the Constitution through which the American-Africans 
were   believed to have got their liberty. Secondly, the life of the 
American-African reformer   Booker.T.Washington12.On the other hand 
one has to be very cautious in agreeing Dhanunjay’s observation 

because nearby there is appropriate confirmation of such an impact on 
Ambedkar based on his personal experience with the Christian based 
country. However Ambedkar had mentioned about Washington's 
ideology in hold Keer’s observation. On the other hand, Ambedkar had 

                                                             
10 Ibid, p.27 
11Quoted by Ambedkar in his letter to Shivanak  Gawnak Jamedar, see Surendra 
Ajnat,Letters of Ambedkar, Bheem Patrika publications, Jalandhar, 1993, p.17 
12 Keer,p.31 
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mentioned other broadminded philosophers such as John Locke, 

J.S.Mill, H.J.Laski.     

          Booker.T.Washington was in fact a great reformer and educator 
of the African community in U S A and he was the creator and first 
president of the Tuskegee Educational Institute and no doubt, 
Ambedkar should have been devotee of such a great champion of 
American African community as was his fashion towards all unique 
organic intellectuals and social reformers. However to suggest that 
Ambedkar was significantly inspired by George Washington is   
relatively hard in the lack of confirmation. 

          For liberation of the Africans in United States of America, the 
14th modification was not much use. Following the end of civil war in 
USA, the whites of America had not given away   kindness towards the 
Africans in spite of the truth that a lot of blood had been drop by them 
for building the unity of America. Ambedkar was conscious of the 
changing scenario. Indeed, his  perceptive of USA history and history of 

liberation struggles and the civil war of 1860 among  the South and the 
North America had greatly supported Ambedkar’s confidence that true 
liberation is achievable only where there is a revolutionize of heart. 
This could be acceptable through the subsequent way what happened to 
the American-Africans after the civil war was over? In  the opening 
glow of triumph, the Republicans who declared the war for saving  the 
nation and secured  the  help of  the Africans to win it,  approved  the  
13th  modification to the Constitution. Under it the Africans banned to 
be slaves in the officially authorized se ns e  o f  the word. But did the 
American-Africans obtain any  right to partake in the administration 
as voters or officials? The Republicans did take some achievement in 
order to make the Southern States acknowledge that the Africans were 
to be treated as the political equals of the Whites.   
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          This was done by the 14th modification that given nationality of 

State as well as Federal, on all persons together with the Africans born 
or naturalized in the America and subject to the authority thereof, 
forbade legislation by a state abridging the constitutional rights or 
immunities of a citizenship of the United States of America, and 
provided for dropping the account in the Congress of any State 
legislation in percentage to the number of its people barred from the 
suffrage. The Southern States of America had no intent to admiration 
to the 14th modification. The Republicans carried a new modification 
called the 15th modification, hostile the  voting right of national 
citizenship to be denied or condensed on relation  of  race, color or 
earlier form of servitude that also became by parallel approval division 
of the Constitution and compulsory on all the States13. 

          Dr.B R Ambedkar was a spectator to the rise of the Ku Klux 
Klan, a covert mixture formed in Tennessee by youths for purposes of 
delight. This association starts to repress the Africans and stop them 

from enjoying their political rights and ongoing heaping mistreatment 
upon the Africans. The American Congress did not confirm its 
behavior. The purposes of the Southern States and the Southern 
Whites were facilitated by the verdict of the Supreme Court of the 
America. This was the tale which narrates the catastrophe of Africans 
in an egalitarian country. In scrutiny of this background, there is a 
opinion to confirm Dhanunjay's observation. On the other side 
Ambedkar was fully conscious of the vagueness of fourteenth and 
fifteenth Amendments of the United States of American Constitution 
and had at no time measured them as of long-lasting implication to the 
Africans in USA. 

          On contrary Ambedkar was on the other hand significantly 
overwhelmed by the ideology of the William Garrison of United States 
                                                             
13Dr.Babasaheb Ambedkar Writings and Speeches(Here after BAWS), Vol. IX published 
by the Government of Maharashtra, 1990, pp. 174 -175. 
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of America who worked honestly for the liberation of African slaves and 

struggled for their freedom14. Garrison from beginning to end his news 
paper Liberator shaped civic views in support of saving the Africans. 
Ambedkar motivated by Garrison's trial started his personal 
newspapers, Bahishkrit Bharat, Mook Nayak, and Janata to awaken 
the Depressed Classes towards their liberation. He decided with the 
thinking of Thucydides when he write his words, It may be your interest 
to be our  masters, but how can it be ours to be your slaves? in  the 

beginning  of  his book 'What Congress and Gandhi have done to the 
Untouchables and in his other writings. One could easily find that 
Ambedkar throughout his stay in USA and UK had mastered the 
repressive nature in each culture which molded him to fight for the 
good causes of the   subjugated of his motherland. 

          In 1917 Ambedkar was doing his MA in Economics however he 
was fascinated by the intellectual environment and brilliance of Oxford 
University which was the most reputed centre f o r  knowledge 
creation. His stay at Oxford University happened to be the large 
amount determining years of his intellectual life. During overseas 
Ambedkar had came under the lasting influence of some white western 
Christian philosophers, intellectuals and thinkers of whom the 
following are important. 

Edmund Burke: 

          Burke was not a traditional liberal thinker but, Ambedkar was 
greatly influenced by his    thought. If one reads the volumes of 

writings and Speeches of Ambedkar, one can see Burke's influence on 
Ambedkar. Ambedkar had himself said that he was not willing to 
accept everything that Burke said or wrote but, he was highly 
appreciative of Burke's line of thinking on various issues. Ambedkar 

                                                             
14Dr. Dinakar Khabde,p.45. 
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had answered Principal M.B.Chitnis's question regarding Burke's 

philosophy    as when a robber goes to loot the jeweler, he will snatch 
away only the precious ornaments    and not the chamber pot of the 
jeweler15.So he had done the same with regard to Burke's    philosophy. 

          Dr. Ambedkar had quoted Burke on different occasions. Once 
Ambedkar said that the   untouchables were not fighting for freedom 
but, they were following the advice of Burke who  had said that, it is 
better to be accused of timidity than to  be  ruined by over confident    

security16.Rights  are  protected by  the social and moral conscience of a 
society. But if the   fundamental rights are opposed by the community, 
no Law, no Parliament and no Judiciary can guarantee these rights. 
Then Ambedkar questions the use of fundamental rights to the 
untouchables. He quotes again Burke, there is no method found for 
punishing the   multitude17. Burke's view of the moral regeneration of 

society greatly influenced Dr.Ambedkar. According to Burke, mere 
enactment of law to tax the American Colonies was not of any avail 
since the whole bodies of people were determined to overthrow it. Dr. 
Ambedkar applied the same logic and   same thought to Indian society. 
The social conscience of the caste Hindus in India was not   prepared to 
recognize the untouchables as their equals in matters of social status. 
Therefore, the    mere law of removal of untouchability will prove to be 
of no practical value. 

          At the fifth sitting of the Plenary Session of the Round Table 
Conference on 20th   November 1930, Ambedkar quoted Burke 
regarding the problem of American Colonies:The   use of force alone is 
but temporary. It may endure for a moment, but it does not remove the    

necessity of subduing again; a nation is not governed which is 
perpetually to be conquered. The next objection to force is its uncertainty. 

                                                             
15 Ibid ,pp. 52-53 
16 BAWS, Vol 9,p.l77. 
17 BAWS, Vol.1,p.222-53 
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Terror is not always the effect of force, and an armament is not a victory. 

If you do not succeed, you are without resource: for conciliation falling, 
force remains, but force failing, no further hope of reconciliation is left. 
Power and    authority are sometimes bought by kindness, but they can 
never be begged as aims by an   impoverished and defeated violence. A 
further objection to force is that you impair the object by  your very 

endeavors to preserve it. The thing you fought for is not the thing you 
recover    but the depreciated, sunk, wasted and consumed in the 
contest18.Ambedkar agreed with Burke that the use of force is 
temporary, that a regime of Letters De Cachet and the Bastille will 

ease the situation. Ambedkar used these words to substantiate the need 
for political power for    the depressed people. Further he used these 
words verbatim in the Constituent Assembly19 and    also in the 
writings on the Partition of India20 in dealing with the Hindu-Muslim 
problem. Dr.Ambedkar considered Edmund Burke as the “greatest 
teacher of political Philosophy”21. 

          Dr.Ambedkar had great admiration for Burke for his role in 
the impeachment of Lord Warren Hastings. Burke according to 
Ambedkar espoused the cause of the oppressed and strained all his 
nerves to redress their wrongs and punish their offender22. Thus of all 
the Western   thinkers, Burke's influence on Dr.Ambedkar was very 
great. He saw in Burke a great fighter    against oppression and 
exploitation and very readily borrowed ideas which fitted his own 
framework of social injustice in India. 

3.7.2. J.S.Mill: 
                                                             
18Quoted by Dr.B.R.Ambedkar in BAWS,Vol.2, published by Government of 
Maharashtra, 1982 p.508. 
19Constituent Assembly Debates,Vol.1. p.103 
20BAWS, Vol. 8, Published by Government of Maharashtra, 1990.p.10 
21BAWS,Vol.2,p.508, of Bhagwandas, Thus Spoke Ambedkar,Vol.1.Bheem Patrika 
publications, Jullundur, Punjab, Second Revised Edition,pp .27-28,also Dinkar 
Khabde,p.5. 
22BAWS,Vol. 12 Pub. by Government of  Maharashtra, 1993, p.66 
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          Morley once rightly said that Mill was one of the great teachers of 

his age and acknowledged philosophical leader of English Liberalism23. 
Dr.Ambedkar was greatly impressed by the philosophy of democracy of 
J.S.Mill. Mill's views on Majority and Minority had a lasting effect on 
Ambedkar's philosophy. His struggle to safeguard the interest of the 
minority against the communal majority in India was based on 
J.S.Mill's analysis of Parliamentary Democracy in which the rights of 
the minorities had to be protected. Dr.Ambedkar studied extensively 
the works of J.S.Mill to support his arguments. He extensively quoted 
the views of Mill. For example, while cautioning the people with regard 

to hero-worship he agreed with Mill when he said that those interested 
in the maintenance of democracy should not lay their liberties at the feet 
of even a great man, or to trust him with powers which enable to subvert 
their institutions24.  

          Ambedkar wanted the successful working of democracy25 as 
suggested by Mill. Ambedkar's criticisms on hero worship can be seen in 
his books: What Congress and Gandhi   have done to the Untouchables 

and Mr.Gandhi and the Emancipation of the Untouchables’26.For 
Ambedkar, hero-worship prevents the successful working of democracy. 
Ambedkar's views on democracy relied heavily on Mill's ideas and hence 
his philosophical dependence on the British Liberal was very great. On 
hero-worship, however Ambedkar was deeply influenced by Carlyle 
also27. 

                                                             
23Morely John (quoted by Lancaster) Masters of Political Thought, Vol.lI, Oxford 
University Press, Calcutta Edn. 1973.p.102 
24Bhagavan Das Thus Spoke Ambedkar, Vol.II, Bheem Patrika publications 
Jallundur,p.184 
25See Dr.Ambedkar's ideas on Democracy in Bhagavan Das,Thus  Spoke Ambedkar, 
Vol,pp.43-76. 
26 For details see BAWS, Vol. IX .pp.1-489. 
27SeeRanadeGandhiand Jinnah in BAWS,Vol. I, Published by Government of 
Maharashtra, 1979. Pp.213-215 
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3.7.3. Voltaire: 

          Voltaire was one of the greatest social reformers. He hated 
religious fanaticism and strongly condemned the Church affairs and the 

superstitions of Catholics. Ambedkar deeply respected Voltaire's views 
on religion and used them to strengthen his own arguments while 
talking about inequality in Hinduism. The inculcation of false beliefs 
which Ambedkar thought was the bane of Hindu religion was 
questioned by him in the same way as Voltaire had raised questions in 
his own France. He blamed Brahmin scholars for all the inadequacies of 
Hindu religion and said unfortunately no Brahmin scholar has so far 
come forward to play the part of a Voltaire who had the intellectual 
honesty to rise against the doctrines of the Catholic Church in which he 

was brought up: nor is one likely to appear on the scene in the future28. 
While referring to Gandhism Dr.Ambedkar had quoted the words of 
Voltaire, Oh! Mockery to say to people that the suffering of some brings 
joy to others and works well to the whole! What solace is to a   dying 
man to know that from his decaying body a thousand worms will come 
into life?29 Just as Voltaire had repudiated all 'isms' as basically meant 

to soften man's positions, Gandhism according to Ambedkar had also 
made full use of religion as opium to lull the people into false beliefs 
and false security. Ambedkar who exposed the evil social system based 
in the name of religion was severely criticized by the orthodox people 
but Ambedkar was not unhappy. Ambedkar knew that the blind 
devotees of Mr.Gandhi would denounce this book, What    Congress and 
Gandhi have done to the Untouchables and yet the spirit of Voltaire and 
his freedom of expression made him complete this book without any 
fear. Dr.Ambedkar in his   preface to this book, agreed with Voltaire 

when he said that Who writes the history of his own time must expect to 
be attacked for everything he has said, and for everything he has not 

                                                             
28 BAWS, Vol. VII.p.240 
29 BAWS, Vol, IX .p.293 
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said;   but these little drawbacks should not discourage a man who loves 

truth and liberty, expects nothing, fears nothing, asks nothing and 
limits his ambition to the cultivation of letters30.     Voltaire's liberal 
philosophy is very prominent in Dr.Ambedkar's views on Hinduism in 
general   and the emancipation of the Untouchables in particular. 

          Ambedkar had always great admiration for great men and he had 
correct conception of a great man. While speaking on Justice Ranade's 
101st birth anniversary, Dr.Ambedkar defined a great    man as one 
motivated by the dynamics of a social purpose” and who must “act as the 

scourge and scavenger of society31. 

          Another person to exert great influence on Dr.Ambedkar was 
Daniel O’ Connel, the Irish    Patriot. Daniel protested against the Act 
of Union in 180032.He played the role of a liberator by   repealing the 
Act of Union in 1843. Dr.Ambedkar was influenced by Connel for his 
true     patriotism. Ambedkar's nationalism and patriotic feelings were 
very much based on Daniel O' Connel's views. He was tremendously 
influenced by Daniel O' Connel for his statement, No man can be 
grateful at the cost of his honor, no woman can be grateful at the cost of 

her chastity and no country can be grateful at the cost of its liberty and 
no man can be grateful   at   the   cost   of his honor33. 

3.7.4. DR B R Ambedkar and The French Revolution of 1789: 

          The French Revolution gave the world Liberty, Equality and 
Fraternity which strengthened the liberal principles. This great 
Revolution was upholding the rule of law. It had profound influence on 
the Indian liberals. This can be seen during India's Freedom 

Movement.   Dr.Ambedkar who was  a strong  advocate of Fundamental 

                                                             
30 Ibid.p..V 
31BAWS, Vol.I,p.215 
32 Dinkar Khabde,p.70 
33BAWS, Vo1.9,p.267 
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Rights closely studied  the  causes    for the Revolution and  rightly 

came to the  conclusion  that  absolutism invariably  leads to  a    
revolution. The Revolution inspired Dr.Ambedkar to fight against 
inequalities in social, political and economic spheres. However, 
Dr.Ambedkar had considered Liberty, Equality and    Fraternity as 
important principles of Buddha and Buddhism and was reluctant to 
give credit to    the French Revolution alone. The French Revolution 
only confined and strengthened Buddha’s belief in the Universality of 
such principles as liberty, equality and fraternity. There is no doubt   
of the indirect influence of the French Revolution on Ambedkar 
particularly in his fights and   agitations to secure Rights and Social 
Justice. 

          Another great personality to inspire Dr.Ambedkar was Jefferson 
whose views on Constitution, ideas of liberty and human equality found 
easy acceptance when applied to the conditions in India34. As a 
Constitutionalist Dr.Ambedkar like Aristotle had studied some of the 

good Constitutions of the world and held Constitutional morality in 
high esteem. He was of the view that the success of any good 
Constitution depended upon its reliance on Constitutional morality. The 
Philadelphia convention was a land mark in constitutional growth. 
Dr.Ambedkar's frequent references to Jefferson's thoughts on various 
constitutional problems, his attempts to substantiate his own 
arguments with Jefferson's references clearly show that Jefferson had a 
great impact on Dr.Ambedkar. Further, in the Indian Constituent 
Assembly, Ambedkar quoted widely from the American Constitution to 
strengthen his defense of liberal principles. Dr.Ambedkar's 
participation in the Constituent Assembly Debates are ample evidence 
of hisdependence on the authority of great constitutionalists to present 
and defend his liberal ideas. 

                                                             
34 See Dinkar Khabde,p.74 
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          Dr.Ambedkar was not a very great admirer very of Lincoln 

because, as he himself said: “Lincoln did not believe in the 
emancipation of the Negroes as a categorical imperative”35.    Lincoln 
was prepared to emancipate the negro- slaves only if it was necessary to 
preserve the Union. This was clearly unacceptable to Dr.Ambedkar 
because he firmly believed that the negro- slaves needed to be 
emancipated as human beings and not just as the saviours of the    
Union. He did however concede Lincoln as a great democrat with 
tremendous influence on later liberal thought. 

          Dr.Ambedkar said that his “five years of stay in Europe and 
America had completely wiped out of his mind any consciousness that 
he was an untouchable”36. In other words, it meant that untouchability 
was so very entrenched in the Indian society and that it was difficult 
not to be affected by it and indeed it was only in foreign environment 
that its impact could be avoided. Dr. Ambedkar had to go out of India 
to realize not just what is like to be an untouchable in India   but what 

it is like to be a free human being without the effects of the social 
stigma. He knew inIndia the problem of untouchability did not permit 
the untouchables to acquire wide knowledge   and to secure equal 
footing in political, social, economic and religious fields. Dr.Ambedkar's 
exposure to foreign lands strengthened his liberal convictions and 
contributed much to the making of his liberal mind. 

 Dr.Ambedkar's exposure to abroad particularly his interaction with 
famous white western Christian Professors in U.S.A , UK and Germany 
has brought him to modernity of equality, liberty, freedom and 
fraternity and  England and his own diligence contributed in  a  
significant   way to his greatness. His determination and the objectives 

                                                             
35BAWS, Vo1.9,p.271. 
36BAWS, Vol.XII.p.673. 
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he had set for himself in life saw h im  through during the most trying 

years of his student days37*. 

 

                                                             
37*I am acknowledging my gratitude’s towards my beloved parents Mattimalla Suguna 
Yadav& Mattimalla Anand alias Titus and my sister Mekala Vijaya & her husband 
Mekala Mani Kumar and their two kids Ravi Verma & Mani Verma along with my 
Christian philanthropists French Father Dominique; and Belgium Sister Mary 
Veronica; and Madam Navitha Kumari, A Tamil Nadar Christian; and Madam srimathi 
K.Padma gaaru and  her husband Shri K Prabhu Das gaaru from the University of 
Hyderabad, Hyderabad; who encouraged me academically and intellectually to grow up 
and helped me financially to study and to attend various conferences and seminars in 
India. I deeply acknowledge Prof. Livio Sansone, A Christian white Professor with a 
kind heart for Dalits from Brazil, who invited me for International Graduate Course in 
History, Heritage and Memory to study in Brazil; And Madam Navitha Kumari, a 
Nadar converted Christian from Tamil Nadu and she had helped me financially to do 
my Human Rights and Democratisation(Asia-Pacific) Course from the University of 
Sydney, Australia. I am also indebted to mainstream Anti-Caste Social Scientists 
Eleanor Zelliot,Gail Omvedt, Christophe Jaffrelot, Gopal Guru, Aloysius, Sharmila 
Rege, Kanche Ilaiah, Upendra Bakshi,  Sambaiah Gundimeda and my good friend from 
the United States of America, Claudia for her unconditional love towards India’s Dalits 
etc for their veracious writings in order to bring social justice to the most oppressed 
groups in the world i.e DALITS  
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

The lecture method is a very formal, in which teacher gives oral 
presentation of teaching material for the succeeding learning and 
students remember it in examinations. Centuries ago the lecture 
method was traditional as a teaching process that began with an exact 
reading of  the text by the teacher while students were listening and 
taking notes with  interpretation of the text. There is a lack of 
interaction in the lecture method so it is ineffective for large classes. 
The lecture method is frequently a one-way process without discussion, 
questioning or immediate practice which makes it a poor teaching 
method. Many lecturers are not trained in giving effective lectures, 
providing an overview of a topic and for arousing interest in a topic. 
That is a reason; many students do not seem naturally motivated to 

learn.  “Effective learning in the classroom depends on the teacher’s 
ability… to maintain the interest that brought students to course in the 
first place” (Ericksen, 1978, p. 3). Teachers have to motivate and 
stimulate them to learn, but it is not an easy task. There are several 
internal as well as external factors ranging from their preparation for 
course choice, future aspirations, self-esteem, attitude of teachers and 
students, learning environment, teachers’ self confidence and their 
motivation, which affect students’ motivation. 

II. WHAT TEACHERS NEED TO DO? 

Motivating students of under graduation has been, and remains, one of 
the most important challenges for teachers and instructors from over a 
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period of time. It is undoubtedly one of the problems most usually faced 

by teachers. Motivation is very important for achievement, as well as 
itself as an outcome. Effective schools and effective teachers will be 
those who will develop goals, beliefs, and attitudes in students that will 
maintain a long-term involvement and that will contribute to quality 
participation in learning. At the classroom level, teachers often faced 
the problem of students’ motivation and their active participation in 
the learning process. What steps teachers should take to enhance 
students’ participation and succeeding learning in the classroom? The 
teachers should create best possible classroom environment that will be 
motivating to learn. Now a teacher is not only a source of knowledge, 
but a facilitator. These days, teacher is also considered as an inspirer 
who is supposed to inspire learners by creating a favorable 
environment. A further distinction from a teacher-centered classroom 
to that of a student-centered classroom is when the teacher acts as a 
facilitator, as opposed to instructor. In essence, the teacher’s goal in the 

learning process is to guide students into making new interpretations 
of the learning material, thereby 'experiencing' content. Research 
suggests that this can be effectively achieved through teacher’s 
behavior, his attitude towards students and course design. According to 
Barbara Davis in Tools for Teaching, “Student responds positively to a 
well-organized course.” Therefore, teachers must come together and 
should decide how to structure well-organized course and various 
teaching methodologies so that your students will be motivated and 
they will learn more.  

A skillful teacher initially establishes rapport with students through 
knowledge and positive personal relationship. A deeper personal 
relationship between student and teacher enhance a trust and 

motivation. Trust and motivation are so important that it should exist 
in all organizations at all levels and should strengthen through 
meaningful experiences. The students must have confidence in the 
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teacher’s knowledge and skills in subjects. The responsible teacher 

selects appropriate and challenging tasks, provides help, makes fair 
decisions, allows student to choose topics of interest, has a sense of 
humor, and knows what is significant and what is insignificant.  When 
students gain confidence towards their teacher, then they will realize 
that the hard work and active participation are required for becoming 
competent learners. 

The role of the teacher’s behavior and his/her personality are very 
important in facilitating motivation among students. Teacher’s 
behavior and his personality should have an immediate and positive 
impact on students’ motivation. Teacher should relate his/her actions 
appropriately in the classroom activities to enhance students’ learning. 
As a teacher, you are a key source of motivation for the students. 
Therefore, it is very crucial for teacher to present his/her behavior in 
front of the students in such a way that it will create an ideal model for 
the students. If you show disinterest and insensibility in the teaching, 

students’ motivation will be decreased and it will create negativity in 
students.  

Students always want recognition and reward from their teachers, 
parents and friends for the hard work and efforts they put into their 
studies and other extra-curricular activities. Therefore teachers should 
always provide positive as well as negative feedback to their work. And 
should explain what is right or wrong in their work and should guide 
them to progress further in the right direction by facilitating additional 
efforts to succeed. Both comments will influence their motivation and 
enhance students’ self-esteem and confidence. 

Evaluation and feedback are also important aspects of classroom for 
motivating students. Students should be aware of the method on which 
their assessment is based. Teacher should provide feedback and 
guidance that tells students what has been performed well and what 
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should they do for the next attempt. Students should have an 

opportunity to repeat the activity after receiving feedback. 

 Teachers should give them freedom to learn at their own speed and 
understands when they need assist or guidance. The good teachers 
should differentiate various activities to make overall development of 
students.  In addition, teachers need to create learning environment in 
their classrooms where students can feel comfortable and admitting 
that they may need help. 

 Students’ motivation is more persistent when self-confidence and 
caring attitude of teachers towards students are high. If teachers 
understand that students in any group may vary because of family life, 
capability, past experiences, kinds of family support, and specific socio-
economic situations then teachers will be successful in motivating 
students. A teacher who is highly knowledgeable in the subject and 
content delivery, always generate confidence among the students which 
in turn leads to the enhancement of students’ motivation. 

All students should know why they are learning and what their 
objective is. Similarly, teachers should make clear statements of 
expectations from students. Teachers should set goals for students, but 
the goal should be visible; it should be achievable. Teachers must have 
long-term goals that shape their preparation and teaching, but short-
term goals are also necessary. For the greatest effectiveness, a goal 
must be specific and clearly established with the students so that they 
can respond more enthusiastically if they know the purpose of the 
activities. The goal should be set in front of the students in such a way 
which can help them to understand both how it should be accomplished 
and what the desired performance level should be. This will boost the 
motivation amongst the students during the pedagogical activities.  At 
the same time, teachers need to encourage students to take active 
participation in learning and to take challenges without hesitating 
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about making mistakes. Teachers can enhance students’ motivation by 

using mistakes as an opportunity to learn rather than criticism.  Then 
they can produce surprising results and these mistakes of students can 
become a source of productive learning. 

III. Conclusion 

Thus, the present research paper has suggested that teachers 
can elevate their students’ motivation to learn through various 
strategies.  Teachers should develop the feeling among the students 
that they have the capability and skill to learn and become successful. 
Students always enter in the classroom with certain beliefs, attitudes, 
and perceptions about themselves. By consistent efforts, own behavior 
and teaching practices, teachers can help students to gain the self-
confidence and genuine interest in learning. Thus, teachers can create 
supportive classroom environment which will encourage active 
participation and motivation to learn on a variety of levels. 
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There is no question of doubt that the brilliant poet 
Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) was the greatest figure of modern 
India renaissance.  He was not only a wise counsellor and a guide for 
our future destiny, but also a mystic philosopher and a spiritual 
humanist of international repute. This is the reason why the present 
paper is open up with Tagore’s humanism. It would not be an 

exaggeration if we claim that love and universalismis the core of the 
philosophy of Tagore’s life as he had a desire to establish harmony 
between man and the universe via a universal religion, i.e., humanistic 
religion. Tagore opines that “in the heart of all men is constantly 
working the urge of evolution, Man in human society is all the while 
striving to realize himself in the world-man by breaking through the 
shell of his ego. In fact, it is in this process that the whole cosmic 
universe seeks its own truth, the supreme truth of the ever-growing, 
ever-becoming Humanity.”1 Quite truly, what Tagore collected is the 
essence of all religions. He was not attached to any religion or any 
particular type of religion. In other words, Tagore’s religious idea 
neither based on particular doctrine, nor any religion as his religion is a 

poet’s religion. In his Religion of Man, Tagore says, “I have already 
made the confession that my religion is a poet’s religion. All that I feel 
about it is a form of vision and not from knowledge.”2This makes the 
sense to say that in the same vein of honey is formed; poetic 
philosopher Tagore formed his own religious idea. Tagore’s idea of 
religion is free from the clutch of dogmas. His religious thought is his 
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own, quite independent and noble one. Of course, Art played an 
important role in his idea of religion since he was a mystic poetic3 or 
poetic thinker. Thus, Tagore believes in humanism. According to 
Tagore, religion should concentrate on humanity. 

R. N. Tagore envisagesthe ideal of human unity or humanity 
because his poetical life roams in the world of Nature, Man and 
God.For him man should live for the ultimate truth because this 

liberates man from the bondage of death and thereby unites man with 
Absolute.Unlike Debendranath Tagore, R. N. Tagore sought to 
establish the harmony amongst the Brahman of the Upanishads, God 
and his own idea of Jevan-Devata. Since Tagore did not hesitate to 
accept the universal or common elements of all religions. Tagore 
conceives that man in his very being unites spirit and nature. Man is a 
finite as well as infinite being. He has an inner power in him which 
enables him to realize his unity with the mankind as a whole. In short, 
Tagore conceives the inner power as the divinity latent in man, i.e. 
universal man. In this sense the finite-infinite man is the individual 

universal man according to Tagore. He contends that even though each 
and every individual has his own peculiar type of character, but he also 
has a nature which he shares with all, i.e., the universality in him. 
Thus, Tagore emphasises universal character of man and thereby 
advocates salvation through humanistic religion. Rabindranath Tagore 
has preached for the exaltation of the spirit/ soul of man. It is possible 
for man to realise the supreme personality via ‘ahimsa’4 during his life 
time according to Tagore.Tagore claims that the whole universe is 
human universe as man is closely related with the universe. In his own 
language, “The entire universe is linked up with us..., it is human 
universe.”5 Thus, Tagore emphasises the man-world relationship.He 

says, “...........he is to be born from Nature’s womb to the word of spirit, 
- the world where he has his freedom of creation; .........where his 
creation and God’s creation are to become one in harmony.”6Here it is 
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true to say that man’s unending love for life means his eagerness to 
keep contact with the world. However, either ridiculously or ignorantly  
man tries to prove his superiority or mastery over nature and thereby 
keeping himself separate from the nature or world where we are now. 
He writes, “Man foolishly tries to prove his superiority by imagining his 
radical separateness from what he calls his physical world, which, in his 
blind fanaticism, he sometimes goes to extent of ignoring altogether, 
holding it as his direct enemy. Yet the more his knowledge progresses, 
the more it becomes difficult for man to establish this separateness, and 

all the imaginary boundaries he had set up around himself vanish one 
after another.”7For Tagore the mind of universal man is the ultimate 
ground of the reality of the world. That is why in his thought there is a 
very great emphasis on oneness of man and the world. According to 
Tagore the perception of this unity is intellectual and brings joy at the 
final and perfect state. 

Tagore feels that moral life inspires man to elevate himself from 
the world of nature to the world of humanity. “A human infant”, 
Tagore writes, “is born into material universe and into the universe of 
man at the same time. This latter is a world of ideas and institutions, of 
stored knowledge and trained habits. It has been built by strenuous 
endeavours of ages, by martyrdoms of heroic men...... It has its good 
and evil elements, - the inequalities of its surface and its temperature 
making the flow of life full of surprises. This is the world of man’s 

second birth, the extra-natural world, where the dualism of the animal 
life and the moral makes us conscious of our personality as man.”8In 
Tagore’s view it is evil which prevents man from having perfect contact 
with the moral world. According to Tagore, morallaw is the law of 
humanity, not otherwise. Accordingly, human world is a world of 
morality. He says, “Man’s world is a moral world, not because we 
blindly agree to believe it, but because it is so in truth which would be 
dangerous for us to ignore.”9 Thus, Tagore’s moral philosophy begins 
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with the idea that the moral or ethical law is universal and inseparable 
from the very nature of human beings. 

Here it is important to note that Tagore deviates from ascetic 
ideal of life for the development of human personality. No way has 
Tagore favoured asceticism. Thus, he highly disgusted asceticism. For 
him man has to realise his kinship with each and everything, he has to 
cultivate a universal or common feeling of love. In the opinion of 
Tagore this is possible. He says, “Deliverance is not for me in 
renunciation. I feel the embrace of freedom in a thousandbonds of 

delight........... No, I will never shut the doors of my senses. The delights 
of sight and hearing and touch will bear thy delight.”10 Tagore is more 
explicit about this as he says, “No my friends, I shall never be an 
ascetic, whatever you may say..........no friends, I shall never leave my 
heart and home and retire into the forest solitude....if its silence is not 
deepened by soft whispers. I shall never be an ascetic.”11This makes the 
sense to say that Tagore not only deviates from asceticism, but also a 
strong disbeliever of asceticism. 

According to Tagore, true religion preaches freedom and 
consists in man’s capacity of self-transcendence. In the same vein of 
philosophy, Tagore defines religion is to realise ‘man’s unity with the 
Divine’. Perhaps, this is the reason why R. N. Tagore calls his religion 
is ‘The Religion of Man’. Again, it can be described as universal religion 
as it throws its gate opens to each and every individual.  Thus, in 

Tagore’s sense there is only one religion, i.e., ‘the religion of man’. No 
doubt, Tagore considers the term religion in a wider sense, not a 
narrow sense as there is no boundary line in his religion. Whatever 
your cast or creed may be, if you wish, you can enter into the domain of 
Tagore’s universal religion. His idea of ‘universal religion’ or ‘the 
religion of man’ based on four basic elements, such as,love, sacrifice, 
sincerity and innocence. How could anyone think about religion unless 
there is innocent love? Love is the key concept or essence of religion 
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according to Tagore. Since love bind us together. As a result love makes 
harmony in men and eventually leads humanistic religion. Where there 
is love there is unity, peace and God too.Since realisation of unity is the 
realisation of Divinity. This state is what liberation. For Tagore 
Realisation of the universal within individual is the ultimate human 
destiny. Thus, Tagore’s humanistic attitude pervades all aspects of 
thought and ideas and so his philosophy complete with his humanistic 
beliefs to a great extent.  

Accordingly, in his thought Tagore humanises nature, objects 

and God as we have already mentioned above. In his Religion of Man, 
Tagore adds, “The idea of the humanity of our God, or the Divinity of 
man, the Eternal, is the main subject of this book.”12 That is to say that 
Tagore equates man, nature and God. As a matter of fact Tagore’s 
humanism is just the application of the belief that feeling anything as 
human. It is the source of joy.   Human mind reveals the meaning and 
significance of things according to Tagore. Therefore, R. N. Tagore’s 
idealism is humanistic entirely. Tagore remarks, “It is almost a truism 
to say that the world is what we perceive it to be. We imagine that our 
mind is a mirror that it is, more or less, accurately reflecting that what 
is happening outside us.”13 What is noteworthy here is that Tagore 
speaks of human. Tagore claims that the external world is a cradle for 

human spirit, not otherwise. Here it is also striking to note that in 
Tagore’s thought the ideas such as life, rhythm, beauty, harmony, 
order, love, delight, music and so on are important for human concepts. 
These very ideas are human concepts as they become meaningful iff 
they are related to human value. Alternatively, they are meaningless 
when they are not related to human values.In fact, the analogies uses 
by Tagore explain nature is related to man’s disposition and urges and 
feelings. Tagore writes, “O, listen to the secrets of the world, I know 
that lily is pale for moon’s love. The lotus draws her veil aside before 
the morning sun and the reason is simple.”14Or again in the same series 
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of verse he says, “The world to you is like an old woman’s chant at her 
spinning wheel – unmeaning rhymes crowded with random images.”15 
Thus, in a nutshell, it can be said that Tagore stresses human with the 
heart full of feelings and interest. In the history of humanistic 
philosophy of education Tagore makes truth live in the form of beauty 
and finally establishes a personal bond between man and objects. This 
is all about his humanistic conviction. Tagore himself says, “I have 
great faith in humanity. Like the sun it can be clouded, but never 
extinguished.... We are waiting for the time when the spirit of age will 

be incarnated in a complete human truth and the meeting of men will 
be translatable into the unity of man.”16 

On the basis of the above prolong discussion we can say that the 
ultimate truth in man is in his illumination of mind which is free from 
colourful politics, colourful thinking, i.e., caste, creeds, races and so on. 
Therefore, Tagore inclines to say that there is only one religion. This is 
humanistic religion according to Tagore. In the eye of Tagore’s 
humanistic religion or humanism all men are equal either he or she is a 
Christian or Islam or Hindu. Thus, Tagore conceives prejudices free, 
dogma free religion. We should follow Tagore’s humanistic religion as 
in this religion man finds full freedom for his self expression. Even 
humanistic religion of Tagore not only uniting man, but it also uniting 
East as well as West and thereby makes the greater world of humanity. 
Instead of ego-centric attitude on the part of man, Tagore seeks 

harmony between the individual and the society as a whole. This is 
where the relevance of Tagore’s humanism. The insight of Tagore’s 
philosophy is humanism as he pleads for international brotherhood 
than national brotherhood. His love for humanity is profound. Thus, 
Tagore conceives a human world free from inequalities, political 
nuisance, religious conflict, terror or violence and other endless evil 
activities. In this sense his philosophy of humanism is a sky-high theory 
as he holds that the liberated soul is to work for the well-being of the 
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rest of humanity. His idea of humanity is not limited, it is infinite. Man 
becomes perfect when his finite self is harmonised with the infinite 
according to Tagore. Thus, humanism is the common law which unites 
mankind entirely.  
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6Sen, N. B. ed. 1961.Wit and Wisdom of Rabindranath Tagore, New Book Society of 
India, New Delhi, p. 39. 
7Tagore, R. N. 1964. Sadhana, Macmillan and Co., Ltd, St. Martin’s Street, London, p. 
112. 
8Tagore, R. N. 1959. Personality, Macmillan and Co., Ltd, St. Martin’s Street, London, 
Indian edition,  pp. 80-81. 
9Tagore, R. N. 1950. Nationalism,Macmillan and Co., Ltd, St. Martin’s Street, London, 
p. 32. 
10Tagore, R. N. 1924. Gitanjali, Macmillan and Co., London, Indian Edition, p. 77. 
11Tagore, R. N. 1919. The Gardener, Macmillan and Co., London, Indian Edition, p. 43. 
12Tagore, R. N. 1964. Sadhana, op cit., p. 149. 
13Tagore, R. N. 1959. Personality, op cit., p. 47. 
14Tagore, R. N. 1927. Lover’s gift and Crossing, Macmillan and Co., London, Indian 
Edition, p. 17. 
15Ibid. p. 24. 
16Soars, A. ed. n. d. Lectures and Address of Rabindranath Tagore, n. p. p. 146.  
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1. Introduction: 

               Reduction of stratospheric ozone and enhancement in the 
ground reaching solar UV-B radiation in the biological band (280-320 
nm) has gained wide importance due to its adverse impact on the 
human beings, animals and plants. In the late 70’s it has been reported 
that a reduction of stratospheric ozone by 1% would lead to 2% increase 

in UV-B radiation (Cutchis, 1974). This may vary depending on specific 
wavelength, season and solar zenith angle of the sun (Bias et. al 1994). 
The effect of increased exposure to UV-B radiation by a human body 
depends on the physical properties of this radiation. The UV-B 
radiation does not penetrate far into the body as it is absorbed in the 
superficial tissue layers of 0.1 mm depth (Longstreth et al., 1998).  
However it affects skin and eyes. It causes effects like erythema, 
sunburn and tanning which is due to 0.5 % of the incident radiation. 
The dependence of these effects on wavelength is given by Everett et 
al.(1966). It also has effect on the immune system, aging of the skin, 
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eyes and cause skin cancer. Previous studies indicate that these effects 
do not increase with an increase of incoming UV-B radiation. It is 
estimated that the number of excess skin cancers (1980 to 2100) due to 
this radiation increases from 100 to 500 million per year (Longstreth. et 
al., 1998).In addition to these effects of UV-B radiation on human 
society, it also shows significant influence on animals, agriculture, 
forest, plants and crops (Caldwell et al., 1998). Middleton et al., (2001) 
reported that amphibian declines occur due to the increase in UV-B 
exposure. It is reported that the physiological and developmental 
processes of plants are affected by UV-B radiation. Since the first 

reports of stratospheric ozone reduction over 20 years ago (Johnston 
1971), effects of UV-B radiation on higher plants have been the subject 
of considerable research. Enhanced UV-B radiation can have many 
direct and indirect effects on plants including inhibition of 
photosynthesis, DNA damage, changes in morphology, phenology and 
biomass accumulation. UV-B radiation can alter both the time of 
flowering   as well as the number of flowers in certain species. (Caldwell 
et al., 1998).  In addition to these effects, UV-B radiation has its 
influence on air quality (Tang et al., 1998), materials (Andrady et al., 
1998) and also on biogeochemical cycles (Zepp et al., 1998). To assess 
the significant changes in the incoming biological ultraviolet radiation 
with ozone depletion the values of RAF (Radiation Amplification 
Factor) are calculated for various effects like Erythema, DNAand  Skin 
Cancer etc.  It is a known fact that the increase in UV-B radiation 
strongly depends on wavelength( in addition to its dependence on solar 

zenith angle, ozone etc)  and to assess a particular biological effect an 
action spectrum that gives the sensitivity of  wavelength dependent UV  
change is to be considered.( Madronich et al., 2003).  Even instruments 
like UV-B meters are developed which can measure some of the 
biological effects with high sensitivity (MarynMoris and Daniel Berger 
1993. The variation of biologically effective UV-B radiation with respect 
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to ozone is given by RAF which is defined as the percentage increase in 
the incoming biological UV–B radiation for a given species that would 
result from a 1 % decrease in the amount of total  

Columnar ozone.(Madronich et al., 1998).  RAF values indicate the 
sensitivity of a particular biological effect to the corresponding change 
in ozone.  Madronich et al., 1998  reported the values of   RAF’s for 
different biological effects with the help of different action spectra. 
They also studied the trends in biologically active radiation (Erythema) 
by using the action spectrum suggested by McKinlay and Diffey and 
TOMS ozone data (1978-1992) for various latitudes and reported that 

for latitudes lying between 10 to 20 degrees North where the current 
station Visakhapatnam (17.7 0 North) lies have zero % change per 
decade and for latitudes lying between 20 to 30 degrees North it is 
having 1 % change per decade. 

             Regular measurements of the ground reaching solar UV-B 
radiation were started in India during the Indian Middle Atmosphere 
Program (IMAP) long back at different locations and this paper reports 
the variation of columnarozone at Visakhapatnam for the years 2005-
2013 along with its impact of UV-B radiation for these years. The 
columnar ozone values for the years 2004 to 2006 are obtained from 
TOMS aboard Nimbus 7 and for the years 2007 to 2013 are obtained 
from OMI for this stationfrom the website 
http://www.jwocky.gfc.nasa.com/.  

2. Modelling of Data( Regression analysis) : 

An attempt was made to develop a simple regression model for 
Visakhapatnam station in terms of incoming UV-B radiation, solar 
zenith angle and columnar ozone by Krishna Prasad and Niranjan 

,2005. In this model the incoming UV-B radiation (U) is expressed as a 
function of total columnar ozone (O) and the solar zenith angle (µ).  
The functional relationship between the three is given by      
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lnU = a + RAF ln(O) + C (µ)  …………..(1) 

Where a is the regression constant, RAF and c are the regression 
coefficients. 

Further RAF is known as Radiation Amplification Factor which 
expresses the dependence of UV-B radiation on total columnar ozone 
and is given by  

RAF = -   
 O

U
lnd
lnd ……………… (2)  

can also be expressed as   RAF  =  -  

















O
d
U

dU

O
………………..(3) which 

gives the relative change in incoming UV-B radiation corresponding to 
the relative change in ozone   

3.Results and Discussion: 

3.1Diurnal and Seasonal variations of ozone at 
Visakhapatnam: 

 Ozone is one of the main atmospheric components which depend 
on many factors like day, season, solar zenith angle, latitude etc. Ozone 
data for the years 2009 -2011 was used to study its diurnal variation in 
terms of year and season.(Figure 3.1.A).   The graph indicates diurnal 
variation for the years 2009-2011 starting from January to December. 
From the graphs it is observed that the ozone is increasing from 
January and consequently decreasing by the end of December. The 
same trend is observed for all the four years. Also the maximum value 
of ozone is lying between 280 to 290 Dobson Units for year 2009 and 
2010 where as the maximum value in 2011 is above 290 Dobson Units. 
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 Figures 3.1.B, 3.1.C, 3.1.D indicate the seasonal variation of 
ozone for the years 2009-2011. The graphs indicate low values of ozone 
recorded during winter season varying between220-270 Dobson Units 
and highest during summer varying between 230-290 Dobson Units 
and the ozone is lying between these two seasons for monsoon varying 
between 250-280 Dobson Units. It is also observed that summer and 
monsoon ozone values are almost same for this coastal urban station 
Visakhapatnam.  

 

Fig. 3.1.A. Diurnal Variation of ozone on monthly basis(2009–2011) 

Fig. 3.1.B. Seasonal Variation of ozone for winter (2009 – 2011) 
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Fig. 3.1.C Seasonal Variation of Ozone forsummer(2009 – 2011) 

Fig.3.1.D Seasonal variation of Ozone formonsoon (2009-2011) 
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3.2. Long term variation of estimated UV-B radiation: 

Figures 3.2.1represent the long term variation of the incoming 
UV-B radiation for three different solar zenith angles 300, 400,500  for 
wavelength 310 nm . In this case 310 nm was considered as the 
biological effect is maximum for radiation near to this wavelength.  
With a view to monitor the long term variation of UV-B radiation the 
columnar ozone values for the period 2005 to 2013 are incorporated in 
the developed model to estimate the ground reaching UV-B radiation. 
The figure show the 15 point running mean of the estimated incoming 
UV-B radiation for Visakhapatnam station along with the columnar 
ozone with standard deviation. 15 point running mean is taken to 
remove the seasonal trends in the data. The mean value of total 

columnar ozone is found to be approximately 262 Dobson Units for the 
whole period. This mean value is less than the mean value of ozone for 
the period 1978-1993 which is approximately 270 Dobson Units.  Also 
the plot does not indicate any significant increase or decrease in the 
incoming UV-B radiation for this station. This insignificant change in 
ozone may lead to analytical relations between incoming UV-B 
radiation, solar zenith angle and other atmospheric parameters whose 
values may reflect less variation than expected.   
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Fig.3.2.1: Long term variation of estimated UV-B radiation (310 nm) 
for three different solar zenith angles as a function of columnar ozone 
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4. Conclusions: 

The present paper reports some of the ozone measurements 
made by satellite exclusively for Visakhapatnam during the period 2005 
to 2013. With the help of these measurements diurnal variation and 
seasonal variation of stratospheric ozone over this station for the period 
2009-2011 is reported. Also these measurements are used to estimate 
the incoming solar UV-B radiation with the help of regression model 
developed for this station. An attempt was made to analyze the long 
term variation of estimated UV-B radiation and its dependence on 
columnar ozone as a function of solar zenith angle for 310 nm 
wavelength. These results may be helpful to further use the data in 
calculating various biological effects of UV-B radiation at this coastal 

urban station Visakhapatnam. 
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Why Linguistic Analysis? 

Keeping in mind that the main tasks of Philosophy is to find out 
the actual nature of Reality, the Western philosophers usually be 
divided themselves into two separate camps. The philosophy of one 
camp is based by the mathematicians since the time of Pythagoras. 
Plato, Thomas Aquinas, Spinoza, Leibniz, Kant, Russell, Gottlob Frege 
etc. are the followers of this site. They believed that as mathematical 
knowledge is the best form of knowledge to understand the real nature 
of reality, only this model should be adopted and be relevant. But the 
other camp, cleaves to the view that empirical science would be the only 
model of rising to the reality and we have no other way but to accept 

this model. Democritus, Aristotle, and the modern empiricists from 
Locke onwards, belong to this party. 

In the voyage towards Reality both the parties have made an 
important landmark on the analysis especially on the analysis of 
language which has been marked as a linguistic turn to philosophy by 
some Western thinkers. It will not however be correct to say that all of 
them agree as to the particular way in which philosophy should deal 
with language. All that can be said is that working under this principle 
“Whatever is worth saying can be said clearly and 
precisely”(Wittgenstein) they want to bring about the greatest possible 
amount of clarity and precision in our use of language, showing thereby 
that most of the disputes raised by the traditional philosophy are due to 
the abuse of language. Since many of this philosophers attach great 
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importance to ‘analysis’ as a means towards achieving their end their 

fundamental view-point can be characterized by saying that they 
identify philosophy with linguistic analysis.  

If we bestow a close examine regarding the linguistic turn on 

Indian Philosophy, it is found that the Indian philosophers developed 
the idea to talk about philosophical thoughts in to formal language long 
back ago in a very refined way. This paper will be a focus on some main 
points how linguistic analysis has been developed in Indian Philosophy. 

“Formal logic (Nyāya-śastra) developed in India, as in Greece, 
from the methodology of discussion. Such a methodology was already 
systematically constructed in the second century B.C. The first ideas 
which can be said to be formal-logical occur indeed as early as the 
Vaisesika-sutra (first century A.D.), but the history of Indian formal 
logic properly begins with the Nyāya-sutra (edited in the second century 

A.D.).This ‘logical’ sutra (so characterized by its very name) was the 
foundation of Indian logical thought.”1 Indian philosophers have paid 
very much importance in language in the following points: 

i) They have thought that the philosophical insight may be drawn 
from the Sanskrit Grammarians and there is a very close 
relationship between grammar and logic. 

ii) All most all schools of Indian philosophy uphold testimony or śabda 
as a separate means of perfect knowledge or pramaṇa. 

iii) There is one eternal principle of Sound (Logos) without origin and 
end, which is modified into objects. The world is a modification of 

Sabdabrahma. 

Navya-nyāya in India is concerned with what we may call the 
problems of ‘logical grammar.’ The task of this logical grammar is to 

                                                             
1 History of formal logic I.M.Bochenski p417 
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classify the significant parts of sentences and to discover rules which 

determine the notion of a ‘meaningful sentence.’ śabdaśaktiprakāśikā of 
Jagadῐśa, a sixteenth century’s grammarian philosopher, is a book 
dealing with ‘logical grammar’ in this sense. There may be some 
obvious limitations in using ‘logical grammar’ as a method of 
philosophy. But Indian Philosophers realizes long back ago that if we 
want to get a perfect knowledge of reality we should have inculcate 
philosophical reasoning in a logical language instead of ordinary 
language. Although the foundation of Sanskrit language grammar is 
based on logic we cannot conclude it as a logical grammar which is 
admitted by the philosophers because there is a fundamental difference 
between these two. For example: “A significant sentence is, according 

to Nyāya, a cluster of syntactically connected words that have a 
combined meaning of which a part must be an inflectional meaning. 
Thus, even an expression like ‘ghaṭam’ is considered to be a sentence 
(vakya) because it may generate cognition of its meaning with the help 
of an inflectional meaning. But the stem ‘ghata’ is a word because it 
cannot generate cognition of its meaning without being in collaboration 

with some inflection like’-am’ (the accusative). Although the meaning 
of a sentence like ‘ghaṭam’ is not linguistically complete, it can be said, 
from Nyaya point of view, to be logically complete. Logically, a 
propositional cognition needs only a qualifier to qualify a qualificand. 
The said sentence, even when it is unaided by other words, may 
generate a cognition of the form 'karmata ͘m ghaṭῐyam’(the accusative 
function belongs to the pot).”2 

Testimony or śabda as a means of perfect knowledge: 

 It has been unanimously accepted by the Nyāya philosophers that 
word (śabda) or language is another means through which we obtain 

                                                             
2 Logic, Language and Reality B.K.Motilal p 394 
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knowledge of reality. It is different from both perception and inference, 

according to Nyāya. It is called śabdobodha. We may call it the 
‘linguistic’ or ‘verbal’ way of knowing. What we know from linguistic 
utterances must be, in some sense, connected with what is meant by 
such utterances. Linguistic utterances can be regarded as knowledge if 
only if it is instructed by a trust-worthy person. Trustworthy (āpta) 
persons are those who perceive objects as they exist in their real 
nature, and communicate their right knowledge to others for their 
benefit out of compassion of them. The knowledge of a sentence, 
uttered by a trustworthy person is testimony, and the knowledge of 
acceptability, avoidability, or neutral character of an object is the 
result.  

Conditions of a sentence: 

A sentence is a combination of words which fulfill four conditions 

for conveying a meaning. These four conditions (ākānkṣā  yogyatā 
sannidhi and tatparya) 3 are: 

1) Expectancy or ākānkṣā: A sentence consists of words which imply 
one another. Mutual implication is called expectancy or ākānkṣā. A 
word by itself cannot convey a complete meaning of a sentence 
unless it is related to other words. The word ‘bring’ does not make 
full sense. It produces expectancy in the mind for some other word 
or words. Thus the sentence ‘bring a horse’ makes full sense. 

2) Compatibility or yogyatā: Mutual fitness of a word is another 
condition of the intelligibility of a sentence. For example: the 

sentence ‘quench your thrust with water’ is a sentence where as 
‘quench your thrust with fire’ is not because the first conveys a 

                                                             
3 Tarkasamgraha Dipika on Tarka Samgraha By Annambhatta, Translated 
and Elucidiated by Gopinath Bhattacharya 
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meaning. The component words of the first have mutual 

compatibility but the component word of the second is mutually 
incompatible. 

3) Proximity or sannidhi: The words constituting a sentence should be 
uttered in close succession without a long interval between one and 
another. If the word ‘bring’, ‘a’, and ‘horse’ are uttered at a long 
time intervals, they do not convey any meaning. 

4) Intension or tatparya: The comprehension of the meaning of a 
sentence depends upon the knowledge of the intension of the 
speaker. The sentence ‘saindhavam ānaya’ means bring a horse’ 

when the speaker gets ready for starting a journey. It means ‘bring 
salt’ when the speaker is taking his meal. 

The debate between Anvitābhidhāna and Abhihitānvaya:- 

There are two main theories of the import of a sentence, viz., 
Anvitābhidhāna and Abhihitānvaya. Prabhākara advocates the doctrine 
of Anvitābhidhāna according to which the words denote a unitary 
meaning of a sentence enjoining an action, which is different from their 
separate meanings. The Nyāya advocates the doctrine of Abhihitānvaya 
according to which the words denotes the separate meanings, which 

being related to one another by their mutual expectancy, proximity and 
compatibility produce the knowledge of their interrelation; the separate 
meanings of words produce the connected meaning of a sentence. The 
meanings of words are learnt from the usage of elders. The knowledge 
of their meaning is a precondition of the knowledge of the connected 
meaning of a sentence. Different words denote a substance, a quality, 
an action, and a genus. When they are combined one another, they 
produce the knowledge of the meaning of the sentence, which is their 
conjoined effect. 

According to the doctrine of Anvitābhidhāna the meanings of words 
as related to one another in a sentence are denoted by them. They 
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cannot constitute a sentence, if they do not denote its unitary meaning. 

The meanings of words are not learnt from the usage of the elders. But 
those of sentences are learnt from the usage of the elders. Jayanta 
refutes this doctrine. First, if the entire meaning of the same word 
occurring many times in different sentences has to be learnt from their 
usage, then the meaning of the same word occurring many times in 
different sentences has to be learnt afresh every time, which is 
impossible. Secondly, if the first word denotes the unitary meaning of a 
sentence then its subsequent words become useless. Thirdly, if the 
proximity of the second word is an auxiliary cause by denoting its 
meaning, then there is synthesis (anvaya) of the meaning denoted 
(abhihita) by the constituent words of a sentence. This amounts to the 

doctrine of Abhihitānvaya.  

Controversy regarding the denotation of words: 
individual/genus/particular form? 

The Nyāya holds that a word denotes an individual bearing a genus 
and with a particular form or configuration. The word ‘cow’ denotes an 
individual cow bearing the genus ‘cow-ness’ (gotva) and with a 
particular configuration or arrangement of parts, e.g., a hunch, horns 
and a dewlap. Some maintain that a word denotes an individual 
(vyakti). ‘A cow exists or sits.’ An individual cow only exists or sits. The 

genus ‘cowness’ is incorporeal and motionless. The individual cows are 
corporeal and moving. A group of cows’ means a group of individual 
cows, because genus ‘cowness’ is one. ‘He is giving a cow to a 
Brahmana’. An individual cow is given or received, since ‘cowness’ is 
incorporeal and so incapable of being given or received. 

But Mandana Miśra regards the genus as the primary meaning of a 
word, but an individual bearing the genus as its secondary meaning. 
The genus ‘cowness’ is neither born nor destroyed, since it is eternal. 
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Controversy between the Mimamsa and the Nyāya 

regarding the relation between words and objects: 

There is controversy between the Mimamsa and the Nyāya as to the 

relation between words and objects. There is a natural eternal relation, 
according to the former, between them; words have natural power 
(śakti) of defining objects. But the relation between them, according to 
the latter, depends upon convention created by God. The Mimamsaka 
argues that the relation between them does not depends upon volitions. 
It is neither conjunction nor inherence nor any other relation based on 
thereon.  

Sabdika Philosophy:- 

Indian philosophers not only hold that sabdobodha as a separate 

means of getting pramana or perfect knowledge, but also according to 
some Indian philosophers Sabdabrahman 4 (Logos) is the ultimate 
reality. Bhartrhari (600-650 A.D.) is the founder of this Sabdika 
Philosophy. They believe that there is one eternal principle of Sound 
which is the Supreme Brahman (Para Brahman). It is manifested as 
knowing souls, known objects and experience. It is modified into the 

world of objects with the aid of time. Identity in Sabdabrahman is real, 
and plurality in it is imaginary. It creates the root sound Aum, which is 
modified into the manifold world. There is no cognition devoid of 
words, and there is no word devoid of cognitions. Words are non-
different from the objects denoted by them. Natural sounds, modifies 
sounds or words, cognitions and objects are modifications of the eternal 
Logos (Sabdabrahman) or Sphota, which is self luminous. Distinctions 
of subject and objects, cognitions, names and objects, are attributed to 
Sabdabrahman which is differentiated by Avidya. The Logos 

                                                             
4 Bhartṛhari, Vakyapadῐya (ed. K.V. Abhyankar and V.P.Limaye), Poona, 
1965. 
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(Sabdatattva) is the infinite Self devoid of avidya. It appears as a finite 

self (jiva) subject to avidya. The union (sajujya) of the finite self with 
the infinite self is release. 
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Introduction 

Track and field is mostly a sprint sport. All things being equal, 
speed usually wins the race. The pure sprint events include the 100 
meters, 200 meters, 400 meters, and the 4x100 and 4x400 relays. Sprint 
speed is also a crucial component of the hurdles, horizontal jumps, pole 
vault, and middle distances (John et al, 2008).Several studies have been 
revealed that, Sprinting is a difficult combination of aggression, 
relaxation, technique and efficiency. Especially, the 100 meters is 
sometimes labeled as the easiest, most complicated event in sport. For 
many physiological components contribute to faster running, many 
training targets demand attention, including: Strength and power, 
dynamic mobility, neuromuscular coordination, event specific skill and 
energy system fitness (John et al, 2008). 

A considerable amount of literature has been defined physical 

fitness in various ways (Manson, Nathan, Kolwezi, Stampfer, Willet 
&Hennkens, 1992). For purposes here, it is “a set of attributes that 
people have or acquire that relates to their ability to perform physical 
activity” (Paffenbarger, Hyde, Wing, Lee, Jung & Kampert, 1993). 
Being physically fit has been defined as “the ability to carry out daily 
tasks with vigor and alertness, without undue fatigue and with ample 
energy to enjoy leisure-time pursuits and to meet unforeseen 
emergencies” (Ibid, 1993). This definition aptly describes what should 
be achieved from a program that promotes physical fitness. To date, 
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there has been little agreement on characteristics such as vigor, fatigue, 
alertness, and enjoyment is  not easily measured, and other measurable 
components of fitness can be used to assess a person's health or 
performance status on several different attributes. 

The issue of flexibility has been recently grown in its 

importance. Hamstring injuries are a major problem in sports. There is 
especially a high prevalence in athletes who participate in sports that 
require sprinting, jumping or kicking such as football, rugby, athletics 
and basketball (Kujala, Orava &  Järvinen, 1997). ). Flexibility is a 
difficult component to measure accurately and reliably because it is 
specific to the joint being tested; no one measure provides a satisfactory 
index of an individual's overall flexibility. Field testing of flexibility 
frequently has been limited to the sit-and-reach test, which is 
considered a measure of lower back and hamstring flexibility (Cooper, 
1968). Sprinting and hamstring injuries are synonymous with each 
other. Despite the high incidence of this injury and countless amounts 
of research the exact cause of hamstring strains is still debated by 
sports medicine practitioners. The reason hamstrings injuries occur 
cannot be attributed to any single cause; hamstring injuries are more 

likely to be caused through a multifactorial group of risk factors. 

A theoretical issue of agility has been dominated sprinting event 
for many years. Agility is usually measured by tests that require rapid 
change in body position or changes in direction while walking or 
running (Lehmann, Boswell & Price, 1990). Agility has been reported 
to be influenced by explosive strength, balance, muscle coordination 
and flexibility (Young & Farrow, 1979). Agility deals with the changes 
in direction and the ability to effectively couple eccentric and concentric 
actions in ballistic movements. The cognitive components involved in 
tasks that have traditionally been described as agility (athletics, 
sprinting start, shot-put zigzag runs) differ greatly from tasks that 
contain significant uncertainty of time or space. 
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In any sprinting event, sprinting speed is the most important 

factor for predicting success. Even among 400m runners, it is usually 
the fastest 400m sprinter who wins (other factors being equal). 
Sprinting, or absolute speed, can be trained through repetitions of 
short distances (30-100m), done at or near full speed, in a relaxed 

manner. 

Numerous research in this area revealed that speed, power, 
agility, muscular endurance and flexibility is the most determining 
factors to sprinting. Over the half century, Ethiopian sports were 
dominated by the middle and long distance running and football across 
the globe. Recent developments in the field of athletics have led to a 
renewed interest of sprinting sport in Ethiopia. Therefore, systematic 
investigation has been considered to explore selected physical fitness 
profile of Ethiopian athletic training centers. 

Methodology 

Research design 

The research design of this study was cross sectional study 
design. This design has a number of advantages, such as, collecting data 
at once, time saving and minimizing energy cost. 

 Data collection 

To analysis this research it took a week to study, at first, word 
to word advertisement done in their meeting hall shown good response 
and voluntaries (boys and girls) are responding. For first two days the 
procedure was explained individually in the local language 
(Tigrinia/Amaharic) by the help of local staff. The volunteers were 

requested to sign on concern form and given an assurance to be taken 
care if they were injured during the procedure. 

The criteria for selecting the subjects were as follows: age 16-25 
years, and he or she was ruled out of any kind of 
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orthopedic/neurological related problems or any injuries within past 4 
months, or any kind of congenital deformities, with a help of 
Physiotherapist and followed by physicians. Finally an end of the 3rd 
day, we have collected 47 sprinters from five training centers.  With an 
instruction to wear half sleeve loose T-shirts and shorts. The subjects 

were selected using non-randomized available sampling technique. 

Instructions 

On the 3rd day of study, we again instructed the students about 
their dress wearing and asked them to do standardized warm-up 
exercises, for 5 minutes prior to the 15 min before the test, and advised 
them, not to involve and vigorous activity or exercises for past 48 hrs 
and take normal diet and fluid. 

Speed measure (50 Meter Dash) 

Sprint or speed tests can be performed over varying distances, 
depending on the factors being tested and the relevance to the sport. 
The 50 Meter Sprint is part of the International Physical Fitness Test, 
and their protocol is listed here. 

Figure 1. Debrebrhan sprinters performed a 50m dash 

 

o Purpose: The aim of this test is to determine acceleration and 

speed. 
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o Equipment required: measuring tape or marked track, 

stopwatch, cone markers, flat and clear surface of at least 70 
meters.  

o Procedure: The test involves running a single maximum sprint 

over 50 meters, with the time recorded. A thorough warm up 
should be given, including some practice starts and 
accelerations. Start from a stationary standing position (hands 
cannot touch the ground), with one foot in front of the other. 
The front foot must be behind the starting line. Once the subject 

is ready and motionless, the starter gives the instructions "set" 
then "go.". The tester should provide hints for maximizing speed 
(such as keeping low, driving hard with the arms and legs) and 
the participant should be encouraged to not slow down before 
crossing the finish line. 

Muscular endurance measure (Wall Sit Test) 

This is a simple test of lower body muscular strength and endurance. 

Figure 2. Hagereselam sprinters performed a wall sit test 

 

o Purpose: to measure the strength endurance of the lower body, 

particularly the quadriceps muscle group. 

o Equipment required: smooth wall and a stopwatch 
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o Procedure: Stand comfortably with feet approximately 

shoulder width apart, with your back against a smooth vertical 
wall. Slowly slide your back down the wall to assume a position 
with both your knees and hips at a 90° angle.  

o Scoring: the total time in seconds that the position was held for 

both legs is recorded.  

Flexibility measure (Sit & reach flexibility at home)  

This simple test is designed to measure the flexibility of your 
hamstrings and lower back. The sit and reach test has long been used 
as a test to represent a person's flexibility, though actual flexibility may 
differ around the body. 

Equipment 

o Ruler, step (optional, you could make your own sit and reach 

box if keen too) 

Procedure 

If you have completed the home tests in order, you will be well 
warmed up by the time you are up to the sit and reach test. Otherwise, 
go for a jog and do some stretching. Remove your shoes and sit on a flat 
surface, legs extended in front of the body, toes pointing up and feet 
slightly apart, with the soles of the feet against the base of the step (if 
there is no step, just any flat surface will do). Place the ruler on the 
ground between your legs or on the top of the step. Place one hand on 
top of the other, then reach slowly forward. At the point of your 
greatest reach, hold for a couple of seconds, and measure how far you 
have reached. If you have trouble straightening your legs, get a friend 
to help by holding the knees down flush with the ground.  
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Figure 3. Hagereselam sprinters performed sit and reach 

flexibility at home 

 

 

Mark or take note of your best score, take a measure in cm or 

inches beyond the base of your foot, or you did not reach your toes, 
measure how far before the feet you were (a negative measurement 
score). 

Power measure (Standing long jump test) 

The objective of this test is to monitor the development 
of the athlete's elastic leg strength. 

Required 
resources 

To undertake this test you 
will require: 

•Log jump pit 

•30metretape
measure 

•Assistant. 
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How to conduct the 
test 

The athlete places their feet over the edge of the sand-pit or 
aground. The athlete crouches, leans forward, swings their arms 
backwards, the jumps horizontally as far as possible, jumping with 

both feet into the sand-pit or aground. The coach should measure 
from the edge of the sand-pit to the nearest point of contact. The 
start of the jump must be from a static position. 

Figure 4. Hagereselam sprinters performed standing long jump 
test 

 

Analysis 

Analysis of the result is by comparing it with the result so 
previous tests. It is expected that, with appropriate training 
between each test, the analysis would indicate an improvement. 

Target group 

This test is suitable for active individuals but not 
for those where the test would be contraindicated. 

Reliability 
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Reliability would depend upon how strict the 

test is conducted and the individual's level of 
motivation to perform the test. 

Validity 

There are published tables to relate results to potential level of 

fitness and the correlation is high. 

Agility measure (4 x 10M Shuttle run) 

Faster of two, attempts to complete a 4 x 10 m shuttle run, as a 
measure of general speed, agility and coordination. 

Equipment/facilities 

· Firm, level, non-slip surface at least 20 m long and 2m wide 

· Two blocks of wood, preferably 10 x 5 x 5 cm or similar sized objects 
(e.g. bean bags) 

· Stopwatch 

· Line-marking tape or chalk 

Figure 5. Maychew sprinters performed 4x10m shuttle run 

 

Description 
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1. Stand with toes just behind the starting line, facing the wooden 
blocks/bags 

2. On command, run across to pick up one block/ bag and return to 
place it behind the starting line; run back to pick up the second 
block/bag and run towards and across the starting line. 

3. Pupils need not place the second block/bag behind the starting line. 

4. The time, to the nearest one-tenth second, is the performance score. 

5. The better of two attempts shall count. 

Specific rules and procedures 

· One teacher tester to test and time only one pupil at a time 

· Pupils are not allowed to throw/drop the first object behind the 
start/finish line 

· Tester is to position himself/herself at the start/finish line 

· Tester stops the timing when the torso of the pupil 
crosses the line 

Data analysis  

The Statistical analysis was performed with the Statistical Package for 
Social Science (SPSS 20.0). Mean, standard deviations and bar chart 
were calculated for each variable. 
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Results 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Standing Long Jump Test

4 x 10M Shuttle run

50 Meter Dash

Wall Sit Test

Sit & reach flexibility at home 

Standing Long Jump 
Test 4 x 10M Shuttle run 50 Meter Dash Wall Sit Test

Sit & reach flexibility 
at home 

Std. Deviation 0.34 0.61 0.66 2.34 7.47

Mean 2 0 6.55 3.51 12.59

Figure 1. sprinter's field test results

 

The results, as seen in figure1, indicates that standing long 
jump test (2±0.34m), 4x10m shuttle run test (10:29±0:61sec), 50m 
dash (6:55± 0:66sec), wall sit the  test(3:51±2:34min) and sit and reach 
flexibility at home (12.59± 7.47cm). 
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The Relationship between Physical Fitness       

       Variables with best Time 

Short Distance 

Variables Male Female Total 

N R Sig N R Si
g 

N R sig 

AGILITY 
(10m 
shuttle run) 

26 .2 .47 19 -
.48* 

 

.02 45 

-.11 .22 

Speed 26 -.44 .01 19 .02 .5 45 .-24 .06 

WALLSIT  26 -.09 .33 19 -.03 .45 45 -.07 .32 

SITREACH  26 -.36* .04 19 .1 .34 45 -.21 .09 

standing 
long jump 

26 .04 .42 19 .05 .42 45 
.05 .36 

ENDURAN
CE1500 

26 .07 .38 19 -.18 .23 45 
-.05 .38 

 The relationship between sprinters performance and their predictors’ 
variable 

*P<0.05 & **P<0.01 

A Pearson correlation was introduced to see the association between 

the selected physical fitness variables with the best time of the athletes. 
The anthropometric and physical Fitness variables in relation with 
sprinters athletic performance is illustrated in above table. As the table 
reveals Physical fitness variable of female sprinters speed 0.2 p=.001; 
agility (-0.48) p=.05, and sit and reach (-0.36) p=.05 are correlated with 
best time.  
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Discussion 

The result of this study suggests, sprinters leg elastic strength 
was excellent. This would appear to be supported by (Brain, 2005), a 16 
year old athletes found to be excellent, if they jump more than 2meter. 
This has become clear when one examines the importance of leg elastic 
strength for sprinters. The present research showed jumping 
performances of athletes have positively affected acceleration and 

agility. Also, the relationship between jump performance and 
acceleration, agility in athlete is very important to produce high force 
and rapid stretch shortening cycle movements and high-speed whole 
body movements (Haci, 2014). There is little evidence to suggest that 
weight or strength training is often required because it is believed to 
improve explosive strength. Research has shown that it does increase 
explosive power in individuals who begin training with average 
strength (Kraemer & Newton, 1994). Similarly, there have been a 
number of studies that have shown that strength training improves 
jumping ability (Adams et al., 1992; Bauer et al., 1990; Clutch et al., 
1983;, Wilson et al., 1993). 

In our context, Sprinters sprinting speed needs an 
improvement. In contrary to the expectations, Olympic game Beijing 
2008 showed that the mean of 100m speed time registered were 

9.69Sec, World championship Berlin 2009 demonstrates 9.58Sec, 
Olympic game London 2012 revealed  9.63Sec and statistics from three 
competition showed their mean 9.63Sec and standard deviation of 
0.06Sec (Mero et al, 2013). It may be the case that  short distance 
running performances (60m-400m) have been correlated with a high 
anaerobic capacity and  maximal velocity of movement  (Brandon, 
1995). 

This study has highlighted the sprinters were having good 
strength endurance of the lower body, mainly, endured quadriceps 
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muscles. Finding in this study is also consistent with the finding 
(Topendsports, 2014), sprinters execute wall sit test for more than 
100second, their quadriceps muscle have more strength endurance. 

This finding, reported that sprinters has good hamstring and 
lower back flexibility. Similarly, other findings suggest, the prolonged 

activity of the hamstrings shows the importance of these muscles for 
running (Chumanov, Heiderscheit, & Thelen, 2011). Correspondingly, 
Strengthening the hamstring muscles eccentrically in an elongated 
range of motion should therefore form an important part of rehab or 
training (Brockett, Morgan & Porske, 2004). 

Conclusion 

This research has investigated a cross sectional study on the selected 
physical fitness profile of Ethiopian athletic training center. The 
finding was unexpected and suggests, promising leg elastic strength 
muscles, hamstring and low back muscles and quadriceps muscles. 
length mean On the other hand Physical fitness variable of female 
sprinters speed; agility, and sit and reach are correlated with best time.  
However, an area of improvement has been found on power and speed 
test. 

Recommendation 

The truth is, speed can be significantly improved through 
training and an awareness of the essential techniques common to the 
fastest sprinters (John et al, 2008). Therefore, bounding, hopping and 

depth jumps from low heights (30cm) can play a role in speeding up 
ground contact times, triggering the appropriate neural pathways and 
recruiting fast twitch muscle fibres (Mero et al, 1998) . 
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Introduction 

Today, the crisis related to environment, maintaining the ecological 
balance and environmental sustainability has become issues for debate 
around the world. Organisations are now more and more interested in 
establishing and implementing policies that will help them to address 
environmental issues and also chase new opportunities. The reasons for 
going green are diverse and some of them are: increasing energy 
consumption and energy prices, rising consumer interest in 
environmentally-friendly goods and services, higher expectations by the 
public on enterprises' environmental responsibilities and emerging 
stricter regulatory and compliance requirements. Further, enterprise 
will increasingly feel the effects of environmental issues that impact 

their competitive landscape in ways not envisaged earlier. Investors are 
more and more investing their money on initiatives that are green or 
that develop and promote green products and services. Government 
agencies, investors and the public are demanding more disclosures from 
organisations regarding their carbon footprint and their environmental 
initiatives and achievements. As a result, organisations with the 
expertise and vision to provide products and services that address 
environmental issues will enjoy a competitive edge. Like any other 
organisations, as consumers of natural resources, banks directly 
interact with the environment. For instance, banks contribute towards 
the carbon emission directly in their day-to-day operations in terms of 
use of paper, electricity, lighting, air conditioning, electronic equipment 
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and other things, although this is moderate as compared to other 
carbon sensitive industries e.g. steel, oil and gas, etc. Banks affect the 
environment indirectly by financing intermediaries who are the major 
source of long term funding to various industries that pollute the 
environment heavily like chemical, fertiliser etc. Hence, there is a need 
for sustainable eco-friendly practices for banking industry 
worldwide.The concept of green banking is catching up in India and 

banks are actively looking for ways to portray themselves as a Green 
Bank. 

01. Objectives and Research Methodology 

The present study has been taken with an overall view to make an 
empirical assessment on the role of public sector banks in India 
towards sustainable eco-friendly green banking; accordingly, the 
reminder of the paper is organised as under. Section three discusses on 
the conceptual issues on green banking. Section four describes various 
tools used for Green Banking. Section five elaboratesvarious 
environment friendly practices adopted under green banking approach 
by various public sector banks in India.Section six is devoted for 
concluding observations.  

The study is basically exploratory in nature and depends exclusively on 
secondary data. Secondary data are collected from various reports on 
green banking in India published by Government of India (GOI), 
Reserve Bank of India (RBI), various commercial bank, World Bank 

and also research studies taken up by the scholars. 

02. Green Banking: Conceptual Issues 

Green Banking means eco-friendly or environment-friendly banking to 
stop environmental degradation to make this planet more eco-
friendly.It refers to the banking business conducted in such vicinity and 
in such a manner that helps the overall reduction of outer carbon 
emission and internal carbon footprint (01). To help the reduction of 
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external carbon emission, banks should finance green technology and 
pollution reducing projects. However, banking is never considered as a 
polluting industry;but the present scale of banking operations have 
considerably increased the carbon footprint of banks due to massive use 
of energy (e.g. lighting, air conditioning, electronic/electrical 
equipments, IT etc.), massive paper wastage, lack of green buildings 
etc. therefore, banks should adopt technology, process and products 

which result in substantial reduction of their carbon footprint as well 
as develop a sustainable business. 

The concept of Green Banking is attached to Triodos bank (established 
in 1980) from Dutch origin which resumed the environmental 
sustainability in the banking sector from the very first day. In the year 
1990 the bank started ‘Green fund’ for funding environment friendly 
projects and all other projects follow later[02]. Taking example from 
this bank the banks all over the world have commissioned green 
initiatives in the banking sector. Institute for Development and 
Research in Banking Technology [03] defines Green Banking as ‘Green 
Banking is umbrella terms referring to practices and guidelines that 

make banks sustainable in economic, environmental, and social 
dimensions. It aims to make banking processes and the use of IT and 
physical infrastructure as efficient and effective as possible, with zero or 
minimal impact on the environment’. Jha&Bhome [04] defines green 
banking as means of promoting environmental friendly practices and 

reducing carbon footprint through banking activities. So it can be 
concluded that Green Banking approach involves using 
environmentally friendly practices at every level from adapting 
environment friendly practices within the banking organizations and 
also considering the environmental friendly aspect of the projects while 
funding and investing in commercial projects. It may be refereed as an 
ethical banking/ social banking (05) as there is a strong building block 
which is corporate social responsibility (CSR) within the agenda of 
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green banking. CSRbind banks in a relation with society/people 
showing the caring face of it in different situation, especially, in crisis 
period. It also be regarded as sustainable banking, which has a role to 
safeguard the planet from environmental degradation, with the aim of 
ensuring sustainable economic growth. 

03. Tools used for Green Banking 

Various tools or banking products/ services used for green banking 
initiatives in India are as follows: 

(i) Green Deposits: Banks offer higher interest rates on commercial 

deposits, money market accounts, checking accounts and savings 

account if customers choose to conduct their banking activities through 
online. 

(ii) Green Mortgages and Loans: Banks offer green mortgage with 

better interest rates or terms for energy efficient businesses. Some 
green mortgages allow home buyers to enjoy 15 percent of the price of 
their house into loans for upgrades including energy-efficient windows, 
solar panels, geothermal heating or water heaters. The savings in 
monthly energy bills can also offset the higher monthlymortgage 
payments and save money in the long run. 

(iii) Green Credit Cards: A green credit card can help cardholders to 

earn rewards or points which can be redeemed for contributions to eco-
friendly charitable organizations. These cards usually offer an excellent 
incentive for consumers to use their green card for their expensive 
purchases. 

(iv) Green Reward Checking Accounts: A bank product called 

reward checking accounts allows a bonus rate for customers who go 
green. Customers can earn higher checking account rates if they meet 
monthly requirements that might include receiving electronic 
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statements, paying bills online or using a debit or credit card. This 
banking product combine higher rates along with eco-friendly living. 

(v) Mobile Banking: Mobile banking is the most widely used green 

banking services of the banking industry. This product allow the 
customers to check balances, transfer funds or pay bills from mobile 
phone. It also saves time and energy and in reducing massive use of 
energy and paper of the bank. Most of the banks in India have 
introduced this paper-less facility. 

(vi) Carbon Footprint Reduction: Carbon foot-print canassess of 

the impact of our day to day activities on the environment. It relates to 

the amount of Green House Gases (GHG) we are producing in day-to-
day business while burning fossil fuels for electricity, heating, 
transportation etc. Banks can reduce their carbon footprints by 
adopting the following measures- 

(a)Paper-less Banking: computerised banking help in paperless 

banking widely. By switching over to electronic correspondence and 
reporting, banks can reduce consumption of huge quantities of paper 
for office correspondence, audit reporting, recording public transactions 
etc. Banks should encourage their customers to switch over toelectronic 
transactions and popularize e-statements. 

(b)Energy Consciousness: Developing energy consciousness, 

adopting effective office time management and automation solutions 
and using compact fluorescent lighting (CFL) can help banks save 
energy consumption considerably. Banks should conduct energy audits 
in all of their offices for effective energy management. They can also 
switch over to renewable energy (solar, wind etc.) to manage their 
offices and ATMs. 

(c) Using Mass Transportation System: Banks can become fuel 

efficient organization by providing common transport the staff posted 
at one office. 
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(d) Green Building: The Indian banking industry uses more than two 

lakhs premises for their offices and residential houses throughout the 
country. These banks should develop and use green buildings for their 
office and employee accommodation. 

(e) Online banking: This banking services helps in additional 

conservation of energy and natural resources. Online banking facilities 
includesPaying bills online, remote deposit, online fund transfers and 
online e-statements. It allows savings in terms of less paper, less 
energyand less expenditure of natural resources from banking 
activities. Customers can also save money by avoiding late payments of 

fees and save time by avoiding standing in queues and paying the bills 
online from home. 

(f) Save Paper: Banks are using recycled paper products with the 

highest postconsumer waste content possible and this includes monthly 
statements, brochures, ATM receipts, annual reports, newsletters, copy 
paper, envelopes etc. Indian banks are also employing vegetable-based 
inks instead of less environmentally friendly oil-based inks. 

(g) Use of Solar and Wind Energy: Using solar and wind energy is 

one of the decent cause for going green. State Bank of India (SBI) has 
become the first bank in the country to start generation of green power 
by installing windmills for captive use. As part of its green banking 
initiative, SBI has installed 10 windmills with an aggregate capacity of 
15 MW in the states of Tamil Nadu, Maharashtraand Gujarat. 

04. Initiatives of the public sector banks in India towards 
Green Banking 

Public Sector Banks (PSBs) are banks where a majority stake (i.e. 
more than 50%) is held by the Central Government. The shares of these 
banks are listed on recognised stock exchanges. In India, the Central 
Government entered the banking business with the nationalization of 
the Imperial Bank of India in 1955;60% stake was taken by 
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the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and the new bank was named as 
the State Bank of India. The seven other state banks became the 
subsidiaries of the new bank when nationalised on 19 July 1960. The 
next major nationalisation of banks took place in 1969 when the 
Government of India, under Prime Ministership of Smt. Indira 
Gandhi, nationalised an additional 14 major banks. The next round of 
nationalisation took place in April 1980. The Central Government 

nationalised six banks. At present, there are a total of 27 public sector 
banks operating in India with their 33627 branches and 60871 numbers 
of ATMs. The major of them are – State Bank of India, Punjab National 
Bank, Allahabad Bank, Andhra Bank, Bank of Baroda, Canara Bank, 
IDBI bank Ltd., UCO Bank etc. 

The present study has made over four public sector banks namely – 
State Bank of India (SBI), Punjab National Bank (PNB), Bank of 
Baroda (BOB) and Canara Bank. 

 State Bank of India  

SBI is the India’s oldest and largest banking institution (including both 
public and private sector banks) in almost every stricture such as net 
profit, revenue, assets and market capitalization. The bank was 
established in 1806 as Bank of Calcutta and three years later Three 
years later the bank received its charter and was re-designed as the 
Bank of Bengal (2 January 1809). A unique institution, it was the first 
joint-stock bank of British India sponsored by the Government of 
Bengal. The Bank of Bombay (15 April 1840) and the Bank of Madras 

(1 July 1843) followed the Bank of Bengal. These three banks remained 
at the apex of modern banking in India till their amalgamation as the 
Imperial Bank of India on 27 January 1921. The nationalisation of 
Imperial bank of India in 1955 results in emergence of the State Bank 
of India. SBI offers various ranges of activities such as investment 
banking, consumer banking, commercial banking, assets management, 
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pension, insurance, mortgages and credit card, through it widespread 
network of branches in country and overseas. As of March, 2014 it had 
assets of US$510 billion and15,215 branches (including 182 foreign 
branches) and 3, 12,313 employees are working in its branches. It is 
involved in community services activity since 1973 and throughout the 
country the bank participates and sponsors various social welfare 
activities. As a part of their Green Banking initiatives, the bank has 

taken the following steps – 

(i) In 2010, SBI started the operation of Green channel counter 
facilities in some of its branches and it has now extended to 
many more branches all over the India. An environmental 
friendly approach that helps to foster paperless banking in many 
fold [06] 

(ii) Collaboration with Suzlon Energy Ltd. to use wind power 
replacing thermal power in its business operations and currently 
using wind power in most of its branches located in Gujarat, 
Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra state[07]. 

(iii) For the sake of environmental concern and safety, SBI has 
started carbon disclosure projected in the financial sector in 
India [08]. 

(iv) SBI and EXIM Bank both jointly provide a long term loan (upto 

14 years) to a Spain based companies Grupo T- Solar Global SA 
and Astonfield Renewable Resources for building solar plant in 
India. Most of the financial institutions avoid giving long term 
loans to such projects because of their uncertainty and 
technological changes. 

 Punjab National Bank 

Punjab National Bank is one of the India’s oldest bank and was 
established on 19 May, 1894 (opened for business on 12th April, 1895). 
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At present, PNB is the second largest public sector bank by assets and 
third largest bank among private& public sector banks in India. With 
more than 120 years strong existence, the bank has now 8.9 crores 
customers and 6081 total branches (including 5 foreign branches), 6940 
ATMs and about 67,000 employeesemployed in the bank. It offers a 
wide variety of financial services like consumer banking, corporate 
banking, equity, mortgage, credit card, finance & insurance banking, 

wealth management etc. Beside from financial activities the bank is 
also involved in various social initiatives such as farmer empowerment, 
environment friendly initiatives and education & health initiatives for 
the financially downtrodden category. However, Green Banking 
initiatives of the bank are outlined below: 

(i) Bank has started using energy efficient appliances & conducting 
the electricity auditing of its various branches. On the other side 
the bank is also working on various green 
infrastructureprojects. 

(ii) Since 2012, a separate green audit is being introduced by the 
bank to access the impact of various green banking initiatives 
implemented by its various branches. 

(iii) The bank has conjointly placed guidelines for supply the term 
loan to the business units and commercial projects that are 

producing renewable energy and special guidelines has been 
issued to minimise the limit of loan for the project  that are 
using environmental depleting substances. 

(iv) In the year 2013-14 the bank has sanctioned nine commercial 
projects of wind energy comes with total sum of Rs. 2372.93 
million to push and develop the renewable supply of energy. 
[Source: Punjab National Bank, Corporate Social Responsibility 

Report 2013- 2014 (09)]. 

Bank of Baroda 
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Bank of Baroda is an Indian state owned (public sector) bank 
established in the year 1908 in the princely state of Baroda. The Bank 
was nationalized in the year 1969 by the government of India. It offers 
various ranges of banking products andfinancial services e.g.corporate 
banking, investment banking, retail banking, asset management etc. In 
year 2012 the bank was ranked 715 on Forbes Global 2000 list. 
Currently the bank has aextensive network of 5000 branches and 2500 

ATMs in India. The bank also has its international presence with 100 
branches/offices in 24 countries outside India which includes New York, 
Dubai, Hong Kong, Singapore, London, Paris etc. The bank has 
undertaken various steps to meet the agenda for corporate social 
responsibility. As a part of their Green Banking initiatives, the bank 
has taken the following steps – 

(i) As an alternative delivery channel, internet banking and mobile 
banking was introducedby the bank for reducing the operating 
cost for paper. 

(ii) As a part of green banking initiatives various changes were 
made by PNB in its branch operation such as backup 
consolidation, server and desktop virtualization. 

(iii) While financing the commercial projects the banks give a due 
weight-age to green projects such as windmills and solar power 

projects which helps in earning the carbon credit point. 

(iv) The bank insisted on implementing water treatment plant and 
obtains NOC from central/ state government pollution control 
board while lending to the manufacturing units which are 
releasing toxic polluting substance. 

(v) The bank has taken extensive campaign to promote on various 
measures of pollution control and efforts for environmental 
protection & conservation and cleaning of environment. [Source: 
Bank of Baroda, Annual Report 2013-2014 (10)]. 
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 Canara Bank 

An Indian public sector bank and was established as Canara Hindu 
Permanent Fund in 1906by ShriAmmembalSubbaRaoPai, a great 
visionary and philanthropist. It was renamed as Canara Bank in 1910 
& nationalized in the year 1969. The bank has a widespread network of 
5507 branchesacross all geographical segments in India as well as 
several abroad offices in Dubai, Hong Kong, London, Moscow and 
Doha. Keeping customer convenience at the forefront, the Bank 
arrange a wide array of alternative delivery channels that include 7095 

ATMs, covering 3833 centres. The Bank has made several value 
additions under internet banking and mobile banking services. The 
Bank also launched Canara Bank RuPay Debit Card, Canara Club Card 
– Debit, Canara Secured Credit Card, Canara Elite Debit Card and 
EMV Chip Cards under debit and credit cards. Various financial 
services such as asset management, commercial banking, investment 
banking, consumer banking, credit card and mortgages are being 
provided by the bank. It also sponsors two regional rural banks in 
Kerala and Karnataka. In the year 2003 the bank partnered with 
UNEP for implementing various solar projects under development 
project initiatives. Canara Bank is also involved in various rural 
development and environment friendly initiatives.Several Green 
Banking Initiatives as introduced by the bank from time to time are as 
follows - 

(i) The bank has implemented various green banking initiatives 

such as internet banking, tele-banking & mobile banking. Solar 
power biometric ATMs has been implemented in a few rural 
branches. Online Savings Bank and PPF account opening were 
introduced in 2014. 

(ii) The bank has set up 132 hi-tech E-lounges in select branches 
with facilities like ATM, Cash Deposit Kiosk with voice guided 
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system, Cheque Deposit Kiosk, Self Printing Passbook Kiosk, 
Internet Banking Terminal, Online Trading Terminal and 
Corporate Website Access. ‘Canara e-Infobook’ – an electronic 
passbook and banking related information facility was 
introduced on mobile platforms - Android, Windows 8 &iOS. 

(iii) The bank is not lending to the new units which are involved in 
producing and consuming Ozone depleting substances. The 

bank has also stopped extending the finance to small/medium 
scale unit engaged in the manufacturing of Aerosols by using 
CFC. 

(iv) The bank insisted on No Objection Certificate (either from 
Central Govt. Or state governments) while lending loan to those 
manufacturing units which emit toxic polluting substance to 
implement water treatment plant. 

(v) Till 31st March, 2014, the bank has financed 51,000 no of project 
of implementing solar lighting system. The average amount of 
financing is rupees five to eight lakhs per unit (11). [Source: 
Canara Bank, AnnualReport 2013-2014(12)]. 

05. Conclusion  

Learning from their western counterparts, the Indian banks have 
understood necessity of eco-friendly environment along with the 
economic progress of a nation and they are adopting various 
environmental practices and initiatives in their day to day business 

operations through Green Banking for maintaining ecological balances. 
But the Indian banking sector is still at the nascent so far green 
banking initiatives is concern. Most of the banks are adopting and 
focusing only on those green activities which provides win-win situation 
for the bank i.e. on one hand help them to show the concern for the 
environment and on the otherproviding the bank an opportunity to 
improved operational efficiency through cost saving. Therefore creating 
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awareness among society and helping smaller firms to change their 
process of Green initiatives will widespread the attitude of the banks 
for the same. Future research may also be conducted to study the 
impact of green practices on consumer willingness to purchase green 
products of various public sector banks in India. 
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Introduction 

Football is a game that requires skill and speed. Speed is the 
ability to perform a movement within a short period of time. Speed 
training is an important football related skill related component of 
physical fitness which enables a player to move from one point to 
another with faster response time. It has been shown that to improve 
speed each athlete needs to work on acceleration, starting ability, stride 
rate, speed endurance, and stride length  

Power, balance, agility, speed, reaction time and kinesthetic 
perception are the traits of motor performance, andthese traits plays 
major role in enhancing the performance of any game’s skills. With a 
good and well efficient combination of all these motor performance 
traits a player can give all his/her utmost throughout the most 
strenuous of competitive matches. Muscular power, often referred to as 
explosive power, is a combination of speed and strength an important 
in vigorous performance because it determines how hard a person can 
hit, jump and push etc. There are various means and method to 
increase power by increasing strength without sacrificing speed, by 
increasing speed of movement without sacrificing strength and by 
increasing both can be stressed by applying strong force through rapid 
motion.  
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Agility is the ability to change the direction of body or its parts 

rapidly’ is dependent on strength, reaction time, speed of movement 
and muscular coordination. Quick start and stops and quick changes in 
direction are fundamental to good performance in Football  Running 
speed is not only an athletic event itself, but it is an important factor in 

almost all court and field games it can result the difference in whether 
a performer is able to gain an advantage over his/her opponent. It is 
determined by the length and frequency (speed) of strides and mostly 
dependent upon speed of muscular and neuromuscular coordination.  

Balance is involved to some degree with all motor performances 
and some performances heavily depend upon balance. Reaction time is 
extremely important in all performances, requiring quick response. It 
has special significance in events in which an individual depends on 
each other and thereby respond to each other’s movement. Training is 
an essential part of preparing for sports competition. If training for 
soccer is to be effective it must be related to the demands of the game. 
Fitness for the sport assumes that the player is capable of meeting 
these demands; otherwise he  may not be able to cope with the 
physiological stress of match-play. In this instance the player has to 

raise fitness levels or risk not being selected. Despite the world-wide 
popularity of the game of association football (soccer), comparatively 
little scientific information is available concerning the physiological 
characteristics of the professional participant; although, some 
information is available concerning the amateur player. Soccer players 
must combine speed, strength, agility, power, and endurance as basic 
qualities before the individual skills inherent to the playing of soccer 
can be utilized.  

The present study, the scholar wanted to investigate new 
scientific approach for boosting up performance of Football players. 
Therefore, he took up this comparative study of motor performance 
level among categorized skilled football players from different teams 
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participated in Karnataka State Level men Football Tournament held 
at Bangalore in 2013-14 and to know the contribution of motor fitness 
to achieve excellence in football performance.  

METHODOLOGY  

The purpose of the study was to find out the significant 
difference on motor fitness components and the ability of performance 
in football among Bangalore Football Team, Chitradurga and Bellary 

Football Teamand Shimoga Team football players. 

Selection of subjects 

One hundred and fifty Karnataka state level men players were 
selected as subjects and their age ranged between 20 to 25 years, they 
were in selected sports and games, fromFootball participated in 
Karnataka State Level men Football Tournament held at Bangalore 
team in 2012-13 and they were divided in to three categories with fifty 
numbers in each.  

Bangalore Football Team served as    : Group I 

Chitradurga and Bellary Football Team served as  : Group II    

Shimoga Football Team served as    : Group III   

Selection of Variables  

The variables were selected based on the discussions with experts, 
feasibility of the criteria, availability of tools, and the relevance of the 
variables to the present study. The investigator selected the following 
variables.  

Motor Fitness Variables  

1. Cardio-vascular Endurance  

2. Speed  

3. Agility  
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4. Explosive Power.  

Collection of the Data 

The first step in the process of data collection for the study was to 
establish contact with the Football Team Managers / Coaches of the 
Karnataka state (Boards and standard sports clubs), which fell within 
the sampling frame of the present study. The first task of the 
investigator on beginning the administering of the questionnaire to the 

players was to brief the players about the purpose of this study and 
assured them the information gathered from them would be kept 
confidential. With this Introduction, the investigator was able to 
persuade the respondents to give reliable information regarding the 
income of the household. After distributing the questionnaire in the 
classroom and hostel room, the investigator explained every item in the 
questionnaire and the students subsequently filled the questionnaire. 
The investigator clarified the doubts of the students whenever the 
students raised any. After the completion of filling up the questionnaire 
the investigator with the help of his assistant collected the 
questionnaire. The investigator started his data collection from football 
state level teams, clubs and Boards, covered Bangalore team, 
Chidradurga and Bellary, and Shimoga. In the present survey, every 
possible effort was taken to reduce, as far as possible the Non-sampling 

error. The purpose of the study was explained and enough confidence 
was created in the minds of the respondents so as to make them reveal 
their family financial position if necessary with relevant information. 

Administration of Questionnaires  

The data were collected to ensure the co-operation of subjects; the 
investigator has personally met all the subjects selected from the study. 
The investigator gave very clear instructions regarding the method of 
answering the questionnaire. All the questionnaires were administered 
by the investigator in a fact to face relationship with the subjects. The 
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subjects were asked to tick the statements giving personal information 
on the front page and then to answer questions 

Test Administration 

Sl
No 

Motor Fitness 
Variables 

Methods Equipment/Test 
items 

Unit
/Me
asur
es 

1. Cardiovascular-
Endurance 

Cooper’s 
12 minute 

walk or 
run 

400meters Track, 
Flag Markers, Score 
Sheet, Whistle and 

Stopwatch 

Sec 

2. Speed 50 Meters 
Run 

Electronic 
Stopwatch, Starting 

Clapper 

Sec 

3. Agility Shuttle 
run 

Playfield Area, 
Measuring Tape, 

Stopwatch, Whistle 
and Two Wooden 

Blocks 

Sec 

4. Expose Power Standing 
Broad 
Jump 

Measuring Tape and 
Marking Powder 

Cm 

Variables were assessed before and after competition period.  

The resulted data were collected and analyzed using ANOVA and the 
group means were compared by Duncan’s Multiple Range Test 
(DMRT). Their differences was considered to be significant when 
p≤0.05. 
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Results 

Table 1.Shows the mean and standard deviations of Bangalore team 

Team, Chitradurga and Bellary Team and Shimoga Team of low and 
high level performers offootball players on cardiovascular endurance 

Sl.No Participant Name Mean and Standard 
Deviation 

1. Bangalore Football Team 2737.40±130.2 

2. Chitradurga and Bellary 
Football Team 

2625.33±136.4 

3. Shimogafootball Team 2300.67±139.9 

Data represents mean± SD from 50 subjects in each group. 

Values not sharing a common superscript letter (a,b,c,) differ 
significantly at p<0.05(Duncan’smultiple range test)Group 
comparison: Group one with all,Group2 and 3 with 1. 

The table value required for significance at 0.05 level of confidence with 
df 2 and149 is1.697 

Table 2. Shows the mean and standard deviations of Bangalore team 

Team, Chitradurga and Bellary Team and Shimoga Team of low and 
high level performers of football players on cardiovascular endurance  

 

Sl.No Participant Team Mean and Standard 
Deviation 

1. Bangalore Football Team 7.63±0.12 

2. Chitradurga and Bellary 
FootballTeam 

7.72±0.05 

3. ShimogaFootball Team 7.84±0.06 

Data represents mean± SD from 50 subjects in each group 
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Values not sharing a common superscript letter (a,b,c,) differ 
significantly at p<0.05(Duncan’s multiple range test) Group 
comparison: Group one with all, Group 2 and 3with 1.  

The table value required for significance at 0.05 level of confidence with 
df 2 and149 is1.697  

Table shows that there were significant changes on speed parameter in 
Bangalore team team when compared to Chitradurga and Bellery Team 
and Shimoga Team. This was due to the socioeconomic status; 
psychological factors and the 

Effective training that influence the players’ performance at higher 
levels2 results  

Table 3 shows the mean and standard deviations of Bangalore team 

Team, Chitradurga and Bellary Team and Shimoga Team of low and 
high level performers offootball players and the variations on Agility  

Sl.No Participant Name Mean and Standard 
Deviation 

1. Bangalore team Team 52.58±0.05 

2. Chitradurga and Bellary Team 50.15±0.25 

3. Shimoga Team 48.33±0.26 

Data represents mean± SD from 50 subjects in each group.  

Values not sharing a common superscript letter (a,b,c,) differ 
significantly at p<0.05(Duncan’s multiple range test) Group 
comparison: Group one with all,Group 2 and 3with 1.  

The table value required for significance at 0.05 level of confidence with 
df 2 and149 is1.697.  
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Results and Discussion: 

The results from the present study suggest that there is a strong 
positive association between socioeconomic status and physical fitness 
in Bangalore team football players.  

The selected variables of cardiovascular endurance, speed, 
agility and explosive power objectively assessed physical activity. 
Overall, the associations observed presented a medium to large effect. 

These findings could be interpreted as an overall influence of 
socioeconomic status on the physical fitness performance. A higher 
socioeconomic status could allow the players to have more facilities to 
practice exercise in terms of sport equipments acquisition, 
extracurricular sport sessions as well as a major awareness of their 
parents regarding the importance of having a healthy fitness.        
Speed-agility, muscular fitness, and cardio respiratory fitness (CRF) are 
considered important health related markers already in youth. Genetics 
greatly determines physical fitness, but there is little doubt that 
environmental factors also play an important role. Socioeconomic 
status is associated with several health outcomes (e.g., birth weight, 
obesity, diet, etc.) and with mortality. To better understand the specific 
role of different indicators of socioeconomic status on health-related 
fitness markers will enable a more efficient physical fitness promotion. 

Moreover, reported a positive association between socioeconomic status 
and speed-agility performance (5 x 10 m shuttle run test).They also 
reported a higher upper-body muscular strength (handgrip) in those 
boys with medium socioeconomic status compared to those with lower 
socioeconomic status. In contrast, our findings showed positive 
associations between socioeconomic status and cardiovascular 
endurance(20 m shuttle run test), associations for speed-agility (4 x 10 
m shuttle run test) and explosive power (vertical Jump)were found. 
Thus in our study, we have a positive correlation, states that better 
exposure and good socioeconomic status and motor fitness supports to 
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progress in their field of game showing their excellence in learning, 
performance, playing ability and skills in Bangalore team team 
players.It also helps to keep the players mind stress free, well relaxed, 
and sound in concentration and penetrates the self confidence in them. 

Conclusion: 

We believe that this paper can contribute to safer and more efficient 
planning and programming of training with young soccer players, 

because the results of our tests helped us detect the basic motor 
abilities that are predominantly responsible for the success of the 
performance of situational motor abilities. Therefore, we will provide 
suggestions that in our opinion can improve the training process:  

1. Training content which in its structure containexercises of a cyclic 
character should be represented in the training process because they 
largely contribute to the development of cognitive abilities (above all 
perceptive), which is very important for young soccer players; then, 
training content of soccer aerobic, exercises for leg work and for general 
movement technique, all inthe function of optimal development of 
young soccer players. These exercises will certainly contribute to the 
development of specific co-ordination in young soccer players. 

2. Agility is considered an essential element for athletic success, yet it 
remains one of the most under researched areas of sports performance. 

Basic movement structures which are of vital importance for successful 
participation in any sport. If the movement technique is better, the 
athlete achieves better effects of a training process and is more effective 
in competition.  

3.    We are also of opinion that further advancement of technical 
preparedness is not possible without parallel development of basic 
motor abilities;  
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4. In this study there were detected the abilities of most influence on 
improving results in tests of motor abilities; such information can 
contribute to selecting the training assessment that would apply to 
working with young soccer players.  

At the end we have to say that excellent success isonly possible if the 

athletes’ preparation process and sport itself are based on scientifically 
founded tendencies, and this is probably the only and the right way in 
guiding our league competition towards  

contemporary attainments of the soccer game. Ultimately, it is also 
likely that effective training procedures to improve motor fitness that 
Footballers made the biggest progress.  
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Colonialism emerged in the world under the guise of spreading 
the better aspects of life to the unprivileged. Though the apparent 
claim of colonialism was for the betterment of human life, the history of 
the world shows the true nature of colonialism as conquering and 

subjugating the weaker folk and make profit out of them. With 
colonialism itself a reactionary tendency against the mighty group 
developed among the weaker group, this anti-colonial sweep of the 
world provided a face of submission and resistance, subjugation and 
liberation to the world history. The present paper takes colonialism in 
this sense and focuses the process, its issues, nature, means and results 
in Canada. Canadian literature has been chosen because almost all the 
classical aspects of colonialism are evident there. 

The two novels under study,Beatrice Culleton’s In Search of 
April Raintree and Jeannette Armstrong’s Slash,present a realistic 

account of the nature of the life of Canadian people in the initial 
contact with the Europeans. Both these novels are telling statements 
on the brutality involved in the colonialism of Canada and the steps 
taken by the counter movements to resist the process through decades. 
This paper gives an account of the process of assimilation and 
resistance in Canadian colonial history as they are seen in the two 
novels. Both the novels portray characters that assimilate the settler 
culture and resist against the same. This paper looks into the 
similarities and differences in the way they assimilate and resist in 
such a colonial scenario. 
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Europe always looked at its “other” as barbaric and uncivilized. 

All vices had been attributed to the native “other” by the Europeans. 
They justified their image of the natives and legitimized it by stating 
that it was their moral and political duty to civilize the natives. This is 
how Europe penetrated into the socio-cultural life of those, whom they 

viewed as inferior and uncivilized, plundering not only the natural and 
human resources of that land, but also robbing the people of their rich 
tradition and culture. They imposed their culture, religion and 
language on the native people, colonizing also their mental universe. 
This is not the end of the vicious imperialist project, for the colonizers 
by colonizing their minds, injected their image of the colonized into the 
native’s minds. As a result the colonized viewed themselves not in the 
manner they sought them to view themselves but in the manner the 
colonizer wanted them to view themselves. 

Assimilation is a way of an internalized oppression. It is an 
attempt made by marginalized people to escape exclusion, frustration 
and self hatred.But paradoxically, this attempt to avoid the pain of 
rejection by the elite leads to the deeper sorrow, shame and guilt of 
rejection. Though assimilation of the elite values and ways oflife brings 

material gains and some amount of recognition to start with, it does not 
eventually lead to the expected levels of success or well being as the 
elite seldom accept the marginalized races on equal terms. Thus the 
choice between assimilation and oblivion becomes in effect a non-
choice. 

 Many of them attempt assimilation to escape humiliation. But 
those who assimilate are rejected by the society which is itself infected 
with racism. Assimilation is an escape from reality. But those who 
assimilate are caught between two worlds. Like assimilation, 
acculturation is also an exchange of cultural features that results when 
groups of individuals having different cultures come into continuous 
first hand contact; the original cultural patterns of either or both 
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groups may be altered, but the groups remain distinct. It is a cultural 
conflict in which minority’s cultural is displaced by the dominant 
groups’ culture. There are several options the minority can chose, each 
with different motivations and different consequences. These options 
include assimilation to the majority culture, a defensive assertion of the 

minority culture, a bicultural blending of the two cultures, a bicultural 
alternation between cultures depending on contexts, or a diminishment 
of both cultures. 

Beatrice Culleton’s In Search of April Raintree is a story about 
two Metis sisters who loved each other. They grew up in foster homes 
and had to face many problems because of their Metis identity. They 
had to face many cruelties from the foster homes and other people 
around them.  Their identity affects them in two different ways. While 
Cheryl celebrates her Metis identity April, on the other hand tries to 
escape from her aboriginal culture. April tries to become a ‘’white’’ 
concealing her actual identity. 

April and Cheryl’s father, Henry Raintree is an Indian. Their 

mother Alice is half Irish and half Ojibway. April, like her mother has 
pale skin and seems like a white, while Cheryl has Indian looks, black 
hair, brown eyes and brown skin.  Like many natives, their parents are 
also alcoholic addicts and this end up in the separation of family. April 
and Cheryl are called ‘’half breeds” and humiliated in many ways by 
the foster families and the children at school. April finds it difficult to 
adjust with this and tries her best to become a white. Cheryl grows up 
as a rebel and becomes a Metis activist. 

April Raintree, who is born in Metis culture and grows up in 
non-native foster homes, faces the dual conflict within her. Dion family, 
the first foster home of April, was very loving to her and she was taken 
care very well there. Her problems regarding her identity arose when 
she was taken to Mrs.Derosier. There she was ill-treated and regarded 
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as a servant. April wascalled “gramma squaws” and was accused of 
having relationship with two boys, Raymond and Gilbert. 

Mrs. DErosier scolds her and calls her half-breed. Once Maggie 
remarked “… I have heard you half breeds were dirty but now I can see 
that it’s true” (41). Like this many notions about the Metis people were 

used to insult April and Cheryl. Thus undergoing all such issues April 
decided that when she leaves from foster home, she will live just like a 
real white person, not poor Indian, but rich white. She even thinks of 
changing the spelling of ‘Raintree’ to ‘Raintry’, so that it could pass for 
Irish. In many ways she dreams of inheriting a white culture, the one 
which ill- treats her now. Throughout her life April takes very much 
care to conceal her racial identity. For her, assimilation is the only 
means of survival. She sees that the only way to survive in a white 
world is to assimilate. 

April marries Bod Radcliff, a rich white man, living in the 
mansion of her dreams. She believes that by possessing all comfort and 
luxury of a civilized society and marrying a white man, she could 
conceal her own culture and conform to the white outlook. This 
marriage only leads her to more problems. She is always reminded of 

her concealed Metis by her mother-in-law and other friends and 
relatives of Bob. April came to know that he was really in love with 
Heather, an actress. She understands that she cannot live as a “real 
white”. Fails in her attempt to become a white she walks out of Bob’s 
house and returns to Cheryl. The choice of assimilation proves to be an 
illusion. April realizes that they can be like whites but never become 
them. Cheryl told her that April prostituted herself by marrying Bob. 

The choice of assimilation proves too soon to be the illusion that 
it actually is. The gradual realization of this fact begins to dawn on 
April when she discovers that the very people with whom she sought to 
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identify herself sees her as other at the same distance as she sees the 
rest of her people. 

While April who opts for assimilation learns is futility, Cheryl 
who refuses the option is effectively forced into oblivion. It is true that 
she almost hits the third choice through her career as an activist and 

through her pride in the Metis heritage. Her attempts at self assertion 
and pride in her Metis identity is evidenced by her enthusiastic study of 
native history and tradition and her fight against all 
misrepresentations. She is presented in a witty scene, for instance, as 
encountering and resisting effectively the exclusion forced on her by 
the dominant race by appropriating the very language of the oppresser; 
one of the white guests at a party, trying to be polite, asks Cheryl: 

But you’re not exactly Indians, are you? What is the proper 
word for people like you? 

Cheryl says: women 

The guest tries again: no,no I mean nationality? 

Cheryl answers: oh, I’m sorry. We are Canadians.(91) 

Cheryl here refuses the label of Metis though she is proud of it. 

 Cheryl’s self image as an activist and social worker and her 

pride in her racial heritage however based on her idealization of her 
people which in turn is rooted in a romantic fantasy about her family 
visualized in a pre-colonial state of existence. And when this illusion 
breaks down through her encounter with the hard reality about her 
parents, she lets herself to disintegrate and traverses the willful path of 
self destruction. When the guilt of her responsibility for April’s rape is 
added to her burden,and she sees her sister in the patronizing role of 
the surrogate White, her self image deteriorates further and she finds 
escape from the living death by committing suicide, conforming 
ironically to the stereotyped formula of the “native girls’ syndrome” 
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which she and April had sought to debunk. The choice to assimilate or 
vanish is thus proved to be a non-choice which in fact forces the 
marginalized people to vanish either way. 

After Cheryl’s death April is able to accept her own Metis 
identity and she sees herself a part of a community. April says, “it was 

tragic that it had taken Cheryl’s death to bring me to accept my 
identity” (184). When she sees an empty whiskey bottle in Cheryl’s 
room, she recognizes that the real enemy and smashes it yelling, “I 
hate you for what you’ve done to my people! Our people” (172). These 
words signify the changes that have come over her. 

Thus April finds the third choice against assimilation and 
extermination when she decides to strive for a better future for herself 
and her people on their own terms. April’s life can be seen as a power 
struggle between the White colonizer and the colonized, the native 
Metis. Finally April decided to strive for a better tomorrow, for her 
sister and her son, Henry Liberty and for ‘her people’. April takes care 
of Henry, the survivor of the Raintree family. Thus the novel offers a 
new hope for the ancient race. 

In Jeannette Armstrong’s novel Slash, the protagonist 

Tommy(Slash) Kalasket, attempts to “find his way out of this living 
death(of colonialism) by way of poison, spiritual confirmation and 
active political struggle”(Ryga 1984;9)In the dominant narrative of 
Slash, are also find the interpolative voices of different people 
expressing the traditionalist and assimilationalist arguments.Pra-cwa, 
the Okanagan tribal elder, Slash’s father, his uncle Joe, the Plain 
Indian Medicine Men, cousin Chuck and later Slash himself voice the 
traditional Okanagan view of life. On the other hand, the 
assimilationist/White argument is raised by Jimmy, the racist teachers, 
and so on. 
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These are the different interests among the colonized. When some 
uphold the First Nation culture and tradition, some “want to try all 
kinds of new stuff and be more like White people.” Some feel caught 
between two worlds. Tommy tells his friend Jimmy, “I don’t know who 
is right anymore.”(43) 

In the novel, when Slash wants to regain the pride of the First Nations, 
Jimmy idealizes the White man and wants to assimilate. Jimmy defines 
the Indian in terms of the White perceptions and is ashamed of the 
ways of the Indian society and justifies his action. “I like to feel good. I 
feel good when White friends of mine talk and joke with me as if I were 
like them… I wish our people were like them… I hate being an Indian. 
I hate Indian ways.”(44) 

 Like April denies her Metis identity, Jimmy also rejects his 
tradition and culture. He realizes the growing degradation of his family 
but he attributes it to their Native identity. He rejects everything 
Indian to assimilate the ways of the White kids at school as the only 
way to raise his self esteem and to win the approval of his friends. He 
fails to understand the strength of his own culture. He considers his 
parents’ alcoholism as a justification for him to assimilate the White 

ways. 

 His attempt for assimilation is only way to have material gains. 
To achieve material wealth he has got a diploma in business 
administration aiming at a good job and plenty of money. He tries to 
get a “clean job” and he marries a White girl. To escape the image of 
the Native alcoholic he refuses to drink from the bar on the reserve. He 
wishes to “wear smart pants and shoes”(44) and to buy “a really classy 
car”(83). Like April he tries all the possible ways to become a White. 

 His entire attempt to become a White isolates him in the Indian 
society and he is unacceptable in the White society too. Though he 
qualifies himself for the “good clean job” (83) he faces the negation and 
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discrimination from the Whites. To the Whites Jimmy does not differ 
from the rest of the “drunken lazy Indians”. He realizes that Indian 
being victim of the internalized oppression feels that Indian is not good 
for clean jobs. 

Jimmy fails in his attempt to assimilate. Like April Raintree he 

understands that he cannot be a White completely. He realizes the 
reality and says that it is one of the hardest things to understand and it 
also one of the hardest things to deal with. He complains about the 
prejudice shown by fellow Indians. Slash explains that the First 
Nations attempt assimilation because of their image of inferiority. 
Slash helps Jimmy to realize his troubles and the need to bring about 
decolonization and  reclaim traditional values. Jimmy realizes the 
mistakes he has done. 

The new American President’s speech where he talks about a “Great 
Society” is a typical example of the choices (assimilate or vanish) 
offered to the Natives by the colonizer. He talked about “progress 
without strife and change without hatred”. 

Though Slash had liking towards assimilation, he was unable to 
assimilate and opt for oblivion. He realizes the other choice. He is able 

to realize that “there is another way. It’s always been there, we just go 
to see it ourselves though”(198). This other way is associated with the 
traditional ways. The practice of medicine ways and spiritual 
affirmation provides the people the means to survive. 

 While April tries to assimilate because of her fear of being 
identified with the “gutter creature”, Jimmy tries to assimilate because 
of the image of inferiority. Both Slash and Cheryl try to identify 
themselves with the Natives and they become active members in the 
Native society. April and Jimmy face the reality of life and they come 
back to their tradition and culture. When Slash becomes successful in 
his attempt, Cheryl fails before the realities of the Native world and 
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becomes an alcoholic and commits suicide. Assimilation hasn’t helped 
them to become a pure White but it leads to more complicated problems 
and finally to the reality. 

 Culleton and Armstrong show how the social problems plaguing 
Native people in Canada are caused by aggressive, opperessive and 

violent social, political and governmental system which reflect 
embedded notions of imperialism, colonization and assimilation .by 
speaking in their own voices, they give voice to the silenced.they speak 
not for the Native people but to be a Native in Canada. 
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EMERGING TRENDS AND CHALLENGES IN RURAL 
MARKETING AND AGRICULTURE 

Dr. P.V. Ramana Kumar 
Dept. of Economics 
Andhra University 

Visakhapatnam 
Introduction  

The development of the nation largely depends upon the 
development of the rural population. Mahatma Gandhi had once said: 

"India's way is not Europe's. India is not Calcutta and Bombay. India 
lives in her several hundreds of villages". The concept ‘rural’ and 
‘marketing’, though used very frequently in various forums, have 
eluded any precise and non- controversial definitions. When we join 
them, the resulting concept ‘rural marketing’ means different things to 
different persons. This confusion leads to distorted understanding of 
the problems of rural marketing poor diagnosis and, more often than 
not, poor prescriptions. The Indian rural market with its vast size and 
demand base offers great opportunities to marketers. Two – thirds of 
countries consumers live in rural areas and almost half of the national 
income is generated here. It is only natural that rural markets form an 
important part of the total market of India. Our nation is classified in 
around 28 states,7 Union territories,653districts, and approximately 
6,38,596 villages, which can be sorted in different parameters such as 

literacy levels, accessibility, income levels, penetration, distances from 
nearest towns, etc. rural marketing and urban marketing are identical 
as regards basic marketing structure. However, rural markets and 
rural marketing have special features and dilemmas as compared to 
urban markets. The rural markets offer a great scope for a 
concentrated marketing effort because of the recent increase in the 
rural incomes and the likelihood that such incomes will increase faster 
because of better production and higher prices for agricultural 
commodities. The rural markets dominate Indian marketing scene and 
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need special attention for the expansion of marketing activities and also 
for providing better life and welfare to the rural people. Given the 
development, which has taken place in the rural areas under the five- 
year plans and other special programmes, today the rural market offers 
a vast untapped potential. Development programs in the field of 

agriculture and allied activities, health education, communication, 
rural electrification, etc have improved the lifestyles of poor and the 
illiterate and some market agencies forecast the rural demand will 
supersede the urban demand in the near future.  

Rural Market Definition  

CENSUS OF INDIA 2001 - A place where the population is not 
more than 5000, the density of population is not more than 400 per 
square kilometer and at least 75% of the male population is engaged in 
agriculture.  

Rural marketing involves the process of developing, pricing, 
promoting, distributing rural specific product and a service leading to 
exchange between rural and urban market which satisfies consumer 
demand and also achieves organizational objectives.  

Rural Market Facts 

Some of the facts are presented here for the better understanding about 
rural market as per the report of NCAER. 

a. Rural India constitutes 70% of India’s total population.  

b. It accounts for 56^ of national income.  

c. It contributes to 1/3rd of India’s total savings  

d. It accounts for 64% of total expenditure.  

e. Rural economy is estimated to reach a size of Rs 18 trillion by 2012-
2013 as   Against Rs 12 trillion in 2007-2008.  
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f. Rural consumers share of total ownership of low cost items like 
bicycles, pressure cookers and watches during 1995-96 was 60%.  

g. The share of rural India in the FMCG market is around 53% and is 
expected to reach 60% in future.  

h. 90 % villages were electrified.  65% of villages were covered by 

mobile/phone connectivity. 

Emerging Trends In Rural Markets: Another world like to analyse 

the various trends emerged in Rural Marketing. 

Online rural market (Internet, Nicnet): 

Rural people can use the two-way communication through on – line 
service for crop information, purchases of Agri-inputs, consumer 
durable and sale of rural produce online at reasonable price. Farm 
information online marketing easily accessible in rural areas because of 
spread of telecommunication facilities all over India. Agricultural 
information can get through the Internet if each village has small 
information office.  

Information through local agriculture input dealers  

Most of the dealers have direct touch with the local farmers the fact 
remains same there where the farmers need awareness about pests, 
decease, fertilizers, seeds, technology and recent developments. For 
development of rural farmers the government may consider effective 
channel and keep information at dealers, for farmer education hang 
notice board and also train the dealer recent changes and developments 
in agriculture. National Chain Stores: large number of stores set up in 
different rural areas throughout the country by the same organization 

for marketing its products. Thus national chain stores can serve large 
number of customers in rural area.  
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COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS  

Cost benefit can be achieved through development of information 
technology at the doorsteps of villagers; most of the rural farmers need 
price information of agri-produce and inputs. If the information is 
available farmers can take quick decision where to sell their produce, if 
the price matches with local market farmer no need to go near by the 
city and waste the money and time, hence the means farmers can 

enrich their financial strength.  

Need Based Production  

Supply plays major role in price of the rural produce, most of the 
farmers grow crops in particular seasons not throughout the year, it 
causes oversupply in the market and drastic price cut in the 
agricultural produce. Now the information technology has been 
improving if the rural people enable to access the rural communication, 
farmers awareness can be created about crops and forecasting of future 
demand, market taste. Farmers can equates their produce to demand 
and supply, they can create farmers driven market rather than supply 
driven market. If the need based production system developed not only 
prices but also storage cost can be saved. It is possible now a days the 
concept of global village.  

Market Driven Extension  

Agricultural extension is continuously going through renewal process 
where the focus includes a whole range of dimensions varying from 
institutional arrangements, privatization, decentralization, 
partnership, efficiency and participation. The most important change 

that influences the extension system is market forces. There is a need 
for the present extension system to think of the market driven 
approach, which would cater the demands of farmers.  
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Processing Industry  

India is the second largest producer of fruits and vegetables in the 
world with an annual production of more than 110 million tones of fruit 
and vegetable only 1.3 percent of the output is processed by the 
organized sector commercially, the reason higher consumption in fresh 
form. However, as the packaging, transportation and processing 
capacities increase, the market for processed fruits and vegetables is 

projected to grow at the rate of about 20 % per annum. 100 % export 
oriented units (EOU) and Joint venture units required improving the 
processing industry.  

Apanamandi / Kisan Mandi / Rythubazaar  

There is a need to promote direct agricultural marketing model 
through retail outlets of farmer's co-operatives in urban areas. The 
direct link between producers and consumers would work in two ways: 
one, by enabling farmers to take advantage of the high price and 
secondly, by putting downward pressure on the retail prices.  

Rural Agri- Export  

Rural produce, raw fruits and vegetable, processing goods, have the 
potential market in Asian, Europe and western countries. Particularly 
soundly countries have commendable potential for Indian rural 
produce.  

Integrated Marketing  

Under this concept, both the supply of inputs and servicing of inputs 
are undertaken at the same point or by the same company.  

Employment generation by rural marketing?  

Our country is endowed with a good degree of ethnic and regional 
diversity. About three-fourth of the total population resides in the rural 
areas and majority of them are dependent upon agriculture for their 
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subsistence. Agriculture contributes about 24.7% to the Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) of the country. It also contributes about 13.1% to the 
total Indian exports. This sector provides employment to 58.4% of the 
country's workforce and livelihood to more than 650 million people. 
Despite this fact, the condition of these people has not shown any 

significant improvement. 

 In the recent years, Government initiated.Rajeeve udyoga /Yuva 
kiranalu, Aaadharsarythu schemes,Coperative managers,Agros 
Manager, and privates companies providing employment for rural 
people,Coromandel’s Managromor Centers,ITC’s e-Choupal,Sri Ram 
Grops’ Harili bazaar. 

Challenges related to rural marketing and Agriculture  

The rural market offers a vast untapped potential; it should also 
be recognized that it is not that easy to operate in rural market because 
of several problems. Rural marketing is thus a time consuming affair 
and requires considerable investments in terms of evolving appropriate 
strategies with a view to tackle the challenges. The challenges are.  

Coming to agriculture sector, Agriculture is the backbone of 
Indian economy. The contribution of agriculture to the national GDP 
has declined substantially during the last few decades. It plays an 
important role in providing gainful employment to the Indian people.  

The preeminent sector of the economy is the source of livelihood 
of almost two thirds of the workforce in the country. The contribution 
of agriculture and allied activities to India's economic growth in recent 
years has been no less significant than that of industry and services. 
The importance of agriculture to the country is best summed up by this 
statement: "If agriculture survives, India survives".  

Agriculture in its broadest sense remains the most important 
sector of the society even though its contribution to economy might 
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have declined. Agriculture remains and will remain the source of food 
supply in the world. But agriculture is a part of the rural society and 
culture. Therefore, improvement of agriculture means the 
improvement of rural society, environment and quality of life.  

Agriculture in its broadest sense remains the most important 

sector of the society even though its contribution to economy might 
have declined. Agriculture remains and will remain the source of food 
supply in the world. But agriculture is a part of the rural society and 
culture. Therefore, improvement of agriculture means the 
improvement of rural society, environment and quality of life. 
Agriculture in India offers tremendous opportunities and challenges at 
the same time. About 43 per cent of India's geographical area is used for 
agricultural activity which employs nearly 64 per cent of the population 
and accounts for about 10 per cent of India's exports. 

GDP Share Of Agriculture & Allie Sectors To Total Economy – 
At 2004-05. 

Year Prices (%)  

1960-61  47.6  

1970-71  41.7  

1980-81  35.7  

1990-91  29.5  

2000-01  22.3  

2010-11  14.5  

2011-12  13.9  
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Low Literacy  

There are not enough opportunities for education in rural areas. 
The literacy level is as low (77.09%) when compared to all- India 
average of 82.91% as per 2011 census.  

Rural-Urban literacy rates: 1991-2011 

 
1991 2001 2011 

P M F P M F P M F 

Total 64.87 76.56 52.32 76.88 85.97 67.03 82.91 89.82 75.48 

Rural 55.52 69.74 40.96 70.36 81.93 58.40 77.09 86.39 67.38 

Urban 79.20 86.41 70.87 85.48 91.03 79.09 89.84 93.79 85.44 

 

Seasonal Demand  

Demand for goods in rural markets depends upon agricultural 
situation, as agriculture is the main source of income. Agriculture to a 
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large extent depends upon monsoon and, therefore, the demand or 
buying capacity is not stable or regular.  

Distribution: An effective distribution system requires village-level 

shopkeeper, Mandal/ Taluka- level wholesaler or preferred dealer, 
distributor or stockiest at district level and company-owned depot or 
consignment distribution at state level. The presence of too many tiers 
in the distribution system increases the cost of distribution. Covering 6, 

38,596 villages is not an easiest task. It is great challenge to a 
transporter and huge expensive matter to an organization. India 
Coming to fertilizers Industry, As of 31.03.2012, India has 12 major and 
139 minor ports. All P & K fertilizers have been imported by India at 
some Major Ports and minor ports via Ships. During the peak season, 
distribution & transportation problems are rising. Thus, fictitious 
demand also raised for fertilizers in India.  

Communication Problems: Facilities such as telephone, fax and 

telegram are rather poor in rural areas .At present many villages were 
covered with telephone tower except valley areas/thandas/forestry area.  

Traditional Life: Life in rural areas is still governed by customs and 

traditions and people do not easily adapt new practices. For example, 
even rich and educated class of farmers does not wear jeans or branded 
shoes.  

Buying Decisions depends on demos/Trail: Rural consumers are 

cautious in buying and decisions are slow and delayed. They like to give 
a trial and only after being personally satisfied, do they buy the 
product. In agriculture sector, demo is one of the effective tools to 
promote a product. But the continuous observation is required. If trail 
demo is failed external factors like, bad weather conditions, 

automatically negative publicity will be prevalented by local farmer. 
This negative publicity may leads towards negative sales growth.  
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Though competition from local dealer network : In agriculture 

sector local dealers are playing key role in marketing. Local dealers are 
having good personal relation with farmers, providing Credit facility as 
well as barter system. Each territory has separate dealer associations 
and many dealer association across in AP and India ( Ex: Kurnool 
fertilizersdealers association, mahaboobnagar fertilizers dealer 
association..etc). These associations are disturbing organized rural 

retailers by putting pressure with politicians & local govt authorities.  

Political problems: Political influence is more in agriculture 

marketing. Local politicians put pressers over the employees For 
fertilizers, Seeds, & Agri inputs, some time employees were also betan 
up by politicians &farmers. We have no of example in Rayalseema area 
to observe how the political influence effects our agriculture marketing 
system.  

Legal problems: Government’s involvement is more in agriculture 

sector than other sectors. E.C Act, Seed act, Pesticides Act are playing 
very curicial role in Agriculture marketing. Hence; Private companies 
are facing non-exposed problems caused by concern authorities.  

Brand piracy /Spurious goods: Brand piracy is one of the 

challenging problems not only in agriculture products but also in 
FMCG, Groceries, foot wear and Apparel. So that rural customers are 
unable to recognize weather it is branded item or spurious goods. This 
Unawareness of rural consumers/customers causing the obstacles to the 
rural marketing. For example Aquafina (Pepsi) water bottle is being 
sold in the name of Aquafena(Local product in Tirupati area). 

Cultural Factors: Culture is a system of shared values, beliefs and 

perceptions that influence the behavior of consumers. There are 
different groups based on religion, caste, occupation, income, age, 
education and politics and each group exerts influence on the behavior 

of people in villages.  
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There is a belief among rural people that experience is more 
important than formal education and they respect salespersons who 
can offer practical solutions to their problems. Therefore, it is desirable 
that sales persons, especially those who have been brought up in cities 
are given a thorough training consisting of both theory and practical 

aspects of village life. The training will help these sales persons to align 
themselves with the market realities and settle down smoothly in their 
jobs. Rural market has a tremendous potential that is yet to be tapped. 
A small increase in rural income, results in an exponential increase in 
buying power.  

Payment collection: The majority of the rural population is still 

unbanked. Clearly, non-cash. Payment collection from the dealers and 
depositing are also very risky in rural areas.  

Many language and Dialects: The number of languages and dialects 

vary from state to state region to region. This type of distribution of 
population warrants appropriate strategies to decide the extent of 
coverage of rural market. Thus rural retailers will face banding 
problem in agriculture sector.  

Agriculture Labor problem: On one side, Daily average wage of 

agriculture labor is hanging at 300-350 in rural and another side 
Employment Guarantee scheme is successfully running in rural areas. 
These two factors are badly affecting agriculture sector. If you take 
feedback of opinion farmers, they says that 1) daily wages going up 2) 
labor shortage by EGS are affecting agriculture activities.  

Weather-Quality: We know that without water, a farmer can’t involve 

in cultivating activities. Due to the changes in our environment, it is 
not properly raining in time and happened Drought conditions 

sometimes. Thus, Crops will have to be harvested with poor quality of 
produces.  
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Other influencing factors in agriculture sector: High imbalance 

in nutrient management ,Natural calamities and Market conditions 
(demand, supply and price). Pests and diseases, Drought or too much 
rains, Primitive methods of cultivation, lack of proper storage facilities, 
which exposes grain to rain and rats, Grading, Transport, Market 
Intelligence (up to date market prices to villagers), Long chain of 
middlemen (Large no. of intermediaries between cultivator and 

consumer, wholesalers and retailers, Fundamental practices (Market 
Dealers and Commission Agents get good part of sale of receipts).  

Transportation  

Many rural areas are not connected by rail transport. Kacha 
roads become unserviceable during the monsoon and interior villages 
get isolated. Nearly 50 percent of the villages in the country do not 
have all weather roads. Physical communication to these villages is 
highly expensive. Even today, most villages in eastern part of the 
country are inaccessible during monsoon season.  
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Total Road Length by Categories in India(in km) 
 
Sl. No  Category  as on 31st March  
2003                                     2004  2005  2006  2007  2008  
Length  %  Length  %  Length  %  Length  %  Length  %  Length  %  
A  Highways  204

537
0  

57.96  2107061  58.18  2415941  61.48  2459886  61.44  2550838  61.61  2600104  61.37  

I  PWD 
Roads  

889
879  

25.22  918003  25.35  996195  25.35  1018349  25.43  1053828  25.45  1084517  25.60  

i  National 
Highways  

581
12  

1.65  65569  1.81  65569  1.67  66590  1.66  66590  1.61  66754  1.58  

ii  State 
Highways  

134
807  

3.82  133177  3.68  144396  3.67  148090  3.70  152235  3.68  154522  3.65  

iii  Other 
PWD 
Roads  

696
960  

19.75  719257  19.86  786230  20.01  803669  20.07  835003  20.17  863241  20.38  

II  Panchayat 
Raj Roads  

115
549
1  

32.75  1189058  32.83  1419746  36.13  1441537  36.00  1497010  36.15  1515587  35.78  

i  Zila 
Parishad 
Roads  

531
827  

15.07  529092  14.61  469944  11.96  473705  11.83  507626  12.26  508608  12.01  

ii  Village 
Panchayat 
Roads  

459
750  

13.03  479114  13.23  621904  15.83  636205  15.89  655299  15.83  670107  15.82  

iii  CD/Panch
ayat 
Samiti 
Roads  

163
914  

4.65  180852  4.99  327898  8.34  331627  8.28  334085  8.07  336872  7.95  

B  Rural 
Road 
constructe
d under  

926
697  

26.26  951511  26.27  966976  24.61  989867  24.72  1020621  24.65  1061809  25.06  

PMGSY  26697  0.76  51511  1.42  66976  1.70  89867  2.24  120621  2.91  161809  3.82  
JRY  900000  25.51  900000  24.85  900000  22.90  900000  22.48  900000  21.74  900000  21.24  
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Conclusion: Majority of the villagers are confronting with variety of 

problems specifically dueto illiteracy high rate of interest on loans due 
to local money lenders on the credit needed for agricultural inputs like 
seeds, pesticides and fertilization.  For the past 12 years, some of the 
organized rural retailers like…..TKK, MGC, Subhalab, HKB, E-
Choupal Saagar, and Aaadhar are serving with good solutions to tackle 
the problems of Indian farmers at their organized Retail outlets. 
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